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Abstract 

In diabetic patients dysfunction of the ability of the lens to regulate the volume of its fibre cells 

results in localised tissue damage in the outer cortex that manifests as increased light scattering 

and eventually cataract (Donaldson et al. 2009). Previous experiments to study the regulation of 

lens fibre cell volume generally utilized fixed lenses that were imaged at discrete time points. 

Using this method, it proved impossible to capture the time course of fibre cell volume regulation 

in the living lens. The initial aim of my PhD project was therefore to develop methods that al-

lowed the dynamic changes in fibre cell volume to be visualised in real time in organ cultured 

lenses. To achieve this, I trialled a number of imaging modalities with little success. However, 

through a process of trial and error, I noticed that the clarity of lens cellular structure was im-

proved when lenses were illuminated using off-angle light. Based on this fortuitous observation, 

I developed and optimised a new technique for imaging fibre cell structure in whole lenses, 

which I have termed Off-Angle-Light (OAL) microscopy. Using OAL, I recorded the dynamic 

changes to fibre cell morphology in both rat and bovine lenses that were exposed to osmotic 

challenge. Interestingly, these proof of principle experiments revealed a new phenomenon which 

changed the direction of my PhD project. I observed an unexpected shrinkage which slowly 

occurred in bovine lenses organ cultured under isotonic conditions, while no such phenomenon 

was observed in rat lenses. I hypothesised that the shrinkage in bovine lens was caused by the 

loss of zonular tension which occurred when the lens was first removed from the eye before 

being placed in organ culture. To test this hypothesis, I developed a simple dual-ring stretcher 

that enabled the in situ zonular tension to be maintained in organ cultured bovine lenses. I found 

for the first time that bovine lenses demonstrated both spatial and temporal changes to fibre cell 

morphology upon the cutting of the zonules to alter the tension applied to the lens. An immediate 

change in fibre cell morphology occurred in the deeper mature fibre cells, which I defined as 

Quick Adaption. This immediate change was followed by a Slow Remodelling of fibre cell mor-

phology which was driven by the shrinkage of fibre cells in a localised zone in the outer cortex 

to restore the ordered morphology of the fibre cell columns in this area of the lens. In addition, I 

showed that this slow restoration of fibre cell order is potentially driven by changes to the actin 

cytoskeleton as an increase in F-actin labelling occurred in parallel to the fibre cell remodelling. 

Taken together, the new techniques I developed in this thesis have revealed that changing the 

tension applied to the lens alters fibre cell morphology, the actin cytoskeleton, and the overall 
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geometry of the bovine lens. These techniques can now be used to open up new avenues of 

research to study the processes that actively regulate the maintenance of a highly ordered tissue 

architecture of the young, healthy lens and how the loss of this regulation manifests as presbyopia 

in middle age and cataract in the elderly. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The ocular lens is an optically transparent tissue, and this transparency is a direct result of its 

unique cellular structure. Disruption of the pseudo-crystalline packing of the cortical fibre cells, 

by either cellular swelling or dilation of the normally tight spaces between the cells, increases 

intra-lenticular light scattering (Donaldson et al. 2009). This is particularly evident in diabetics 

who have a high incidence of cortical cataract and develop cataract several years earlier than the 

general population (Janghorbani et al. 2000). Morphologically, diabetic cataract manifests itself 

as a discrete zone of tissue liquefaction in the outer cortex of the lens, surrounded by relatively 

normal fibre cells (Bond et al. 1996). This is an intriguing damage phenotype, when one consid-

ers that lens fibre cells are extensively coupled by gap junctions (Goodenough 1992, Kistler et 

al. 1999). Using a diabetic rat model, the Molecular Vision Laboratory (MVL) at the University 

showed that this tissue liquefaction is preceded by the swelling of individual fibre cells within 

this discrete damage zone, suggesting that dysfunction of volume regulation was an initiating 

factor in diabetic cataract (Bond et al. 1996). Subsequent experimentation in the MVL has there-

fore focused on how the lens regulates its volume with the view to understand how these pro-

cesses are compromised to produce the characteristic damage phenotype observed in the diabetic 

lens (Donaldson et al. 2009). Many of these experiments utilized a functional imaging approach 

to assess the effects of pharmacological reagents that modulated ion channels and transporters 

on the lens cellular structure. Since this approach utilized lenses that were fixed and imaged at 

discrete time points it was impossible to capture the dynamic time course of the processes regu-

lating fibre cell volume in the different regions of the lens. The aim of this thesis is to use custom 

designed optical devices to allow visualisation of changes in lens volume at the cellular and 

whole tissue scale, which will allow the processes responsible for regulating the volume of the 

normal and diabetic lens to be monitored in real time.  

In this section, I will first briefly describe the overall anatomy of the eye before focusing on the 

fundamentals of lens anatomy and physiology. The current theories of lens accommodation 

mechanisms will be briefly reviewed. Key features of the lens circulation system that delivers 

nutrients and removes metabolic products will be introduced. Then I will review how fibre cells 

regulate their volume in response to osmotic challenge, as well as under isotonic resting condi-
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tions, highlighting the spatial differences in the transport properties of cells in the different re-

gions of the lens. Hence the last section of this chapter will provide a general introduction of 

how dysfunction of lens volume regulation mimics the damage phenotype in diabetic cataract.  
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1.1. Anatomy of the Eye 

The eye is a well-structured and precisely-controlled optical system which receives light from 

the environment, regulates its intensity with the iris diaphragm, focuses it through an adjustable 

lens to form a sharp image, converts this image into electrical signals, and transmits these signals 

to the visual cortex and other areas of the brain via the optic nerve. The anatomy of the human 

eye is shown in Figure 1-1. 

 

Figure 1-1: Schematic diagram of the human eye. The eye is composed of three main layers; the 
corneoscleral layer (blue), the uveal layer (red) and the neural layer (purple). AC, anterior chamber. 
Figure obtained from (Forrester et al. 2016) with permission from Elsevier. 

The eye is made up of three layers; the fibrous (corneoscleral) coat, the uvea (composed of cho-

roid, ciliary body and iris) and the neural layer (retina). The chambers in front of the lens (both 

the anterior and posterior chambers) are filled with a clear, watery fluid called the aqueous hu-

mour. The lens is suspended in place by a ring of fibrous tissue (the zonule of Zinn) which runs 

from the equator of the lens to the ciliary body. The large space behind the lens (the vitreous 
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chamber) contains a thick, jelly-like fluid called vitreous humour or vitreous gel (Forrester et al. 

2016).  

The cornea and sclera together form the outermost layer which is a tough fibrous envelope. The 

fibrous coat protects the ocular tissues and provides structural support for intraocular contents 

and attachment of extraocular muscles. The cornea is the transparent front part of the eye, ac-

counting for approximately two-thirds of the eye's total optical power (Maurice 1957). The trans-

parent cornea transitions to the opaque sclera at a region known as the limbus or corneoscleral 

junction. The sclera extends anteriorly from the limbus to the lamina cribrosa posteriorly. The 

aqueous humour is drained out of the eye via the canal of Schlemm at the limbus. The optic 

nerve and blood vessels exit the eye posteriorly through the lamina cribrosa of the sclera (Davis 

1929).  

The uvea tract, consisting of the iris, ciliary body and choroid, is the vascular middle layer of the 

eye. It supports the metabolic needs of the eye tissue, regulates light entry and absorbs reflected 

light. The iris is the pigmented muscular curtain located between the cornea and the lens, which 

controls the diameter of the pupil and thus the amount of light entering the eye (Forrester et al. 

2016). The ciliary body is a ring-shaped tissue, which extends from the root of the iris to the ora 

serrata of the choroid posteriorly. It is divided into two zones: corona ciliaris and pars plana. 

There are three principal functions of the ciliary body: the ciliary muscle controls the lens re-

fractive power through the zonules; the non-pigmented ciliary epithelial cells secrete the aqueous 

humour and also play a role in secretion of zonular fibres and the vitreal components, especially 

during embryonic development (Do and Civan 2004, Kiel et al. 2011). The choroid is the poste-

rior part of the uvea tract. It is a thin, pigmented, vascular tissue situated between the sclera and 

the retina. It nourishes the outer layers of the retina, absorbs scattered light in the eye and stabi-

lizes the intraocular temperature (Forrester et al. 2016). 

The retina covers about 65% of the interior surface of the eye (Forrester et al. 2016). It consists 

of two layers: an inner neurosensory retina and an outer retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). The 

neurosensory retina is a thin, light-sensitive layer, which converts the light stimuli into neural 

impulses and conveys these impulses to the brain via the optic nerve. The retinal pigment epi-

thelium is located between the photoreceptor cells of the neurosensory retina and the Bruch's 

membrane and choroid. It is a single layer of pigmented cells that provides oxygen and other 
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necessary nutrients for the photoreceptors, maintains adhesion of the neurosensory retina, ab-

sorbs light scatter within the eye, phagocytoses outer segments of photoreceptors and is involved 

in the Vitamin A cycle (Boll 1977). 

The aqueous humour is secreted by the ciliary processes and the bulk flow of aqueous is drained 

from the posterior chamber through the pupil into the anterior chamber with a little passing back 

into the vitreous. Aqueous humour has two principal functions: it supplies nutrition for the avas-

cular ocular tissues (lens and cornea) and it maintains the intraocular pressure and inflates the 

globe of the eye (Kiel et al. 2011). 

The lens, a transparent biconvex structure, lies behind the iris and in front of the vitreous. It 

has no blood supply and receives its nourishment from the surrounding fluids. It is suspended 

and held in position by the zonular fibres laterally (Forrester et al. 2016). In humans, the zonules 

transmit the tension of ciliary muscle, allowing the lens to change shape under the influence of 

the ciliary muscle and thus change its refractive power. However, the zonules are also present in 

non-accommodating species, where they are presumed to play a role in lens centration (Shi et al. 

2013). In humans, the lens has less refractive power (15 dioptres) than the cornea and the range 

of accommodation diminishes with age (14-15 dioptres at birth, 10 dioptres at 25 years, 8 diop-

tres at 40 years, 1–2 dioptres by 60 years) (Zamudio et al. 2008, Artal and Tabernero 2010). In 

rats and mice, the lens does not accommodate at all (Woolf 1956). The accommodative response 

of rabbits is also small if present at all (Hughes 1977). As a general rule in large eyed animals, 

such as solipedes and ruminants, the accommodative range is 1/2D to 2D (Barrett 1938). 

The vitreous chamber is the largest cavity of the eye, which is bounded anteriorly by the lens, 

posterior lens zonules and ciliary body, and posteriorly by the retina. The vitreous is a transparent 

viscoelastic gel which contains more than 98% water, hyaluronan (hyaluronic acid), collagens 

type II and IX, fibronectin, fibrillin and opticin (Sebag 1989, Forrester et al. 2016). The central 

vitreous possesses less collagen than cortical vitreous. There is a central fluid-filled canal (hya-

loid or Cloquet's canal) running from the optic nerve disc to the lens traversing the central vitre-

ous. It is the remnant of the hyaloid artery that supplied nutrients to the developing lens in the 

fetal eye (Sebag 1989).  
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1.2. Lens structure and accommodation 

1.2.1. Lens anatomy 

The structure of an adult bovine lens is shown in Figure 1-2. The lens is surrounded by a tough, 

elastic and transparent basement membrane called the lens capsule. The lens consists of two 

types of cells: epithelial cells (Epi) located at the anterior surface and fibre cells (Fib) which 

constitutes the bulk of the lens (Figure 1-2A). The lens epithelium is a simple cuboidal epithe-

lium which regulates most of the homeostatic functions of the lens (Candia 2004). Fibre cells are 

long, thin, transparent cells, stretching lengthwise from the anterior to the posterior poles. The 

tips of the fibres converge at the anterior and posterior lens sutures (AS and PS, respectively) 

(Shi et al. 2009, Forrester et al. 2016). An axial section (Figure 1-2B) and a cross section (Figure 

1-2C) from bovine lenses are labelled with WGA (red) to label the cell membranes and DAPI 

(blue) to highlight the cell nuclei and imaged using confocal microscopy. In the axial orientation 

(B), fibre cells appear as parallel-striped structures and are arranged in concentric layers like an 

onion. In cross section (C), fibre cells at the equatorial plane are hexagonal and arranged in 

meridional rows revealing a honeycomb-like structure.  
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Figure 1-2: Structure of an adult bovine lens. (A) Schematic diagram revealing the structure of the 
bovine lens. Epithelial cells (Epi) are located along the anterior surface and fibre cells (Fib) comprise 
the bulk of the lens. These fibre cells are long, thin and transparent and stretch lengthwise from the 
anterior to the posterior poles. The tips of the fibres converge at the anterior and posterior lens sutures 
(AS and PS, respectively). Schematic reproduced from (Shi et al. 2009). (B&C). Confocal micros-
copy of bovine lens sections cut either in an axial orientation (B) or equatorial orientation (C) and 
labelled with WGA (red) for cell membranes and DAPI (blue) for cell nuclei. Images highlight the 
parallel-striped structure (B) and honeycomb-like structure (C) of fibre cells, respectively.  
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1.2.2. Lens development 

The lens embryonic origin is from surface ectoderm of the sensory placodes. The optic vesicle 

(OV), which is derived from pocketings in the neural ectoderm, interacts with the surface ecto-

derm to induce a thickening called the lens placode at 4 weeks gestation (Figure 1-3A-B). As 

development progresses, the lens placode begins to deepen and invaginate and the opening to 

the surface ectoderm constricts and the lens cells forms a structure known as the lens vesicle 

(Figure 1-3C-D). The lens vesicle completely separates from the surface ectoderm and the pos-

terior end of the lens vesicle begins to elongate toward the anterior end of the vesicle. These 

elongating cells eventually fill in the lumen of the vesicle to form the primary fibres, which 

become the embryonic nucleus in the mature lens at the 7 weeks stage. The cells of the anterior 

portion of the lens vesicle give rise to the lens epithelium (Figure 1-3E-F) (Robinson 2006, 

Forrester et al. 2016). New secondary lens fibres are generated from lens epithelial cells in a 

region called the germinative zone where the epithelial cells proliferate and then move closer to 

the lens equator. The region posterior to the germinative zone is known as the transitional zone 

where the epithelial cells withdraw from the cell cycle. Immediately posterior to the transitional 

zone, the cells line up into columns to form meridional rows and begin to elongate into secondary 

fibre cells. Differentiated lens fibres synthesize crystallins and lose their organelles as they be-

come mature lens fibres. The lens continues to grow throughout life, with new secondary fibres 

being added as outer layers (Figure 1-3G). In early embryonic development, the lens is nearly 

spherical or longer in its antero-posterior axis; however, as secondary fibres are added to the 

primary fibres the lens becomes more ellipsoid (Coulombre and Coulombre 1963, Robinson 

2006, Forrester et al. 2016). During embryonic development, the lens receives nutrients via a 

network of capillaries, the tunica vasculosa lentis, which completely encompasses the lens by 

approximately 9 weeks and disappears shortly after birth (Sebag 1989, Forrester et al. 2016).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lens_placode
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_ectoderm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_ectoderm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystallin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birth
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Figure 1-3: Schematic diagram of the embryological development of the lens. The lens begins as 
the optic vesicle (OV) approaches the presumptive lens ectoderm (PLE). (B) The PLE elongates 
forming the lens placode at 4 weeks gestation. (C) The lens placode invaginates forming the lens pit 
and the OV forms the optic cup at 5 weeks. (D) The lens pit deepens and the connection of the lens 
pit and overlying surface ectoderm is gradually lost forming the lens vesicle. (E) The cells at the 
posterior of the lens vesicle elongate forming the primary fibre cells. (F) The primary fibre cells fill 
the lumen of the lens vesicle and the anterior cells make up the lens epithelium at the 7 weeks stage. 
(G) The lens epithelium composed of non-proliferating central lens epithelial cells (cuboidal cells 
with white cytoplasm) and a narrow band of proliferating cells known as the germinative zone (pink 
cells). Posterior to the germinative zone is the transitional zone (blue cells) where many genes im-
portant for fibre cell differentiation are initially expressed. The epithelial cells begin elongating to 
form secondary fibre cells (green cells) just posterior to the transitional zone. As secondary fibre cells 
differentiate, they lose their intracellular organelles (represented by the shrinkage and loss of red 
nuclei) and become mature lens fibres. The lens nucleus (yellow) represents the embryonic nucleus. 
Figure obtained from (Robinson 2006) with permission from Elsevier. 

1.2.3. Lens accommodation 

Accommodation is the dynamic, optical change in the dioptric power of the lens to ensure an 

image of an object remains in focus on the retina when the object is brought from distance to 

near. Primate eyes possess large amplitudes of accommodation (~10-15D), while in other large 

mammals, such as the cow and the pig, the accommodative range is relatively small (1/2D to 
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2D)(Barrett 1938, Glasser and Kaufman 1999, Zamudio et al. 2008, Artal and Tabernero 2010) 

and in some small mammals, such as rats and mice, the lens does not accommodate at all (Woolf 

1956). 

 

Figure 1-4: The two opposing theories of accommodation.  (A) The Helmholtz theory. The con-
traction of the ciliary muscle makes the zonules relax, permitting the elastic properties of lens capsule 
to “mould” the lens back into a thicker, more convex shape. (B) The Schachar theory. During accom-
modation, contraction of the ciliary muscle differentially affects zonular tension. An increase in zon-
ular tension at the equator (red zonules) causes the peripheral surface of the lens to flatten. While the 
contraction of the anterior and posterior ciliary muscle reduces the zonular tension at the lens anterior 
and posterior surface causing the lens central area to bulge. 

The accommodative phenomenon was first observed by Scheiner (Scheiner 1619, Daxecker 

1992) in 1619. For nearly three centuries, scientists investigated this unique phenomenon of ac-

commodation and proposed various views on its mechanisms. There are two classic and oppos-

ing theories of accommodation, one proposed by von Helmholtz in 1855 and the other by 

Tscherning in 1909. The two agree that as a lens accommodates, it becomes thicker anterior to 

posterior, its surfaces become more curved with steeper curvature in the anterior centre of the 

lens and a slightly flattened curvature at its periphery but differ on the method by which the lens 

shape is altered. As shown in Figure 1-4, Helmholtz’s theory believes that contraction of the 

ciliary muscle reduces zonular tension, permitting the elastic lens to spring back into a thicker, 

more convex shape (Helmholtz 1855, Fisher 1977, Glasser and Kaufman 1999). In contrast, 

Tscherning's disciples think that the relatively plastic lens is molded into an accommodated form 

by the force of the ciliary muscle acting through the zonule as well as the vitreous pressure. 
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Schachar’s idea that there is an increase of zonular tension surrounding the lens equator follow-

ing ciliary muscle contraction, which causes the peripheral surface of the lens to flatten, with an 

associated bulging of the lens anterior centre that is due to relaxation of the anterior or posterior 

zonules followed Tscherning's line of thought (Tscherning 1904, Fincham 1929, Fincham 1937, 

Coleman 1970, Schachar et al. 1993). As shown in Figure 1-4B. Other theories of accommoda-

tion have been proposed, but when one considers the fundamental dispute of whether the in-

creased refractive power of the lens results from an intrinsic elastic property of the lens substance 

or from extrinsic forces to mould the lens, they could be classified as modifications of either the 

Helmholtz or the Tscherning hypothesis. 

However, none of these hypotheses could fully explain why the accommodated lens adapts its 

surface curvature to be steeper in the anterior centre and flatter in the periphery. Tscherning 

argued that the central surface of crystalline lens bulging more than the periphery could not be 

explained by the Helmholtz theory (Tscherning 1904). Fincham (1925) in favour of Tscherning’s 

theory believed that the lens substance was plastic in nature and therefore only played a purely 

passive role. Since the lens capsule varied in thickness in different zones it was proposed that 

differential application of zonular tension to the lens surface would mould the lens into a conoidal 

form during accommodation (Fincham 1925, Fincham 1929). Fisher (1969) refuted this view 

and pointed out that the forces required to mould the lens into an accommodative 'conoid' shape 

are much greater than the ciliary body or capsule are able to exert. The energy released by the 

anterior surface of the capsule during accommodation was estimated and the physiological forces 

from the capsule moulding the lens was only about 3% of the magnitude required to produce the 

accommodative conoidal profile (Kikkawa and Sato 1963, Fisher 1969, Fisher 1969). Instead, 

Fisher suggested that the observed difference in curvature between periphery lens cortex and 

deeper nucleus observed during accommodation was due to the two regions of the lens having 

different elastic properties. To test this Fisher used lens-spinning experiments to reveal that the 

lens cortex in young lenses is some 6 times more resistant to deformation by rotational forces 

than the nucleus (Fisher 1971). In support of this, using a slit-image photographic technique to 

measure changes in human lens shape and internal layers on accommodation,  Brown (1973) 

discovered that the cortical thickness (~30% of the whole lens) is unchanged during accommo-

dation and the increase in lens thickness is entirely due to the change of the lens nucleus (Figure 

1-5) (Brown 1973). Later slit-lamp studies confirmed Brown’s finding (Koretz et al. 1997, 

Dubbelman et al. 2003). However, this hypothesis has not been accepted by all researchers, with 

some suggesting that the surrounding tissues, such as the iris and vitreous, to play a role in 
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moulding the lens surface during accommodation (Pflugk 1935, Koke 1942, Coleman 1970). 

However, considering that subjects with no iris (aniridia) or after vitrectomy to remove the vit-

reous are still able to accommodate, it would appear that the iris and vitreous do not play signif-

icant roles in the process of accommodation (Fincham 1937, Fisher 1977, Fisher 1982, Fisher 

1983). In summary, no current hypothesis completely explains how the lens precisely adapts its 

shape to be steeper in the anterior centre and flatter at its periphery during accommodation. 

 

Figure 1-5: A change in the lens nucleus drives the change to the shape of the lens observed in 
accommodation. (A) 0D accommodation. (B) 10D accommodation. The lens cortex is unchanged in 
thickness and the nucleus is markedly thickened on accommodation. Reproduced from (Brown 1973) 
with permission from Elsevier. 

1.3. Lens physiology 

The lens is an avascular tissue surrounded by a tough, but porous collagenous capsule (Danysh 

and Duncan 2009). Due to its avascular nature and large size, the lens cannot rely on passive 

diffusion alone to transport nutrients to deeper-lying cells or to transport metabolic products back 

to the surface. Furthermore, most fibre cells lack the usual K+ channels and Na+/K+ pumps that 

are essential to generate the negative membrane potential needed to maintain their steady state 

volume (see Chapter 1.4). In this regard, Mathias et al.(Mathias et al. 1997) have proposed an 

internal microcirculation model, in which ion fluxes enter at all locations around the lens through 

the extracellular space and then crosses the fibre cell membranes before leaving the lens by flow-

ing from cell to cell toward the lens surface via an intracellular pathway mediated by gap junc-

tions (Figure 1-6). These circulating ionic currents are proposed to generate a fluid circulation 

that delivers nutrients to and removes wastes from the lens core. This lens circulation model is 
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still being developed by adding newly discovered features of the optical-physiological, electro-

physiological properties of the ocular lens (Donaldson et al. 2016, Qiu et al. 2017). A review of 

the current model of lens circulation is covered in the following section. 

 

Figure 1-6: Lens circulation model.  (A) Architecture of the lens showing the anterior epithelial 
monolayer, differentiating fibre cells (DF), and mature fibre cells (MF) in the lens nucleus. (B) Rep-
resentative cross-section taken through the lens equator. (C) Current flow through the lens that un-
derpins the internal circulation system. Current and solutes are proposed to flow into the lens via the 
extracellular space, to cross fibre cell membranes, and to flow outward via an intracellular pathway 
mediated by gap junction channels. E: epithelial cells. Figure obtained from (Donaldson et al. 2001) 
with permission from The American Physiological Society. 

Briefly, the circulation model is that the current, which is carried primarily by Na+, enters at all 

locations around the lens along the extracellular space between fibre cells, then it crosses the 

fibre cell membranes, and eventually flows from cell-to-cell towards the surface via an intracel-

lular pathway mediated by gap junction channels (Figure 1-6B). Because the gap junctions in 

the outer cortex of the lens are concentrated at the equator (Baldo and Mathias 1992), the intra-

cellular current is directed towards the equatorial epithelial cells, where the highest densities of 

Na+/K+ pumps are located to actively transport Na+ out of the lens (Candia and Zamudio 2002, 
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Tamiya 2003). Thus, at the lens equator the intracellular current that is leaving the lens is highly 

concentrated, so the net current is predominantly outward. At the poles, there is very little intra-

cellular current, therefore the net current is predominantly inward, along the extracellular cleft 

(Figure 1-6C). This spatial segregation of an inward Na+ leak at the poles and an active Na+ 

efflux at lens equator has been measured experimentally in many species of lenses (Mathias et 

al. 2007). The ultimate energy source for the lens circulation is Na+/K+ pumps that are localised 

in the epithelium and newly formed differentiating fibre cells, which together with K+ channels 

generate a negative electromotive potential. Deeper fibre cells lack functional Na+/K+ pumps and 

K+ channels, so in these cells a negative membrane potential is maintained by being connected 

with the surface cells via gap junctions. There is a depolarization of the membranes from -70mV 

at the lens periphery to -30mV in the rat lens nucleus. The difference of the electromotive po-

tential between the surface cells and inner fibre cells is thought to be the driving force for the 

current flow (Donaldson et al. 2001, Mathias et al. 2007).  

In this model, the current flow creates a net flux of solute that in turn generates fluid flow. It has 

been shown by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that fluid preferentially enters the lens at the 

anterior and posterior poles, before moving circumferentially towards the lens equator (Vaghefi 

et al. 2011). The intracellular flow of water from the lens nucleus to the surface through gap 

junctions generates a hydrostatic pressure gradient that ranges from 0 mmHg at the lens surface 

to ~340 mmHg in the nucleus (Gao et al. 2011). This hydrostatic pressure gradient is remarkably 

preserved among species, leading to the suggestion that this gradient is actively regulated to 

control the water/protein ratio that determines the refractive index gradient of the lens (Gao et 

al. 2013, Donaldson et al. 2016). Using an MRI approach, Vaghefi et al. showed that inhibiting 

the microcirculation system at the cellular level affected the refractive index gradient of lens, 

suggesting that the microcirculation system actively maintains the optical properties of the lens 

(Vaghefi et al. 2015). Taken together, it appears that the lens is not a passive optical element but 

utilizes an internal microcirculation system to regulate its water gradient and maintain its trans-

parency and refractive properties.  
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1.4. Lens volume regulation 

1.4.1. Lens volume regulation in response to osmotic challenge 

Lens transparency is dependent on the maintenance of its regular cellular architecture, and any 

disruption of this cellular architecture, due to cell swelling or dilation of the normally tight extra-

cellular spaces, results in light scattering and lens opacity (Donaldson et al. 2009). To understand 

how the individual cells in the lens act to regulate overall lens volume, the details and principles 

of volume regulation identified in other cell types is briefly reviewed first. 

Most mammalian cells use Cl- movement as a first defence to counteract volume change but also 

employ a variety of other transport systems to maintain cell osmotic balance. When cells are 

placed into a hypotonic media, they undergo an initial swelling, then a decrease in cell volume 

termed regulatory volume decrease (RVD). In the process of RVD, osmolytes such as K+ and 

Cl- are transported out of the cell, which is followed by a subsequent efflux of water to reduce 

the cell swelling. When cells are placed in a hypertonic media, they undergo an initial cell shrink-

age and then a regulatory volume increase (RVI), which is caused by the intracellular accumu-

lation of Na+, K+ and Cl- and a subsequent influx of water (Hoffmann 1985, Donaldson et al. 

2009). 

The lens is constantly faced with challenges that threaten its ability to maintain its steady volume 

and regular structure. It is therefore not surprising that the lens can regulate its volume when 

faced with osmotic challenges. In the lens, fibre cells are connected by gap junctions which en-

able water, ions and small molecules to move readily between fibre cells. This intercellular com-

munication enables the lens to act like a large single cell in the regulation of its volume when 

facing osmotic changes (Patterson 1981, Zhang and Jacob 1996). Earlier studies have shown that 

whole lenses placed in anisosmotic solutions are capable of regulating their volume (Duncan and 

Croghan 1969, Patterson and Fournier 1976, Patterson 1981). Just like other types of mammalian 

cells, when facing osmotic challenges, the lens initially behaves as a perfect osmometer (Cotlier 

et al. 1968), before activating the compensatory mechanisms to return the lens volume towards 

steady state values (Patterson 1981). Subsequent experiments on bovine and rat lenses exposed 

to osmotic challenge in the presence or absence of pharmacological reagents that regulate the 

activity of Cl- transport proteins showed that volume recovery was mediated by Cl- channels and 
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members of the cation chloride co-transporter family (Zhang and Jacob 1996, Merriman-smith 

et al. 2002, Webb et al. 2004, Chee et al. 2006). Thus, the intracellular Cl- concentration is vital 

in maintaining lens osmotic balance and consequently lens volume. 

In response to a change in environmental osmolarity, intracellular Cl- is either transported into 

or out of the cells, minimizing the transmembrane water flux and returning the cell volume to a 

steady state. The entry of Cl- is mediated by the ubiquitous NKCC1, while the exit of Cl- is 

mediated by KCCs and Cl- channels (Hoffmann et al. 2009). Both NKCC and KCC belong to 

the same family of transporters, namely the Cation Chloride Cotransporters (CCCs) (Kahle et al. 

2008). Zhang and Jacob have shown that the chloride channel inhibitor, tamoxifen, inhibits RVD 

in bovine lenses exposed to hypotonic challenge (Zhang and Jacob 1996). Similarly, Tunstall et 

al., also showed that another chloride channel inhibitor, 5-nitro-2-(3- phenylpropylamino) ben-

zoic acid (NPPB), inhibits RVD in rat lenses (Tunstall et al. 1999). In addition, these investiga-

tors showed that incubation of lenses in the presence of NPPB under isotonic conditions signif-

icantly increases lens wet weight. These results show that under isotonic resting conditions, the 

lens has a constitutively active Cl- flux to maintain normal lens volume, while in response to 

hypotonic challenge, this Cl- flux can be upregulated to restore lens volume (Tunstall et al. 1999).  

1.4.2. Pharmacological manipulation of fibre cell volume under isotonic conditions 

To understand how lens fibre cell volume is modulated under isotonic conditions, investigators 

have applied a variety of pharmacological reagents that regulate the activity of the Cation Chlo-

ride Cotransporters (CCCs) to organ-cultured lenses. 

The histological analysis of lenses incubated in the presence of different inhibitors revealed that 

blocking Cl- transport induced either one of two spatially distinct tissue damage phenotypes, or 

on occasions a combination of the two phenotypes as shown in Figure 1-7 (Tunstall et al. 1999, 

Young et al. 2000, Merriman-smith et al. 2002, Webb et al. 2004, Chee et al. 2006). Rat lenses 

cultured in the presence of either the Cl- channel inhibitor NPPB or the NKCC blocker bume-

tanide exhibited a localised band of tissue damage characterised by extracellular space dilations 

between fibre cells located ~150 mm from the lens capsule (Figure 1-7B). In contrast, the pre-

dominant effect of the KCC inhibitor [(dihydronindenyl)oxy] alkanoic acid (DIOA) on cultured 
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rat lenses was a swelling of fibre cells at the lens periphery, although some deeper extracellular 

space dilations were also evident (Figure 1-7C).  

The existence of two spatially distinct damage phenotypes can be explained by reference to the 

lens circulation system. The movement of Cl- in the lens is dependent on its equilibrium poten-

tial. The radial differences in the transmembrane potential and the concentration of Cl- in the 

whole lens were measured and the electrochemical gradient for Cl- movement (ECl) could be 

calculated at different depths into the lens (Mathias 1985, Mathias and Rae 1985). At the lens 

periphery, the negative membrane potential promotes Cl- efflux, while in deeper fibre cells a less 

negative membrane potential favours an influx of Cl- (Figure 1-7D, top panel). This analysis 

predicts that Cl- will enter into fibre cells from the extracellular space in the inner lens and be 

driven from the cytoplasm of fibre cells to the extracellular space in the lens periphery (Figure 

1-7D, lower panel). Therefore, inhibitors of chloride channels, like NPPB, would be expected to 

block Cl- influx and cause an accumulation of Cl- and water in the extracellular space and thus 

lead to the formation of extracellular space dilations in the deeper fibre cells. In peripheral fibre 

cells, NPPB would block Cl- efflux and cause an intracellular accumulation of Cl- and resultant 

fibre cell swelling. Since these pathways are coupled together by gap junctions, they generate a 

circulating flux of Cl- ions which contributes to the maintenance of steady-state lens volume 

(Young et al. 2000, Donaldson et al. 2009).  
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Figure 1-7: Spatially distinct influx and efflux pathways exist in the rat lens. (A–C) Images of 
equatorial cross sections labelled with the membrane marker wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) taken 
from lenses incubated in isotonic AAH (A), AAH + 10 mM NPPB (B), and AAH + 10 mM DIOA 
(C) for 18 h. Blocking chloride channels with NPPB disrupts the ordered tissue architecture of the 
lens and induces extracellular dilations between fibre cells in deeper regions (B, insert). In contrast, 
the major effect of the KCC inhibitor DIOA on lens morphology is the swelling of fibre cells in the 
lens periphery (C), although some extracellular dilations are also observed in deeper cells (C, insert). 
(D) Schematic diagram summarising the effects inhibitors of Cl- transport on the morphology of organ 
cultured lenses. Top panel: in the absence of inhibitors, measurements of membrane potential and ECl 
predict that in deeper fibre cells the electrochemical gradient favours Cl- influx, while in the periphery 
it promotes Cl- efflux. Lower panel: blocking Cl- influx mediated by either Cl- channels or NKCC 
with NPPB and bumetanide, respectively, results in the accumulation of Cl- and water between deeper 
fibre cells, and the formation of extracellular space dilations. Blocking Cl- channel efflux mediated 
by KCC with DIOA results in the intracellular accumulation of osmolytes and the swelling of periph-
eral fibre cells. Figure obtained from (Donaldson et al. 2009) with permission from Elsevier. 
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The family of CCCs has been identified to play an important role in regulating Cl- movement in 

the lens. The electroneutral cation-chloride cotransporter family (CCC) can be phylogenetically 

separated into the potassium-dependent chloride cotransporter (KCC) and the sodium dependent 

chloride (NKCC and NCC) cotransporters (Figure 1-8)(Mercado et al. 2004). The KCC subfam-

ily is comprised of four isoforms: KCC1, KCC2, KCC3 and KCC4. KCCs were originally iden-

tified in red blood cells as one of the primary electroneutral, low affinity pathways that effects 

regulatory volume decrease (RVD). Cell swelling is an important physiological activator of 

KCC, but it is also activated by sulfhydryl oxidizing agents, such as N-ethylmaleimide (NEM), 

and inhibitors of protein phosphorylation. Upon activation, KCC actively extrudes K+ and Cl- 

and water passively follows to return cellular volume to normal (Lauf and Adragna 2000). The 

sodium-dependent chloride cotransporter subfamily, is comprised of two isoforms of sodium and 

potassium dependent (NKCC1, NKCC2) cotransporters and an NCC cotransporter. NKCC1 has 

a major role in cell volume recovery after cell shrinkage by facilitating Na+, K+ and Cl- influx 

(Crook et al. 2000). 

 

Figure 1-8: The cation-chloride cotransporter family.  Phylogenetic relationship between the 
mammalian cation-chloride cotransporter family, which exhibits a split between the potassium-de-
pendent (KCC) and the sodium-dependent chloride cotransporters (NKCC). Reproduced from 
(Mercado et al. 2004) with permission from Springer Nature. 
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Our laboratory has carried out a series of molecular and functional analysis of CCCs in the lens 

to characterise the molecular mechanisms involved in lens cell volume regulation (Figure 1-9). 

Pharmacological experiments with anion transport inhibitors indicate that NKCC, KCC and Cl- 

channels all mediate ion uptake in the deeper fibre cells, while KCC mediates ion efflux in pe-

ripheral fibre cells (Young et al. 2000, Donaldson et al. 2009). Molecular experiments designed 

to identify the specific proteins responsible for Cl- influx and efflux have shown that NKCC1(Al-

varez et al. 2001) and three of the four KCC isoforms (Chee et al. 2006) are expressed in a 

differentiation-dependent manner in the rat lens. KCC1 was restricted to the peripheral cells in 

the efflux zone, NKCC1 and KCC3 were found in both the efflux and influx zones in the outer 

cortex, while KCC4 was expressed throughout the entire lens. The subcellular location of these 

transporters in the outer cortex was predominately cytoplasmic in nature, but could be modulated 

in response to changes in solution osmolarity (Donaldson et al. 2004).  

Although the molecular identity of the Cl- channels that mediate the Cl- fluxes remains unclear, 

patch clamp experiments on isolated fibre cells have characterized the functional properties of 

the channel(s) that mediate Cl- fluxes (Webb et al. 2004). Fibre cell length is related to its position 

(cell layers) in the lens with shorter fibre cells (<120 µm) coming from the efflux zone located 

at the lens periphery, whereas fibre cells longer than 120 µm originating from the ion influx 

zone. Webb et al. (2004) showed that longer fibre cells from the ion influx zone exhibited a 

constitutively active outwardly rectifying Cl- conductance that exhibited a lyotropic anion selec-

tivity sequence (I- >Cl-), reminiscent of volume-sensitive Cl- conductance seen in many cell types 

(Strange et al. 1996). In contrast, the membrane properties of shorter fibre cells were dominated 

by a K+ conductance, and appeared to lack a constitutively active Cl- conductance under isotonic 

conditions (Webb and Donaldson 2008). 

Taken together, this data suggests that under normal isotonic conditions, the lens has a constitu-

tively active Cl- circulation, which regulates fibre cell volume and maintain lens transparency. 

As summarized in Figure 1-9, NKCC1, KCC3/4, and a constitutively active Cl- channel all ap-

pear to contribute to Cl- influx in deeper fibre cells, and this Cl- influx is then conveyed from 

deeper cells to the peripheral cells via gap junctions, and the Cl- in peripheral cells is removed 

out of the lens by KCC. In this model, ion influx and efflux in the two zones need to be balanced 

to maintain a steady-state lens volume, and therefore lens transparency. Blocking ion efflux un-
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der isotonic conditions with the KCC inhibitor DIOA results in peripheral cell swelling. In con-

trast, blocking of ion influx with DIOA, bumetanide or NPPB which inhibit KCC, NKCC and 

anion channels, respectively, results in extracellular space dilations between elongating fibre 

cells (Donaldson et al. 2009).  

 

Figure 1-9: A molecular model of cell volume regulation in the lens. Summary diagram showing 
the distributions and functional activities of membrane transport proteins in the ion efflux and influx 
zones. Under isotonic conditions (dark blue), ion influx in elongating fibre cells occurs via KCC3/4 
and NKCC1 plus a constitutively active anion channel, and in the lens core via KCC4. Ion efflux in 
peripheral fibre cells is mediated by the coordinated activity of Na+/K+ATPase, multiple KCC 
isoforms, and K+ channels. Since these zones are connected by gap junctions (red), ion efflux and 
influx need to be balanced to maintain lens steady-state volume. In response to hypotonic challenge 
(light blue), the efflux of ions from peripheral fibre cells increases via the membrane insertion of 
KCC1/4, and the activation of a normally quiescent volume-sensitive anion channel. In elongating 
cells, the activity of a constitutively active anion channel is further increased to cope with hypotonic 
stress. KCC3 is proposed to be responsible for fibre cell elongation in this zone (pink). Insulin de-
pendent growth factor (IGF) is known to enhance cell proliferation via the activation of KCC3 which 
further exacerbates cell swelling in this zone. Figure obtained from (Donaldson et al. 2009) with 
permission from Elsevier.       
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1.4.3. Diabetic lens cataract: a problem with volume regulation 

One of the major, long-term goals of the Molecular Vision Laboratory is to identify the patho-

logical mechanism responsible for diabetic cataract. Diabetic cataract has a high incidence of 

cortical cataract, which manifests itself as a discrete zone of tissue liquefaction located at a spe-

cific depth below the capsule, surrounded by relatively normal fibre cells (Jacob 1999, Asbell et 

al. 2005). A rat model of diabetic cortical cataract, exhibits a distinct zone of cell swelling in the 

lens cortex (Figure 1-10A) (Bond et al. 1996). Interestingly, the zone of tissue liquefaction coin-

cides with the influx zone in Figure 1-7, suggesting a localized dysfunction in cell volume regula-

tion was an initiating factor in diabetic cataract (Jacob 1999). Indeed, Chee et al. has showed that 

incubating rat lenses in the presence of an activator of KCC, N-ethylmaleimide (NEM), results 

in a damage phenotype that closely mimicked the cortical damages in diabetic cataract (Figure 

1-10) (Chee et al. 2006). NEM has been suggested to activate KCC by inhibition of its upstream 

regulatory kinase (Lauf and Adragna 2000), indicating that over-activation of KCC transport 

could be an initiating factor in the onset of diabetic lens cataract. This initial osmotic stress is 

then exacerbated by the activation of volume-sensitive chloride and cation channels which, be-

cause of the direction of the ion gradients in this region of the lens, import more osmolytes and 

water causing uncontrolled cell swelling (Webb et al. 2004, Donaldson et al. 2009). Finally, 

membrane leakage of calcium via stretch-activated cation channels causes the activation of cal-

cium-dependent proteases, leading to fibre cell vesiculation (Bhatnagar et al. 1995, Wang et al. 

1997) and localized tissue liquefaction, that is characteristic of diabetic cataract (Bond et al. 

1996). Experiments to test this hypothesis will be greatly facilitated by the ability to image in 

real-time the dynamic regulation of fibre cell volume in the spatially distinct influx and efflux 

zones of intact lenses and determine what effect dysfunction of these regulatory pathways have 

on overall lens volume and consequently the transparency and refractive properties of the lens. 
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Figure 1-10  KCC over-activation mimics diabetic cataract morphology.  (A) Equatorial sections 
obtained from streptozotocin-induced diabetic rat lens at 4 weeks of age and labelled with the mem-
brane marker WGA. Scale bar = 50 mm. (B) Equatorial sections were taken from lenses incubated in 
AAH + 1mM NEM for 18 hr and labelled with WGA. Both sections exhibit deep cortical cell swell-
ing, and peripheral cell shrinkage. Scale bar = 20 mm. Figure obtained from (Donaldson et al. 2009) 
with permission form Elsevier. 

1.5. Thesis objectives 

From this literature review, it is clear that the dysfunction in the ability of the lens to regulate its 

volume produces damage to its cellular architecture that results in increased light scattering, loss 

of transparency and eventually cataract. Previous efforts to study how the lens regulates its vol-

ume utilized a functional imaging approach to assess the effects on lens cellular structure of 

incubating lenses in pharmacological reagents that modulate volume sensitive ion channels and 

transporters (Donaldson et al. 2009). However, since this approach utilized lenses that were fixed 

and imaged at discrete time points, it is impossible to capture the dynamic time course of the 

processes regulating fibre cell volume in the different regions of the lens. Hence, the first objec-

tive of my PhD project was to develop a method which would allow the dynamic changes in 

fibre cell morphology to be monitored in real-time. Once this first objective was achieved my 

second objective was to then use this technique to study how lens fibre cells regulate their vol-

ume. However, this new ability to dynamically study changes in fibre cell morphology revealed 

that altering the tension applied to the lens differentially changed fibre cell morphology in the 

different regions of the lens. Hence studying the mechanisms responsible for these newly ob-

served changes became the first application of my new imaging approach and the focus for the 
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remainder of my thesis. These two objectives and the specific aims associated with each objec-

tive are listed below. 

Objective 1: To develop new imaging protocols to allow changes in fibre cell morphology 

to be visualised in real-time. 

After unsuccessfully trialling a range of established microscopy imaging modalities (Bright-

field, Phase-contrast, and Differential interference contrast), and a bespoke Phase-contrast mi-

croscope, I discovered and optimised a new technique for imaging fibre cell structure in whole 

lenses, which I termed Off-Angle-Light (OAL) microscopy. Using OAL microscopy, I was able 

to map the cellular structure of relatively small rat lens and the much larger bovine lens. OAL 

microscopy could resolve fibre cell morphology from different planes of the lens from the ante-

rior to posterior surface and at the equatorial plane. I found that the clarity of the cellular structure 

decreased gradually from the outer cortex to the inner core. Furthermore, fibre cell size in OAL 

images from the outer cortex could be quantified using standard tools available in ImageJ. I then 

developed and optimised methods to image fibre cell morphology of multiple lenses maintained 

in organ culture using time-lapse OAL microscopy. Using these optimised protocols, I showed 

that it was possible to use OAL microscopy to record the dynamic changes of rat and bovine 

lenses incubated in different osmolarities. Unexpectedly, I observed a slow shrinkage in bovine 

lenses organ cultured under isotonic conditions which manifested as a reduction in the equatorial 

radius of the lens and a change in fibre cell morphology.  

Objective 2: To test the hypothesis that changes that changes in zonular tension alter fibre 

cell morphology due to remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton.  

Using OAL microscopy, I show that this observed fibre cell shrinkage occurs in a localised zone 

in the outer cortex of the bovine lens and that this slow remodelling of fibre cell morphology is 

abolished if zonular tension is maintained by mounting the lens in a newly-developed lens 

stretcher. I then demonstrated that the effect of immediately cutting the zonules is an initial rapid 

change in lens shape, which affects fibre cell morphology not in the outer cortex, but in deeper 

regions of the lens. Furthermore, in an attempt to understand the molecular mechanisms driving 

this change in fibre cell morphology, I show that cutting the lens zonules induces changes to the 

actin cytoskeleton that is thought to maintain fibre cell shape. 
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Hence in my PhD thesis, I have developed OAL microscopy as a new technique to visualise 

dynamic changes in fibre cell morphology and have utilised it to reveal that zonular tension 

actively modulates fibre cell morphology through changes in the actin cytoskeleton. 
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Introduction to general laboratory procedures 

All experimental procedures presented in this chapter are the final optimised protocols developed 

during the course of this thesis. Details on the optimisation of a specific protocol, if relevant to 

the interpretation of the subsequent data obtained, are given in the associated results chapter.  

All experimental procedures were carried out in accordance with the University of Auckland 

Health and Safety guidelines. Laboratory coat, fully covered shoes and disposable Micro-Touch® 

DermaClean® latex gloves (Ansell, Richmond, Australia) were worn at all times, and when 

deemed necessary safety glasses and a face mask were used. The work space and equipment 

were regularly cleaned with Accel® Concentration (Virox Technologies Incorporation, Oakville, 

Canada). Benches were wiped down prior to experiments with 70% ethanol. In addition, all 

glassware was washed and autoclaved along with plastic materials by the Central Sterilising 

Services at the Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences. Fume hoods were utilised for the han-

dling and storage of toxic and noxious substances. 

2.2. General buffers and solutions 

All solutions were dissolved in Milli-Q® water with a resistivity of 18.2MΩ.cm at 25°C (Merck 

Millipore, Massachusetts, USA), unless otherwise stated. Where noted, pH was measured with 

an ISFET pH Meter KS701 (Total Lab Systems Ltd, Auckland, NZ) or S20 SevenEasyTM pH 

meter (Mettler Toledo, Ohio, USA) and adjusted using NaOH or HCl. Osmolarity was measured 

by an osmometer (Wescor AC061, Utah, USA) and adjusted using NaCl and Milli-Q® water. All 

other reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Darmstadt, Germany) unless otherwise 

stated. 
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Table 2-1: General experimental solution composition 

General experimental solution composition 

Solution Recipe 

0.01M Phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS)        

137mM NaCl, 2.7mM KCl, 10mM phosphate 

buffer, pH 7.4 (Phosphate buffered saline tablets, 

P4417 Sigma‐Aldrich) 

0.005M Phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS)  

0.01M PBS diluted to 1:2 in Milli-Q® water 

0.75% Paraformaldehyde (PFA) 0.75% w/v paraformaldehyde in 0.01M PBS, pH 

7.0~7.5 (adjusted with 2mM NaOH) 

2% Paraformaldehyde (PFA) 2% w/v paraformaldehyde in 0.005M PBS, pH 

7.0~7.5 (adjusted with 2mM NaOH) 

50% Sucrose stock solution 50% w/v sucrose in 0.01M PBS 
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Table 2-2: Artificial aqueous humour (AAH) recipes. 

 

In this study, I initially adopted the composition of Artificial Aqueous Humour (AAH) previ-

ously described by Suzuki-Kerr (Suzuki-Kerr et al. 2009) but modified the osmolarity and com-

ponents of this original formulation  to more closely resemble the natural composition of the real 

aqueous humour and interstitial fluid (isotonic AAH; Table 2-2). In addition, all the AAH solu-

tions used for lens incubation were pre-heated to 33°C, not the conventional 37°C. Details on 

the optimisation of the composition of AAH are given in Chapter 4 Section 4.1.  

Artificial aqueous humour (AAH) recipes. 

  Isotonic AAH Hypertonic 
AAH Hypotonic AAH 

NaCl (mM) 120 155 85 

KCl (mM) 4.5 4.5 4.5 

NaHCO3 (mM) 26 26 26 

NaH2PO4 (mM) 1 1 1 

MgSO4 (mM) 0.5 0.5 0.5 

CaCl2 (mM) 2 2 2 

Glucose (mM) 5 5 5 

HEPES (mM) 10 10 10 

Osmolarity 
(mOsm) 290±5 350±5 230±5 
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2.3. Lens dissection and stretching 

2.3.1. Rat lens dissection 

Wistar rats were supplied by the Vernon Jansen Unit (VJU) located in the Faculty of Medical 

and Health Sciences at the University of Auckland. The handling and use of animals for experi-

mental procedures were performed in accordance with the University of Auckland Animal Ethics 

Committee approvals (ethics number R1303 and R1893), and the ARVO Statement for the Use 

of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. Wistar rats aged seven weeks were used to 

standardise protocols with previous work and procedures in the Molecular Vison Lab (MVL). 

These animals were sacrificed by CO2 asphyxiation. 

Whole eyes were extracted from the animal immediately after death and placed in AAH pre-

heated to 33°C，because 33°C was found to preserve the clarity of lens cell structure better than 

37°C (see Chapter 4 Section 4.1.3). Lenses were extracted from the globe using a posterior ap-

proach under a dissection microscope. Using a pair of straight Vannas spring 4mm scissors (Fine 

Science Tools, Inc., Vancouver, Canada), four cuts were made away from the optic nerve to the 

edge of the sclera and retina. The eye was turned cornea side up and while grasping one scleral 

flap with forceps, a custom-made glass loop was used to push the lens out by applying gentle 

pressure on the corneal surface. Once dissected, any remaining retinal or ciliary body tissue was 

removed using fine scissors. To avoid damage to the lens, direct contact between sharp tools and 

the ocular lens was minimised and lenses were only handled by the glass loop. All lenses were 

then placed into pre-warmed and sterilized AAH solution in 35mm Petri Dishes (Thermo-Fisher 

Scientific, Massachusetts, USA) prior to further experimentation.  

2.3.2. Bovine lens dissection 

Bovine eyes (18–24 months) were obtained from Auckland Meat Processing (Auckland, New 

Zealand). The culling time was generally at 6 am and bovine eyes were dissected within 8 hours 

after animal death. Whole eyes were submerged in 70% ethanol for a few seconds and then rinsed 

with Milli-Q® water to minimise microbial contamination. The posterior globe was wrapped 

with tissue paper and held in one hand to stabilize the eye, an incision was made into the vitreous 

chamber, just posterior of the lens, and a cut 2/3 of the way around the globe was made with a 
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scalpel as shown in Figure 2-1A. The eye was inverted inside out and the vitreous body was then 

gently pulled away from the posterior surface of the lens without touching the surface of lens 

(Figure 2-1B). The zonules were then carefully cut by a scalpel until the lens was attached only 

by a small portion of zonules as shown in Figure 2-1C. The lens was then suspended above the 

opening of a 50ml Falcon tube with pre-warmed AAH. The remaining zonules were then cut and 

the lens collected in the Falcon tube. All subsequent handling of the lens used the glass loop to 

prevent physical damage to the lens. Dissected lenses were immediately used for experiments. 

 

Figure 2-1: Bovine lens dissection protocol. (A) The posterior globe was wrapped with tissue paper 
and an incision was made into the vitreous chamber. (B) Removal of the vitreous body from the 
posterior surface of the lens. (C) The zonules were carefully cut by a scalpel. (D) The lens was sus-
pended above a Falcon tube with pre-warmed AAH and then the remaining zonules were cut so that 
the lens gently falls into the Falcon tube containing AAH. 
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2.3.3. Mounting bovine lens into a ring stretcher 

The ring stretcher was custom-made from Sports-Lok lids of e2-orange drink bottles (The Coca-

Cola Company, California, USA). As shown in Figure 2-2, the tamper band (white) and annular 

ring (black) were used as a pair of inter-fitting rings to clamp the ciliary body. The rest of the lid 

was cut off and the bottle neck was retained as the base of the stretcher while dissecting the 

bovine lens (Figure 2-3). 

 

Figure 2-2: Modifying bovine ring stretcher. The ring stretcher is made from Sports-Lok lids from 
e2-orange drink bottles. The tamper band (white) and annular ring (black) highlighted by the red 
circle were used to clamp the ciliary body, enabling normal zonular tension to be applied to the lens. 

The ring stretcher consists of a bottle neck, tamper band (white) and annular ring (black; Figure 

2-3A). The tamper band was taken off and the bottle neck was wrapped with Kimtech Science™ 

Kimwipes™ (Kimberly-Clark™ Professional, Auckland, New Zealand) around the top. The wet 

eye tissue would adhere to Kimwipes™ and stay stable during dissection. The sclera and vitreous 

body were removed as described in Section 2.3.2 and the globe was placed on the top of the 

bottle neck with the cornea facing up (Figure 2-3B). The cornea was then removed carefully 

using a curved pair of scissors (Figure 2-3C). A vertical incision was made across the sclera. 

Kimwipes™ were used to absorb fluid and stabilizes the choroid thereby allowing the sclera to 

be carefully separated from the choroid at the limbus (Figure 2-3D). The tamper band was then 

placed over the lens and ciliary body. Pressure was then applied to the tamper ring so that it 

clicked into the lower annular ring (Figure 2-3E). The excess iris and choroid tissue were then 

trimmed away from the outside of the tamper band (Figure 2-3F). The lens stretcher was then 

turned over and the posterior part of the annular ring was cut off to make the stretcher thinner 
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(Figure 2-3G). The lens stretcher was subsequently handled by holding the rings and direct con-

tact with the lens was avoided (Figure 2-3H). During the dissection process lens hydration was 

maintained by addition of drops of AAH. With practice the whole procedure could be completed 

in 5-10min. 

 

Figure 2-3: Mounting a bovine lens into the dual-ring stretcher. (A)The ring stretcher consists of 
a tamper band (white) and an annular ring (black). (B) The sclera and vitreous body were removed 
and the anterior half of the globe was placed on the bottle neck. (C, D) The cornea was removed and 
the sclera was carefully separated from the choroid at the limbus. (E) The tamper band was pressed 
down to clamp the ciliary body. (F) The iris and the choroid outside the tamper band was removed. 
(G) The rings were flipped over so that the posterior surface of the lens faced up, allowing the annular 
ring to be trimmed to reduce the thickness of the ring. (H) The lens stretcher was handled by holding 
the rings. 

2.4. Lens organ culture 

2.4.1. Rat lens culture 

For organ culture experiments, freshly dissected rat lenses were placed in pre-warmed and ster-

ilized AAH solution in 35mm Petri Dishes and examined using Off-Angle-Light (OAL) micros-

copy (see Section 2.7) to exclude damaged lenses. Only intact rat lenses were used for organ 

culture and live-cell imaging. 
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To immobilise rat lenses during live-cell imaging experiments, Cell-TakTM (Corning, Massachu-

setts, USA) was used to adhere the lens to the bottom of individual chambers in 24-well culture 

plates (Cellstar®, Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany). Briefly, 2μl of Cell-Tak 

(1.47μg/ml in 8μl of 0.1M Sodium bicarbonate buffer, pH 8.0) was added to each chamber of 

the 24-well plate and spread across the surface of each chamber using the micropipette tip. The 

coating was left at room temperature (RT) for 30min or until the mixture had evaporated to form 

a thin coating across the bottom of each chamber. The 24-well plate was then gently rinsed once 

with Milli-Q® water. 

The rat lenses were cultured in sterile AAH at 33°C in 5% CO2 for different incubation times in 

an incubator (HERAcell 150i, Thermo-Fisher Scientific, USA), or on the stage of a Nikon 

TE2000E Inverted microscope (Nikon Company, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a temperature-

controlled cage and CO2 chamber. It is shown that the cellular structure of lens is better preserved 

when cultured at 33°C than 37°C (see Chapter 4 Section 4.1.3). After incubation, lenses were 

immediately fixed in 0.75% paraformaldehyde and processed for immunohistochemistry (see 

Section 2.6.1). 

2.4.2. Custom-made 6-well plate for bovine lens culture 

The bovine lens is much bigger and heavier than the rat lens, thus the Cell-TakTM adhesive 

method described in Section 2.4.1 was not effective in immobilising the bovine lens. To immo-

bilize the bovine lens, a new method was developed (Figure 2-4), which utilised four silicone 

pins made of Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning, Michigan, USA) to hold lenses in place in a custom-

made 6-well plate. The pins were made by first measuring out 10ml Sylgard elastomer into a 

clean graduated tube and then adding 1ml of Sylagard curing agent. The elastomer was thor-

oughly mixed with the curing agent for a few minutes and then the tube set down for about an 

hour, or until almost all of the bubbles disappeared from the solution. Around 150-200μl of Syl-

gard was drawn up into a series of 200μl pipette tips, and the tips pushed into soft rubber for 

5mm to stop the Sylgard from leaking out of the tip. The tips were then placed into a dry incu-

bator at 40°C for 24 hours to allow the Sylgard to cure (Figure 2-4A). The tips were then cut 

down the middle and the silicone pins pulled out with Dumont tweezers (Figure 2-4B). A 6-well 

plate was prepared by drawing a 17mm circle (the diameter of a bovine lens) on the bottom of 

each well, dipping the pre-formed silicone pins into a fresh Sylgard 184 solution, and then ad-

hering 4 pins around the circumference of the circle in each chamber of the 6-well plate (Figure 
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2-4D). The 6-well plate was then placed into a dry incubator at 40°C for 24 hours. Before using 

the custom-made 6-well plate for an experiment, it was first washed with 75% ethanol and then 

rinsed with Milli-Q® water to disinfect it. The silicone pins were smooth, soft and flexible (Fig-

ure 2-4C) and held the bovine lens in place without damaging the lens. 

 

Figure 2-4: Custom-made 6-well plates. (A) 200μl pipette tips were used as pin moulds. (B) The 
silicon solution was solidified and pulled out from the tips and attached to the bottom of each chamber 
in a 6-well plate. (C) The silicone pins are smooth, soft and flexible. (D) Overview image of a 6-well 
plate complete with adhered silicone pins to immobilise the bovine lens. 

2.4.3. Bovine lens culture 

For organ culture experiments, freshly dissected bovine lenses were placed in pre-warmed and 

sterilized AAH solution in the custom made 6-well plates and examined using Off-Angle-Light 

microscopy (see Section 2.7) to exclude damaged lenses. Only intact bovine lenses were used 

for organ culture and live-cell imaging. 
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12ml sterile AAH was added to each well of the custom-made 6-well plate and pre-warmed at 

33°C in an incubator. The bovine lenses were carefully placed among the silicone pins with their 

anterior surface facing down as shown in Figure 2-5. The bovine lenses were cultured at 33°C 

in 5% CO2 for different incubation times in an incubator, or on the stage of a Nikon TE2000E 

Inverted microscope. After incubation, lenses were immediately fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde 

and processed for immunohistochemistry (see Section 2.6.2). 

 

Figure 2-5: Bovine lens immobilized and cultured in a custom-made 6-well plate. The bovine 
lens was carefully placed among the silicone pins with the anterior surface facing down.  

2.5. Analysis of bovine lens size 

To monitor changes in overall lens size, bovine lenses were placed in a custom-made culture 

flask and imaged using a camera (M580, Eastman Kodak Company, New York, USA) that was 

held at a constant distance from the lens throughout the culture period (Figure 2-6A). To facilitate 

the imaging of lens in the absence and presence of the stretching device, two different types of 

custom-made culture flasks were developed that incorporated different ways to hold the lenses 

in place during imaging. To accommodate lenses which had their zonules cut, the holder was 

made from Sylgard using a fixed bovine lens as a mould. The cured Sylgard mould was trimmed 

and then stuck to the bottom of the culture flask and the central part of the holder cut away so 

that the posterior pole of the lens could be observed (Figure 2-6B&D). To accommodate the 

imaging of bovine lenses mounted in the ring stretcher, a small ledge was built that the ring 
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stretcher could be placed on to suspend the lens and a couple of silicon pins were used to immo-

bilise the ring stretcher (Figure 2-6C&E). Once appropriately mounted in their respective cus-

tom-made culture flasks, bovine lenses were then incubated in sterile AAH at 33°C in 5% CO2 

and imaged for up to five hours. As shown in Figure 2-6D&E, the side view of the bovine lens 

was clearly observed. The 1mm grid spacing was used as a scale for measuring lens size (Figure 

2-6D). The thickness of the tamper band (white) of ring stretcher was 2mm and also served as a 

scale reference (Figure 2-6E). For each lens, the sizes of pre-incubation and post-incubated were 

measured. Statistical analysis was carried out using GraphPad Prism® 7 software (La Jolla, Cal-

ifornia, USA). The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank tests were carried out to detect any sta-

tistical significance between groups.  

 

Figure 2-6: Measurement of size of bovine lenses maintained in organ culture. (A) The culture 
flask and the camera were held in fixed positions. (B&C) Two types of custom-made culture flasks 
were developed to image the side view of bovine lens. (D&E) The width and thickness of lenses 
without zonules could be observed and measured but only the thickness could be measured for lenses 
with zonules held in the ring stretcher.  
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2.6. Immunohistochemistry 

2.6.1. Fixation, cryoprotection and cryosectioning of rat lenses 

Whole rat lenses were fixed, cryoprotected, and cryosectioned in an equatorial orientation using 

standard protocols developed in our laboratory (Jacobs et al. 2003). Briefly, rat lenses were fixed 

in 0.75% wt/vol paraformaldehyde (PFA), pH 7.2-7.4 for 24 hours at room temperature (RT) 

followed by three 10min PBS washes and subsequent cryoprotection in 10% and 20% sucrose 

for 1 hour each, then overnight at 4°C in 30% sucrose. Lenses were stored in 30% sucrose at 4°C 

for up to two weeks before cryosectioning. Chucks were covered with a globule of Tissue-Tek 

Optimal Cutting Temperature (OCT, Sakura Finetek, California, USA) and were pre-frozen in a 

-20°C freezer. Lenses were mounted onto chucks in an equatorial orientation (Figure 2-7). This 

orientation enabled visualisation of the epithelium and the hexagonal profile of fibre cells. 

Lenses were coated with OCT and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen for 10-20s. Sections were cut 

to 14-18µm thickness at -20°C using a cryostat (CM3050; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Ger-

many) and collected onto plain microscope slides with a drop of PBS. Sections were examined 

under a light microscope to ensure they were intact and were obtained from the lens equator. The 

presence of a single layered epithelium and nucleated fibre cells in the lens cortex were indicators 

of an equatorial location. Sections were washed three times with PBS to remove OCT and stored 

in a humidity box at 4°C for a maximum of one month.  
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Figure 2-7: Orientations of lens sections. Top-Right: Sections taken through the lens equator result 
in an equatorial section in which fibre cells of the lens cortex are hexagonal in appearance. Bottom-
Right: the regular arrangement of these hexagonal cells allows column width and cell thickness to be 
visualised. Bottom-Left: Sections taken through the anterior and posterior poles result in axial sections 
in which fibre cells show thin stripe-like structures with sutures passing across the middle of the 
section. 

2.6.2. Optimised bovine lens fixation, embedding and sectioning 

Being some 17mm wide and 12mm thick (see Chapter 3 Section 3.5), the bovine lens is much 

bigger than the rat lens and therefore is harder to fix and section. Although many different meth-

ods for the processing of big lenses for immunohistochemistry have been reported in the litera-

ture (Al-Ghoul and Costello 1997, Straub et al. 2003, Girão et al. 2005, McDermott 2007, Lim 

et al. 2016), there are currently no satisfactory methods that preserve the cell morphology of both 

the cortical and nuclear regions in one section and the sections are usually too fragile to withstand 

the manipulations (washing steps) required for immunohistochemistry. 

Through adaptation and optimisation of existing protocols presented in the literature (Al-Ghoul 

and Costello 1997, Straub et al. 2003, Girão et al. 2005, Lim et al. 2016), the following method 

for processing the bovine lens for immunohistochemistry was developed. Whole bovine lenses 
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were fixed in 2% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.005M PBS for 24 hours, and then in 2% 

PFA plus 5% (v/v) acetic acid in 0.005M PBS for a further 24 hours. Lenses were then washed 

in PBS three times and excess PBS removed from the lens surface before dehydrating the lenses 

in a small air-tight bottle for three days, removing any water from the sides of the bottle every 

24 hours. After dehydration, parallel slots (3mm deep, 2mm wide) were cut into the lens surface 

as shown in Figure 2-8A. A black pen was used to mark the lens equator for equatorial sections 

or the lens anterior and posterior poles for axial sections (Figure 2-7). Lenses were placed in a 

mould with the surface contain the cuts facing up in the embedding cassettes. Hot paraffin (60°C) 

was added to the mould from a paraffin dispenser (Leica EG1150, Leica Microsystems, 

Nussloch, Germany), and the mould was transferred to a cold plate to cool the paraffin for 30 

minutes. The lens encased in the paraffin block was inserted into a microtome (Ultracut UCT, 

Leica Microsystems). With the microtome blade set to a clearance angle of 5º and a section 

thickness of 30µm, the block was trimmed to expose the lens to a level where the black orienta-

tion marks on the lens surface could be seen, thereby allowing the block to be oriented to yield 

either equatorial or axial sections. Sections were cut at a thickness of 6-10µm and ribbons of 

sections were collected with tweezers and floated on the surface of the water so that they flat-

tened out (Figure 2-8B). A plain microscope slide was then used to pick the sections out of the 

water bath. The surrounding paraffin is then removed with tweezers and the section washed with 

PBS to remove any excess paraffin (Figure 2-8C). The sections could be used for immunolabel-

ling directly or stored in a humidity box at 4°C for up to a month before subsequent use. 
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Figure 2-8: Sectioning of a paraffin embedded bovine lenses. (A) The surface of a fixed bovine 
lens is cut to make several parallel slots (3mm deep, 2mm wide) to facilitate paraffin embedding. (B) 
The lens was embedded in paraffin and cut into thin sections using a microtome. (C) A lens section 
mounted on a microscope slide (red circle). Most of the section is preserved very well with only a 
small area of tissue being washed off (arrows). 

2.6.3. Immunolabelling 

All fluorescent labelling procedures were performed under dim light, where appropriate, to min-

imize photo-bleaching. To assess lens fibre cell morphology, all lens sections were stained with 

wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) conjugated to Alexa Flour®594 or 647 (dilution 1:50 in PBS; Life 

Technologies™, Maryland, USA) to label plasma membranes, and with DAPI (dilution 1:10 000 

in PBS; Vector, California, USA) to visualise cell nuclei for 1-2 hour at RT followed by three 

10min washes in PBS. For immunohistochemistry of filamentous actin (F-actin) and globular 

actin (G-actin), sections were incubated in Alexa Fluor 488® phalloidin (20µg/ml in PBS; 

Thermo-Fisher Scientific) and Alexa Fluor® 594 DNase I (20µg/ml in PBS; Thermo-Fisher Sci-

entific), respectively, for 2 hours at RT. Finally, sections were washed three times for 5min in 

PBS and then mounted using VectaShield HardSet™ anti-fade mounting medium (Vector La-

boratories, California, USA). Coverslips were placed over the sections gently and then sealed 

with nail polish. Slides were kept in the dark at 4°C until imaged by fluorescence microscopy. 
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2.6.4. Fluorescence Microscopy 

Labelled sections were imaged either using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope (Olympus 

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) or a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss, 

Jena, Germany) located in the Biomedical Imaging Research Unit (BIRU) at the University of 

Auckland. Specific emission filters were used to distinguish the signals of actin, membrane, and 

cell nuclei stains. Images of a range of magnifications were obtained using objectives ranging in 

power from 5x to 63x, and the zoom function of the microscope. To investigate immunolabelling 

over large distances in the lens, adjacent images that overlapped by ~20% were obtained from 

flat lens sections and stitched together using Adobe Photoshop CS6 software (Adobe Systems 

Inc., California, USA). Gain and offset were adjusted prior to image montage collection to ensure 

the whole dynamic range in intensity across the whole section was optimised. Raw images ob-

tained from separate channels were combined, pseudo-coloured and adjusted using Adobe Pho-

toshop CS6 (Adobe Systems Inc.). 

2.7. Off-Angle-Light microscopy 

Off-Angle-Light microscopy is a novel technique developed during the course of this project. 

Details on the development and optimisation of this technique are given in Chapter 3. A current 

optical microscope was used to produce Off-Angle-Light microscopy by adjusting the illumina-

tion system of the microscope. 

A Nikon TE2000E Inverted microscope (Nikon Company, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a tem-

perature-controlled cage was used for Off-Angle-Light imaging. The microscope stage was 

equilibrated for live cell imaging by warming the plastic temperature-controlled cage to 33 °C 

and buffering the acid in the culture medium with humidified 5% CO2 for one hour prior to 

imaging (Figure 2-9).  
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NCB11 filter1 on the dia-illuminator was removed from the optical path, and GIF2 was moved 

into the optical path to produce monochromatic light for improving the contrast. The field dia-

phragm was closed to its minimal opening (diameter=1.5mm) and the aperture diaphragm was 

kept wide open; the condenser turret was switched to the module with A code (bright-field) and 

moved down 10cm to the lowest possible position as shown in Figure 2-9A&B. Lenses cultured 

in either 35mm Petri dishes or 6-well plates were placed on the stage of the microscope. A field 

of view was chosen and then the centring knobs on the microscope condenser adjusted to yield 

the best contrast and sharpness (Figure 2-9). 

Images were acquired using the NIS-Elements AR software package (Nikon Corp., Tokyo, Ja-

pan), which could organize X, Y, Z, Lambda (wavelength) and Time within one integrated plat-

form for multi-dimensional imaging. Time-lapse (up to 20 hours) and multipoint (between four 

to six positions per lens) imaging was performed to acquire live cell images of organ cultured 

lenses. Images were collected every 10 or 15min, using a 20×objective for the rat lens, or a 

10×objective for the larger bovine lenses. To distinguish green OAL image from fluorescent 

green image, all of the OAL images were converted into black and white using the function of 

Image/Colour/SplitChannels in ImagJ software, version 1.51n (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; pro-

vided in the public domain by the National Institutes of Health, Maryland, USA) 

 
1 NCB11 filter is used for correcting the colour temperature in normal microscopy and colour photomicrography 
using day-light type colour film, which should be removed on monochrome photomicrography. 
2 GIF represents Green interference filter, which is used for microscopy using monochromatic light and for improv-
ing the contrast in monochrome photomicrography. 
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Figure 2-9: Off-Angle-Light microscopy. The heater and CO2 flux were turned on one hour prior 
to imaging. The field diaphragm was closed to minimal opening (A; diameter=1.5mm) and the con-
denser was moved down 10cm to the lowest position (B). The condenser turret was switched to bright-
field (module A) and the aperture diaphragm was kept wide open (B). The centring knobs were ad-
justed to acquire the best contrast and sharpness. 

2.8. Image analysis 

2.8.1. Measurement and calculation of cell size 

The ImageJ software package (Hartig 2013) was used to measure fibre cell size from OAL and 

confocal images. Two different approaches were used: a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) Measure-

ment (Figure 2-10), and a Profile plot Measurement (Figure 2-11). Details of these two methods 
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were shown on the ImageJ website (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/docs/examples/tem/index.html). 

The advantage and disadvantage of each method are discussed in Chapter 3. 

FFT Measurement of fibre cell size: To process FFT on an OAL image (Figure 2-10A), select 

Analyse/Scale to set image scale, choose a target area (white box B) within the image and run 

Process/FFT to get the FFT result (Figure 2-10C) for the selected area.  The cursor is then moved 

within the FFT image to the points which represents the size of the cells and the value of the 

cursor point is displayed in the ImageJ status bar. A pair of bright dots appeared in the direction 

perpendicular to the cell columns (indicated by yellow arrows) that represent fibre cells column 

width, while the two pairs of symmetrical dots (indicated by arrow heads) represent the thickness 

fibre cells in the selected area. The theory and development of this FFT measurement will be 

discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.4.1. 

.  

Figure 2-10: Measuring fibre cell size on OAL image using Fast Fourier Transform measure-
ment. (A) An OAL image of a rat lens at the equatorial plane. A magnified image (B) was taken from 
the area indicated by the white box. (C) In the FFT image acquired from the selected area, a pair of 
bright spots (yellow arrow) in the direction perpendicular to the cell column represents fibre cell 
column width, while the two pairs of symmetrical dots (red arrow heads) represent the fibre cell 
thickness. 

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/docs/examples/tem/index.html
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Profile plot measurement of fibre cell size: Using the Profile plot function of ImageJ, two per-

pendicular lines were drawn on either OAL (Figure 2-11A-C) or confocal (Figure 2-11D-F) im-

ages and the ImageJ Analyze/Plot profile function used to generate the profile plots in both di-

rections. The profiles taken at 90o to the fibre cell columns represent column width (Figure 

2-11B&E), while profiles taken parallel to the fibre cell columns represent fibre cell thickness 

(Figure 2-11C&F). To determine an average column width and cell thickness in a particular 

region of the lens, the peaks were manually counted to determine the number of cells represented 

in a profile drawn in this region, and then the total distance of that profile was divided by the 

number of cells.   

 

Figure 2-11: Measuring fibre cell size in OAL and confocal images using the Profile plot func-
tion. (A) An OAL image of a rat lens at the equatorial plane. (B, C) Profile plots generated to measure 
column width (B) and cell thickness (C) from the OAL image. (D) A confocal image of a cross section 
taken from the same lens. (E, F) Profile plots generated to measure column width (E) and cell thick-
ness (F) from the confocal image. 
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2.8.2. Quantification of F- and G-actin labelling 

Signal intensity across equatorial sections tripled labelled with phalloidin for F-actin (green), 

DNase I for G-actin (red) and DAPI for nuclei (blue) was quantified by drawing a rectangular 

box (1080×130µm) that spanned ~1000µm from the lens capsule into the deeper cortex using 

the Plot Profile function of ImageJ (Figure 2-12, Figure 6-13). The average signal intensity ver-

sus horizontal distance was plotted as a line graph for both the F- and G-actin channels and the 

values exported as an Excel file. In both channels, the epithelium was detected as a coincident 

signal increase, and hence could be used as a marker of the starting position (0µm) of the profiles 

to facilitate alignment of the two channels. The Excel sheets of the signal intensity versus hori-

zontal distance plotted from multiple images were aligned and the average value of each pixels 

and standard deviations at 200µm, 400µm, 600µm, 800µm and 1000µm were analysed using an 

unpaired t-test.  

 

Figure 2-12: Quantitative analysis of F-actin and G-actin distribution in the bovine lens. Bovine 
lenses were fixed, sectioned, labelled with phalloidin for F-actin (A, green), DNase I for G-actin (B, 
red) and imaged using a 10× objective (view field: 1335×1335µm) of an epi-fluorescent microscope. 
A rectangular box (1080×130µm) was selected and F-actin (A) and G-actin (B) signals in the box 
were analysed using ImageJ. Fluorescent signal intensity expressed as grey value was plotted against 
distance in from the lens capsule (a&b). 

2.9. Statistical Analysis 

Unless otherwise stated, all data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation of the mean 

(SD). Spearman correlations (r values) and statistical significance (p values) were determined 

using GraphPad Prism® software version 7 (La Jolla, California, USA). *(p <0.05), **(P<0.01), 
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***(P< 0.001), or ****(P < 0.0001) indicates a significant difference of compared values and 

NS represents no significant difference. 
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Chapter 3. Development and optimisation of microscopy 

techniques to visualise fibre cells in a whole living lens 

Previous studies in the MVL have investigated the process of volume regulation in organ-cul-

tured rat lenses using confocal microscopy to map the morphological changes of fibre cells in 

different regions of the lens in the presence of pharmacological reagents that modulate the func-

tion of ion channels and transporters (Tunstall et al. 1999, Young et al. 2000, Chee et al. 2006, 

Donaldson et al. 2009). Since these studies utilized fixed lenses and are imaged at discrete time 

points, it was impossible to capture the dynamic changes of fibre cells in response to these phar-

macological reagents. Hence, a major goal of my PhD project was to develop a technique to 

image the dynamic changes of individual fibre cells in an intact organ-cultured lens. In this chap-

ter, I present my efforts to develop this technique, which involved trialling a range of established 

microscopy imaging modalities (Bright-field, Phase-contrast, and Differential interference con-

trast), and a bespoke Phase-contrast microscope. Unfortunately, none of these modalities were 

able to provide adequate resolution to visualise fibre cells in organ-cultured lenses. However, as 

part of this trial process, I noticed that the clarity of fibre cell structure was affected by the angle 

at which the lens was illuminated. Based on this finding, I have developed and optimised a new 

technique for imaging fibre cell structure in whole lenses, which I termed Off-Angle-Light 

(OAL) microscopy. In this chapter, I first compare and contrast the different imaging modalities 

that led to the development the OAL microscopy approach, before describing how I optimised 

and verified the ability of this technique to measure fibre cell morphology. Finally, I show how 

I have utilized the freely available ImageJ imaging software to analyse the sizes of fibre cells in 

different regions of the lens cortex. 
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3.1. Initial attempts to visualise fibre cells in organ-cultured rat lenses 

In this section, I will first briefly describe the initial attempts that I have made to visualise the 

internal cellular structure of the lens. I trialled a range of different microscopy techniques in-

cluding Bright-field, Phase-contrast, Differential interference contrast (DIC), and a bespoke 

Phase-contrast microscopy. Even though these microscopy techniques did not achieve the in-

tended goals, the experiences of working with these microscopes have led me to develop a novel 

technique to visualise fibre cell morphology in whole lenses. 

3.1.1. Imaging an organ-cultured rat lens using conventional imaging modalities 

A transparent specimen is usually considered to be a phase object, which exhibits minimal light 

absorption and only alters the phase of the light. Human eyes can only detect light changes in 

amplitude (brightness) and in frequency (colour), and cannot detect phase shifts (Davidson and 

Abramowitz 2002, McNamara et al. 2005). The lens, as a transparent tissue in the eye, also ex-

hibits minimum absorption and scatter of visible light, and hence, like a phase object, its structure 

is invisible to our eyes (Benedek 1971). To make this transparent tissue visible, the usual ap-

proach is to introduce a degree of contrast, and contrast-enhancing microscopy techniques, such 

as Phase-contrast and DIC, are routinely used to improve the visibility of a phase object.  

A Nikon TE2000E inverted microscope (Nikon Company) equipped with Bright-field, Phase-

contrast, and DIC illumination mode was used in this project. To evaluate the ability of these 

different imaging modalities to visualise the cellular structure of the lens, I imaged the same 

organ-cultured rat lens using the three imaging modalities available on the Nikon TE2000E mi-

croscope. To achieve this, the rat lens was incubated in AAH in a petri dish with its anterior side 

facing down before being placed on the microscope stage. A 20× objective was used and the 

focal plane was adjusted up and down to observe different planes of the whole lens. The theories 

of how these different modalities work, and a comparison of the images acquired by the different 

modalities are shown in Figure 3-1.   
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Imaging an organ-cultured rat lens using Bright-field microscopy 

Bright-field microscopy is the most commonly used optical microscopic technique. Light from 

the illumination lamp is transmitted along a pathway parallel to the optical axis directly through 

the sample into the objective (McNamara et al. 2005). In Bright field microscopy (Figure 3-1A), 

when light from the microscope lamp passes through a phase object, some of the light remains 

undisturbed in its path and is called direct light or un-deviated light, while some of the light does 

deviate when it encounters parts of the specimen. This deviated light lags behind the direct light 

by approximately a quarter of a wavelength. Consequently it arrives at the image plane out of 

phase and interferes with the direct light, but its intensity essentially does not diminish (Davidson 

and Abramowitz 2002).  

Using Bright-field illumination to focus on the anterior surface of the rat lens, the Y-shaped 

sutures of the lens were clearly visible (Figure 3-1B). However, upon moving the image plane 

to the lens equator, only the surface edge of the lens (lens capsule) could be distinguished, while 

the rest of the image plane consisted of a uniform distribution of brightness and no other internal 

structural features were apparent (Figure 3-1C). This indicated that the lens lacks sufficient in-

ternal contrast to allow its cellular structure be visualised using Bright-field microscopy. 

Imaging an organ-cultured rat lens using Phase-contrast microscopy 

Phase-contrast microscopy is a contrast-enhancing technique that converts phase shifts to ampli-

tude differences. The main components of a Phase-contrast microscope are an annular illumina-

tion ring aperture and a matching phase plate in the back focal plane (BFP) of the objective. As 

shown in Figure 3-1D, the hollow cone of light coming from the illumination annulus passes 

through the specimen, and the un-deviated light arriving at the matching phase plate is either 

sped up or slowed down by 1/4 of a wavelength (i.e. is 90° out of phase). The deviated light is 

slowed by the specimen, lagging behind by ~ 1/4 wavelength. Therefore, the deviated and un-

deviated light arrive at the back focal plane together to induce either destructive, or constructive 

interference that enhances image contrast (Davidson and Abramowitz 2002, McNamara et al. 

2005).  

The Nikon TE2000E inverted microscope was switched to Phase-contrast optics and the same 

rat lens was imaged again. At the anterior surface of the lens, the Y-shaped sutures were again 
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clearly visible but, like the Bright-field mode, no other cellular structure could be observed at 

the anterior pole (Figure 3-1E). Upon moving the focal plane to the lens equator, blurred parallel 

spoke-like lines were revealed, which appear to represent the radial array of lens fibre cell col-

umns (Figure 3-1F). Relative to Bright-field, Phase-contrast microscopy provided better visual-

isation of fibre cell morphology at the lens equator. 

Imaging an organ-cultured rat lens using DIC microscopy 

DIC microscopy works on the principle of interferometry to gain information about the optical 

path length of a specimen. It is based on a transmitted light microscope combined with a polar-

izer-analyser couple and two light splitters called Wollaston (Nomarski) prisms as shown in Fig-

ure 3-1G. In DIC microscopy, light rays from the light source first pass through a polarizer and 

are split into two beams by the lower Wollaston prism. These two beams have different polari-

zation angles and are separated horizontally by a minute distance known as the shear distance. 

As the split beams pass through the specimen, their wave paths are altered in accordance with 

the variations in the thickness, slope, and refractive indices of the specimen. After passing 

through the objective lens, the shear distance between the two beams is removed by the second 

Wollaston prism and these two beams are converted to the same polarization angle. At the back 

focal plane (BFP), the two beams interfere with one another to produce amplitude contrast (Fig-

ure 3-1G). This contrast reflects the difference of thickness and refractive index of the specimen 

between the shear distances. Because the shear between the beams is so small, this technique 

tends to be very sensitive (Davidson and Abramowitz 2002, Centonze Frohlich 2008).  

The optics of the Nikon TE2000E inverted microscope was changed to DIC and the polarizing 

prism was manually adjusted to optimise image clarity. Y-shaped sutures of the lens could be 

clearly observed at the anterior surface of the rat lens, but no cellular structure was apparent 

(Figure 3-1H). At the equatorial plane, like Phase contrast, DIC imaging revealed the parallel 

arrays of fibre cell columns (Figure 3-1I). Unfortunately, images of fibre cell morphology ob-

tained using both Phase-contrast and DIC optics were not clear enough for observation and meas-

urement. 
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Figure 3-1: Comparison of the ability of conventional imaging modalities to resolve the internal 
structure of an organ-cultured rat lens. The optical schema of Bright-field (A), Phase-contrast (D), 
and DIC (G) microscopy. Images taken at the anterior surface (B, E, H) and equator plane (C, F, I) 
from the same rat lens using a 20× objective on a Nikon TE2000E inverted microscope fitted with 
Bright-field (B&C), Phase-contrast (E&F) and DIC (H&I) optics.  

In summary, while Phase-contrast and DIC imaging modalities did reveal some details of the 

internal structure of the organ-cultured rat lens, these images were not of sufficient resolution to 

observe single fibre cells. Even though the current microscopy techniques did not provide a sat-

isfactory method to visualise lens cellular structure at the required resolution, this comparison of 

different imaging modalities suggests that if the contrast introduced by an imaging modality 
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could be increased, it would be possible to reveal more details of the lens cellular structure. I 

assumed that the reason why these conventional modalities were not that effective was because 

the ocular lens itself is a converging lens, which alters the light path and shifts the focal planes 

of the microscope. To test this assumption, a bespoke Phase-contrast microscope was designed 

to compensate for the deviation of the focal plane caused by the ocular lens. 

3.1.2. Imaging an organ-cultured rat lens using a bespoke Phase-contrast microscope  

Design of a bespoke Phase-contrast microscope 

To improve the visualisation of lens tissue, Dr Kevin Webb, my co-supervisor designed a be-

spoke optical microscope which differs from a conventional system and allows phase contrast in 

the intact lens by precisely matching the illuminating ring to a phase ring in the back focal plane 

(BFP; Figure 3-2A). In a conventional microscope, the phase ring is incorporated within the 

objective lens at a fixed geometry relative to the field plane. In our bespoke Phase-contrast mi-

croscope, the illuminating ring and phase ring can be flexibly adjusted. This modified phase 

contrast optical system is supposed to correct the magnification and plane shifts induced by the 

ocular lens. As shown in Figure 3-2A, a Nikon Achro LWD P 20 × objective lens, and other 

accessories (Nikon UK Ltd, Surrey, UK) were fitted to a standard inverted microscope frame. A 

commercial bare LED ring printed circuit board (PCBs: white, RGB; Ø44, 92mm) was mounted 

and aligned on an adjustable stand using manual positioning, while inspecting the objective BFP 

using a relay lens. The optical schema of this bespoke Phase-contrast microscope is shown in 

Figure 3-2B. The position of the BFP could be observed and corrected by inserting and adjusting 

the relay lens and the position and diameter of the LED ring could be adjusted via radial and 

axial adjustments. By precisely matching the illuminating ring to a phase ring at the BFP, we 

reasoned that it should be possible to compensate for the optical deviation caused by the ocular 

lens, thereby allowing the internal cellular structure of the lens to be more clearly resolved (Fig-

ure 3-2B) (Webb 2015). 
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Figure 3-2: A bespoke Phase-contrast microscope and its optical schema. (A) The components 
of a bespoke Phase-contrast microscope. (B) The optical schema of the bespoke Phase-contrast mi-
croscope. The diameter of the LED ring can be corrected by axial adjustment. The position of the 
BFP can be observed and corrected by adjusting the relay lens. The LED ring and phase ring can be 
adjusted to be matched while inspecting the objective BFP. 

However, the LED ring and phase ring could not be matched at the BFP and the images acquired 

by this device did not show any improvement over the common Phase-contrast microscope. As 

shown in Figure 3-3, the LED dots and phase ring were aligned (Figure 3-3A) and Y-shaped 

sutures of the lens could be clearly observed when focusing on the centre of the anterior surface 

of the rat lens (Figure 3-3C). But this alignment was lost when the lens was moved aside so that 

the objective could focus on the lens equator (Figure 3-3B). This shift in focal planes distorted 

the image of the illumination lamp formed at the BFP and it proved impossible to match the LED 

ring with the phase ring. The images acquired by this device at the equatorial plane showed some 

fibre cell columns, but a black shadow caused by the unmatched phase ring also appeared in the 

field of view (Figure 3-3D). Moreover, the image resolution of this bespoke Phase-contrast mi-

croscope was not sufficient to resolve individual fibre cells. 
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Figure 3-3: Imaging an organ-cultured rat lens using a bespoke Phase-contrast microscope. The 
LED ring and phase ring alignment at the BFP when using the 20× objective to focus on the anterior 
pole (A) and the equator (B) of a rat lens. Representative images of lens morphology obtained when 
focussing on the anterior pole (C) and equator (D). 

3.2. Development and optimisation of Off-Angle-Light microscopy 

As outlined above, all the imaging modalities I trialled were unable to provide sufficient resolu-

tion of fibre cell morphology to allow me to observe changes to the size of individual fibre cells 

in lenses maintained in organ culture. However, during the trialling of the different modalities, I 

noticed that when observing the rat lens with the Nikon microscope, the contrast and clarity of 

images could be slightly improved by rotating the condenser turret of the microscope (Figure 

2-9B). This indicated that the direction at which the illuminating light hits the ocular lens might 

play an important role in visualizing the internal cellular structure of the lens. In this section, I 

first describe an initial experiment to test the effect of illumination direction on the visualisation 

of lens structure, then detail how the optics of the microscope were empirically adjusted to obtain 

what I have termed OAL microscopy. This section finishes by comparing OAL microscopy to 

the other imaging modalities that have been used for imaging lens cellular structure. 
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3.2.1. Effect of varying the illuminating directions on the visualisation of fibre cell structure 

To test how illumination direction affects the visualisation of fibre cell structure, I turned off the 

internal light source of the Nikon TE2000E microscope and used a Fibre-Optic Transilluminator 

(Welch Allyn Company, New York, USA) as an alternative source of illumination, since it pro-

vided an easy method to alter the direction of illumination. As for the other conventional imaging 

modalities, an organ-cultured rat lens was placed on the stage of the Nikon TE2000E inverted 

microscope and viewed using a Nikon Achro LWD P 20× objective lens without a phase plate. 

With the internal microscope lamp turned off, a transilluminator was held at a distance of ap-

proximately 10cm above the sample. Images of the lens equator were captured as the angle of 

illumination by the torch light was changed. As shown in Figure 3-4, some dots, spots and irreg-

ular structure could be seen when shining light from a wide range of directions (Figure 3-4A&C), 

but only when the torch light was shining off the vertical axis at a small angle of between 8º-15º 

(Figure 3-4B), could the internal cellular structure of the lens be resolved. In Figure 3-4B, the 

regular and uniform parallel arrangement of fibre cells in columns was clearly visible over large 

areas of the lens cortex. This simple experiment indicated that restricting the angle of illumina-

tion to produce oblique illumination has the potential to make the transparent internal lens struc-

ture visible. 
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Figure 3-4: Effect of varying the illuminating direction on the visualisation of fibre cell struc-
ture. An organ-cultured rat lens was imaged by a Nikon Achro LWD P 20× objective of a Nikon 
microscope with the illumination provided by a Fibre-Optic Transilluminator shining from different 
directions. (A-C) Representative images of the internal lens structure obtained from the illumination 
directions indicated in the schematic diagram. Fibre cell structure was best resolved (B) when the 
illumination was delivered at a small angle between 8º-15º off the vertical axis. 

3.2.2. Optimisation of Off-Angle-Light microscopy 

To establish a reliable and efficient approach for conducting dynamic observations of lens mor-

phology, the torch light needed to be replaced by a more consistent illumination source. Through 

trial and error, I devised a simple method for producing oblique illumination at the desired angle 

by adjusting the existing illumination system of the Nikon TE2000 microscope used in previous 

experiments. As outlined in Figure 2-9 in Chapter 2, the field diaphragm of the microscope was 

closed to yield a minimal opening (diameter=1.5mm), while the aperture diaphragm was kept 

wide open. The condenser turret was then switched to Bright-field mode (module A) and moved 

down 10cm to the lowest possible position. I termed this new configuration of the microscope 

optics Off-Angle-Light (OAL) microscopy, since the illumination light is off the vertical axis by 

8º-15º. 
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A comparison of Bright-field and OAL microscopy is shown in Figure 3-5A&B. A rat lens was 

cultured in AAH with the anterior pole facing down and placed on the stage of the Nikon 

TE2000E microscope. In standard Bright-field microscopy, incident light of the microscope 

passes through the lens from a wide range of angles (Figure 3-5A, top), producing a uniform 

brightness across the lens tissue, but this wide-angle illumination produced no visible internal 

cellular structure (Figure 3-5A, bottom). However, upon reducing the field diaphragm aperture 

to the minimum, and moving the condenser down to its lowest position, to produce light rays 

that were off the vertical axis at a small angle (Figure 3-5B, top), OAL microscopy was able to 

produce clear images of the internal cellular structure of the rat lens (Figure 3-5B, bottom). In 

the OAL image, fibre cells of uniform size were arranged in parallel rows, with enough resolu-

tion and contrast to enable quantitative measurement of fibre cell size across wide regions of the 

outer cortex.  

 

Figure 3-5 Manipulation of an inverted microscope to produce Off-Angle-Light (OAL). Top 
panels: schematic showing the illumination angles used in conventional Bright-field (left) and OAL 
(right) microscopy. Bottom panels: Images of fibre cell structure obtained using either conventional 
(A) or OAL (B) from an organ-cultured rat lens viewed through the same 20x objective.  
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Again, through trial and error, I was able to determine that the images obtained from OAL mi-

croscopy could be further enhanced by adjusting the centring knobs on the microscope condenser 

turret (Figure 2-9). The condenser turret was moved toward the lens core (Figure 3-6A), to the 

centre of the view field (Figure 3-6B) and toward the lens equator (Figure 3-6C). The best im-

ages, in terms of contrast and sharpness, were obtained when the condenser was moved slightly 

toward the lens equator. Hence, it appears that adjusting the centring knobs on the microscope 

condenser allows the illumination angle to be optimised to obtain additional contrast and image 

clarity.  

 

Figure 3-6: Enhancement of OAL microscopy images. Top panels: schematic showing the position 
of the OAL illumination after adjustment of centring knobs on the microscope condenser. Bottom 
panels: Images of fibre cell structure obtained from a rat lens following adjustment of the OAL illu-
mination to toward the lens core (A), to the centre of the view field (B) and toward the lens equator 
(C).  

3.2.3. Comparison of OAL microscopy to other imaging modalities 

To show the resolving power of OAL microscopy on lens cellular structure, I compared the 

images acquired at the same location of an organ-cultured rat lens using OAL microscopy and 

other imaging modalities (Bright-field, DIC and Phase-contrast). The outline of the lens equator 

was observed in all images (Figure 3-7A-D). In Bright-field microscopy (Figure 3-7A), uniform 
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brightness could be seen across the lens tissue, but no cell structure could be observed. In DIC 

(Figure 3-7B) and Phase-contrast (Figure 3-7C) microscopy, blurred spoke-like lines could be 

seen in lens tissue. In OAL microscopy, the spoke-like structure was more extensively and 

clearly resolved (Figure 3-7D). The resolution of the different modalities was more apparent in 

the magnified images (Figure 3-7E-H). In the OAL image (Figure 3-7H), fibre cells of uniform 

shape were arranged in parallel rows, showing much greater contrast and clarity than the other 

images (Figure 3-7E-G). Hence, OAL microscopy was significantly more effective than the other 

microscopy techniques in imaging fibre cell structure in organ-cultured lenses. 

 

Figure 3-7: Comparison of OAL microscopy to other imaging modalities. Images obtained from 
the same organ-cultured rat lens using Bright-field (A), DIC (B), Phase-contrast (C), and OAL (D) 
microscopy. Boxes in A-D show locations of magnified images seen in E-H. 
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In summary, through a process of trial and error I have developed an imaging approach – OAL 

microscopy – that allows the internal structure of cultured rat lenses to be resolved. Obviously, 

the use of off-angle illumination does not comply with the principles of Köhler Illumination3, 

but when applied to the ocular lens, it produced the type of image that enabled me to monitor the 

dynamic changes of fibre cells in vitro.  How OAL microscopy works in theory is explained in 

Chapter 7 (see Section 7.2). In the rest of this chapter, I will test the utility of OAL microscopy 

to map and quantify the cellular structure of a relatively small rat lens and then the much larger 

bovine lens.  

3.3. Utilisation of OAL microscopy to map the cellular structure of the rat 

lens  

To date, I have used OAL to resolve the hexagonal cellular profiles of fibre cells that are evident 

in the outer cortex of the lens when focusing on the lens equator. However, the adult rat lens is 

a dense and thick specimen, around 3800µm wide and 3600µm thick, comprised of fibre cells 

that change their orientation from the anterior to posterior poles. In this section, I test the utility 

of OAL microscopy to map the cellular structure of a whole rat lens. 

3.3.1. OAL microscopy to map the cellular structure of a rat lens in the axial direction  

Since the curvature of the posterior surface of the rat lens is steeper than the anterior surface, 

lenses were usually cultured with their anterior surface facing down. The thickness of the 7-

week-old rat lens is approximately 3.6mm, while the working distance of the 20× objective lens 

is 3.9mm. Hence, it was possible to focus at different focal planes, and obtain images of fibre 

cell morphology from the anterior to posterior surface of the rat lens (Figure 3-8). With the an-

terior pole of the lens set at 0µm, the focal plane of the microscope was moved up through the 

lens and representative OAL images collected at 3300µm (1), 2500µm (2), 1700µm (3), 1500µm 

(4), 1300µm (5), 1100µm (6), and 300µm (7). As described in Chapter 1 Section 1.2.1., the fibre 

cells are organized elongated structures arranged in meridional rows, which are vertical at the 

 
3 Köhler illumination is a method of specimen illumination used for transmitted and reflected light (trans- and epi-
illuminated) optical microscopy. Köhler illumination acts to generate an extremely even illumination of the sample 
and ensures that an image of the illumination source (for example a halogen lamp filament) is not visible in the 
resulting image. 
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equatorial plane and become more horizontal with proximity to the anterior or posterior pole. 

Images collected from the equatorial plane of the lens by OAL microscopy showed fibre cells 

arranged in parallel rows with a characteristic hexagonal cellular profile (Figure 3-8D). The mor-

phology of fibre cells is no different if the focal plane is adjusted within 50µm to the equatorial 

plane. However, moving the focal plane away from the equator towards either the posterior (Fig-

ure 3-8A-C), or anterior (Figure 3-8E-G) pole, saw fibre cells become more horizontal, showing 

a stripe-like structure. 
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Figure 3-8: Mapping the cellular structure of a rat lens in the axial direction using OAL mi-
croscopy. Schematic diagram indicating the depths from which the representative OAL images were 
taken. Images were collected at 3300µm (1), 2500µm (2), 1700µm (3), 1500µm (4), 1300µm (5), 
1100µm (6), 300µm (7) from the anterior pole of the lens. Magnified images (A-G) were taken from 
the areas indicated by the boxes in the overview images (1-7).   
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3.3.2. OAL microscopy to map the cellular structure of a rat lens in the equatorial direction 

To date my OAL images have been obtained exclusively from the outer cortex of the rat lens. 

So, in this section, I examined the ability of OAL microscopy to resolve fibre cell morphology 

in the radial direction from the periphery to the core, or nucleus of a rat lens. In addition, I com-

pared the morphology obtained using OAL microscope with that observed using confocal mi-

croscopy performed on cryosections of a fixed lens labelled with the membrane marker wheat 

germ agglutinin (WGA).  

An overview image obtained from an organ-cultured rat lens in the equatorial plane from the 

periphery to the core is shown in Figure 3-9A. The dark circle at the lens centre was caused by 

the phase plate in the objective lens. Because the lens is symmetrical around its optical axis, only 

half of the equatorial plane is shown. On the basis of the different morphological features of fibre 

cells observed in OAL images, this field of view from the periphery to lens centre (~3800µm) 

was sub-divided into six zones (Figure 3-9A), and magnified images of fibre cell morphology in 

each of the six zones are shown in Figure 3-9B. At the lens periphery, the capsule and lens 

epithelium could not be seen in OAL images as they were covered by the shadow of the lens 

edge (Figure 3-9B1). As shown in Figure 3-9B, peripheral fibre cells in the cortex were easily 

resolved by OAL microscopy (Figure 3-9B1-4). However, with radial depth into the lens fibre 

cell structure obtained by OAL microscopy was gradually lost (Figure 3-9B5-6). After OAL 

imaging, the same rat lens was then fixed, cryosectioned, stained with wheat germ agglutinin 

(WGA) to label plasma membranes, and imaged by confocal microscope. The cellular structure 

observed by OAL microscopy of the rat lens (Figure 3-9B) was comparable to that obtained on 

a lens section using confocal microscopy. Confocal microscopy showed that the fibre cell struc-

ture in the lens core was less regular as fibre cells lost their hexagonal appearance and become 

more rounded in shape (Figure 3-9C). 

In summary, although OAL can be used to map fibre cell structure in different areas of the lens, 

it is best suited to observe the cellular structure in the outer cortex of the lenses as this area 

produces the sharpest images that can be used for quantitative analysis.  
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Figure 3-9: Mapping the cellular structure of a rat lens in the equatorial plane using OAL con-
focal microscopy. An organ-cultured rat lens was imaged using OAL microscopy (A&B) and then 
fixed, sectioned and imaged using confocal microscopy (C). (A) OAL overview image from the pe-
riphery to the centre of a rat lens which has been divided into six morphologically different zones 
(Zone 1, 0-100µm; Zone 2, 100-300µm; Zone 3, 300-500µm; Zone 4, 500-800µm; Zone 5, 800-
1100µm; Zone 6, 1100-1900µm). (B) Representative magnified OAL images from each zone. (C) 
Magnified confocal images taken from the same rat lens fixed and then labelled with WGA to high-
light fibre cell morphology in equivalent areas from the same six zones. 

3.4. Quantitative analysis of fibre cell morphology in the organ-cultured rat 

lens 

The high spatial order inherent in OAL images taken from the equatorial plane lend themselves 

to quantitative analysis. In this section, I will describe the development of two different ap-

proaches that utilised a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or a Profile Plot measurement, to calculate 

the sizes of fibre cells in different zones of the lens. For in depth details of these two methods, 

see Chapter 2 Section 2.8.1.  
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3.4.1. Fast Fourier Transform Measurement 

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function in the image processing software ImageJ was utilised 

to decompose OAL images into sine and cosine components. The resultant FFT output consists 

of a series of dots where each dot represents a particular frequency in the original image. The 

centre dot F (0, 0) in the FFT represents the average brightness across the entire image and is 

always bright unless the original image is completely black. If the image has periodic structure, 

the FFT will consist of additional peaks at spatial frequencies of repeated texture. The further 

away from the centre an image dot is, the higher is its corresponding frequency, and the smaller 

the periodic structure it represents (Gonzales and Woods 1992, Davis et al. 2001). 

To illustrate the theory and approach of FFT measurement, I have used several simple images 

with different periodic structures as examples (Figure 3-10). An image containing parallel stripes 

in a horizontal direction (Figure 3-10A) was processed using FFT. Its FFT consisted of two pairs 

of bright dots on either side of F (0, 0), which means there are mainly two different patterns in 

the original image and the space interval is 10.65µm and 5.32µm, respectively (Figure 3-10B). 

The width of the stripes is represented by the 10.65µm dots and each stripe is composed of a 

bright light and dark shadow whose width is represented by the 5.32µm dots. In contrast, the 

FFT of an image of parallel stripes in vertical direction (Figure 3-10C) shows two pairs of dots 

in a horizontal direction (Figure 3-10D). It can be seen from these two examples that a line in a 

FFT represents a pattern in the original image perpendicular to this line (Davis et al. 2001). If an 

image contains stripes in both horizontal and vertical directions (Figure 3-10E), the bright dots 

appear at both two directions (Figure 3-10F). An OAL image of a rat lens at the equatorial plane 

(Figure 3-10G) showed that the fibre cells are arranged at regular columns in parallel and the 

sizes of adjacent cells are almost the same. Hence, the OAL images contain periodic information 

of both width and thickness of the fibre cells. The FFT from a selected region of the outer cortex 

of the lens contains several pairs of bright dots (Figure 3-10H). The pair of vertical dots (indi-

cated by yellow arrows) represents the width of the horizontal cell columns. However, there are 

two pairs of dots in horizontal direction (indicated by red arrow heads), which represents the 

thickness of fibre cells. As shown in Figure 3-10G, fibre cells in the equatorial plane are not 

rectangular but are hexagonal in shape, and the broad sides of cells are not straight but curved. 

Hence, in FFT the dots perpendicular to the curved broad sides of cells are not in a line but in 

two different orientations, as two pairs of dots indicated by red arrow heads have the same value, 

both of them represent the cell thickness (Figure 3-10H). The dots further away from the centre 
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have a smaller value, which represent more detailed structures inside the cells and is related to 

the sharpness of the image (Gonzales and Woods 1992, Davis et al. 2001). 

 

Figure 3-10 FFT analysis of images containing different periodic structures.  (A-B) An image of 
parallel horizontal stripes and FFT. (C-D) An image of parallel vertical stripes and its FFT. (E-F) An 
image contained both horizontal and vertical stripes and its FFT. (G-H) An equatorial OAL image of 
a rat lens and its FFT. Note - the pair of dots in the vertical direction (yellow arrows) represents the 
column width, while the two pairs of dots (indicated by red arrow heads) close to the horizontal 
direction represents the cell thickness. 
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The advantage of the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) Measurement is that it can provide quick and 

easy visual information from different regions of the lens, allowing changes of cell size that 

occur during time-lapse studies to be easily observed. The disadvantage of the technique is that 

it cannot give accurate results over large areas of the lens, since the cell size is reduced with 

proximity to the lens centre because of fibre cell compaction. In my thesis, the FFT Measurement 

was not used to calculate the exact values of fibre cell size, but to monitor changes to the cell 

size during time-lapse studies. 

3.4.2. Profile Plot Measurement 

As an alternative approach to FFT, I used the Profile Plot Measurement function of ImageJ to 

calculate the average sizes of fibre cells in different regions of OAL images (see Chapter 2 Sec-

tion 2.8.1). The advantages of this approach over FFT, is that it could be applied to the region 

where fibre cell order is less regular and is therefore more accurate than FFT analysis when it is 

applied across large areas of the lens. However, the disadvantage of this measurement is that it 

is not as easy to process the dynamic changes to fibre cell size as they occurred in time-lapse 

imaging. Hence, I utilised FFT Measurement to monitor localised changes to fibre cell size dur-

ing the course of time-lapse studies, and utilised the Profile Plot Measurement to calculate the 

exact value of fibre cell size in both OAL and confocal images. 

3.4.3. Comparison of fibre cell sizes obtained using OAL and confocal microscopy 

To quantify and compare the sizes of fibre cells from OAL and confocal images (Figure 3-9), 

line profiles perpendicular and parallel to the cell columns were drawn in the six morphologically 

distinct zones of the rat lens observed in both OAL and confocal images (Figure 3-11). Fibre cell 

size was then extracted for each profile direction in each of the zones using the Plot Profile 

function of ImageJ (see Chapter 2 section 2.8.1). The results presented were from five rat lenses 

that were initially imaged using OAL microscopy and then fixed, cryosectioned, stained with 

plasma membrane marker (WGA), and imaged by confocal microscope. The results of this anal-

ysis for fibre cell column width (Figure 3-11B) and fibre cell thickness (Figure 3-11C) are shown 

for Zone 1-4. Unfortunately, the fibre cells in Zone 5-6 were so irregular that the cell sizes could 

not be measured accurately.  The column width (Figure 3-11B) and cell thickness (Figure 3-11C) 

obtained in the four zones were compared and differences evaluated using a Spearman analysis. 

A strong, positive monotonic correlation of the column widths of fibre cells was found between 
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OAL and confocal images (r=1, n=5, p=0.041), while the cell thickness from OAL and confocal 

images showed no correlation (r=0.8, n=5, p=0.167). Since the OAL images were captured from 

living lenses, while the confocal images were taken from fixed lens sections it is possible that 

the fixation and dehydration process before cryosectioning could have affected the absolute cell 

sizes obtained from the confocal images, but the column widths of fibre cells in both OAL and 

confocal images were correlated and show the same trend of fibre cell compaction going deeper 

into the lens centre. This analysis showed that OAL microscopy can be used to quantify fibre 

cell size and to detect change in fibre cell size in different regions of the rat lens.  

 

Figure 3-11: Comparison of fibre cell size of rat lens obtained from OAL and confocal micros-
copy. (A) Perpendicular and horizontal line profiles (red) were drawn in the central area (~50µm) of 
Zone 1-4 and the cell sizes were calculated by using the profile plot of these lines. (B) The column 
width, from Zone 1 to Zone 4, is 8.23±0.25, 8.25±0.37, 7.79±0.19, 7.02±0.13µm from OAL images 
and 7.44±0.21, 7.58±0.19, 6.8±0.20, 6.07±0.17µm from confocal images, n=5. (C) The cell thickness, 
from Zone 1 to Zone 4, is 2.28±0.07, 2.41±0.07, 2.66±0.05, 2.48±0.05µm on OAL images and 
2.17±0.17, 2.22±0.18, 2.7±0.13, 2.73±0.17µm on confocal images, n=5. Spearman correlations (r 
value) and statistical significance (p values) are displayed. The correlation was considered significant 
at p<0.05. 
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3.5. Utilisation of OAL microscopy to map the cellular structure of the bo-

vine lens 

In the previous sections, I used the rat lens, which is less than 4mm in diameter, to develop the 

OAL imaging protocols. In this section, I will evaluate the utility of OAL microscopy to observe 

the cellular structure of the much larger bovine lens which is approximately 17mm wide and 

approximately 12mm thick (Figure 3-12). Previous studies in the MVL have shown that the bo-

vine lens is a useful model for studying the role of the microcirculation system in maintaining 

the physiological optics of the lens (Vaghefi et al. 2011, Vaghefi et al. 2012, Lim et al. 2016, 

Qiu et al. 2017). Hence, I decided to test whether OAL microscopy could also be applied to the 

larger bovine lens.  

 

Figure 3-12: Comparison of the sizes of the rat and bovine lens. Images of the rat (left) and bovine 
(right) lens taken with the same dissecting microscope to show the relative sizes of the two lenses. 

3.5.1. OAL microscopy to map the cellular structure of a bovine lens in the axial direction 

The thickness of the bovine lens is around 12mm, while the working distance of the 10× objec-

tive lens is 6.5mm, so only half of the bovine lens could be potentially imaged at one time. 

Therefore, to image the whole bovine lens, it was initially placed on the stage of the microscope 

with its anterior surface facing down, and the anterior half of the lens imaged using OAL mi-

croscopy. To image the posterior part of the lens, the lens was simply flipped over so that the 

posterior surface rested on the bottom of the Petri dish; then the lens was re-imaged from the 

posterior surface. As shown in Figure 3-13, the focal plane of the microscope was moved from 
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the bottom up to the middle of the bovine lens and representative OAL images collected. With 

the anterior pole of the lens set at 0µm, subsequent images were taken at 6300µm (1), 5500µm 

(2), 4800µm (3), 4400µm (4), 4000µm (5), 3600µm (6) and 3000µm (7) from this reference 

point. Zoomed in images (Figure 3-13A-G) were then extracted from the areas indicated by the 

boxes in the overview images. Images collected from the lens at the equator (4800µm) by OAL 

microscopy showed fibre cells arranged in parallel rows with a hexagonal profile (Figure 3-13C). 

The morphology of fibre cells stayed the same if the focal plane was adjusted within 100µm 

around the equatorial plane. However, moving further away from the equator towards either the 

posterior (Figure 3-13A&B) or anterior (Figure 3-13D-G) poles, fibre cells became more hori-

zontal and showed a stripe-like structure. These features were very similar to what was observed 

in the smaller rat lens. Hence, OAL microscopy could be used to resolve the cellular structure of 

the bovine lens even though it is several times thicker than the rat lens. 
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Figure 3-13: Mapping the cellular structure of a bovine lens in the axial direction using OAL 
microscopy. Schematic diagram indicating the depths from which the representative OAL images 
were taken. Images were collected at 6300µm (1), 5500µm (2), 4800µm (3), 4400µm (4), 4000µm 
(5), 3600µm (6) and 3000µm (7) from the anterior pole of the lens. Magnified images (A-G) were 
taken from the areas indicated by the boxes in the overview images (1-7).  
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3.5.2. OAL microscopy to map the cellular structure of a bovine lens in the equatorial plane 

As for the rat lens, I was also able to image fibre cell structure in the equatorial plane of the 

bovine lens using OAL microscopy (Figure 3-14). The radius of the bovine lens is approximately 

8500µm from the lens centre to the periphery. Based on morphological differences, I divided the 

bovine lens into six zones (Figure 3-14A): 0-250µm (1), 250-500µm (2), 500-1200µm (3), 1200-

2500µm (4), 2500-5500µm (5) and 5500-8500µm (6). The zoomed images of fibre cell morphol-

ogy (Figure 3-14B) were taken from the central region of each zone. The bovine lens was then 

fixed, sectioned, and labelled with WGA for cell membranes (see Chapter 2 Section 2.6.2) and 

imaged by confocal microscopy (Figure 3-14C). The fibre cells in the lens cortex could be re-

solved by OAL microscopy (Figure 3-14B1-4) and were very similar to the cell morphology 

captured from fixed bovine lens sections labelled with WGA (Figure 3-14C1-4). In Zone 5, the 

resolution of OAL decreased and fibre cell morphology was difficult to distinguish (Figure 

3-14B5). In Zone 6, the resolution was further decreased, and fibre cell structure was poorly 

resolved with the OAL images, only showing some grey shadows (Figure 3-14B6). In contrast, 

confocal images from Zone 6 showed that these fibre cells had lost their hexagonal profile and 

became rounder (Figure 3-14C6). This preliminary analysis of the bovine lens shows that OAL 

can be applied to lenses of different species, including very large lenses such as the bovine lens.  
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Figure 3-14: Mapping the cellular structure of a bovine lens in the equatorial plane using OAL 
confocal microscopy. An organ-cultured bovine lens was imaged using OAL microscopy (A&B) 
and then fixed, sectioned, and imaged using confocal microscopy (C). (A) OAL overview image from 
the periphery to the centre of a bovine lens which has been divided into six morphologically different 
zones (Zone 1, 0-250µm; Zone 2, 250-500µm; Zone 3, 500-1200µm; Zone 4, 1200-2500µm; Zone 5, 
2500-5500µm; Zone 6, 5500-8500µm). (B) Representative magnified OAL images from each zone. 
(C) Confocal images taken from the same bovine lens fixed and labelled with WGA to highlight fibre 
cell morphology in equivalent areas from the same six zones.  

3.5.3. Quantitative analysis of fibre cell morphology in the organ-cultured bovine lens  

To quantify and compare the sizes of fibre cells in OAL and confocal images, I utilised the 

Profile Plot Measurement function of ImageJ to measure the column width and cell thickness in 

the central area of zones 1 to 5 (Figure 3-15A). Eight bovine lenses were imaged using OAL 

microscopy and then fixed, cryosectioned, stained with WGA, and imaged by confocal micro-

scope. The average fibre cell size obtained by OAL and confocal microscopy were compared in 

Figure 3-15 B&C. Statistical analysis using Spearman correlations showed that while fibre cell 

sizes extracted using either OAL or confocal microscopy, were different, they were however 

monotonically correlated (Figure 3-15B: r=1 p=0.0083, C: r=1 p=0.041, n=8). The column width 

gradually reduced with radial distance into the lens from 12.21±0.31μm in Zone 1 to 
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5.79±0.13µm in Zone 5 in OAL images and from 12.44±0.19μm in Zone 1 to 6.13±0.16µm in 

Zone 5 in confocal images (Figure 3-15B). The cell thickness also decreased with distance to-

wards the lens centre from 7.66±0.33μm in Zone 1 to 3.38±0.14µm in Zone 4 in OAL images 

and from 5.50±0.15μm in Zone 1 to 3.10±0.14µm in Zone 5 in confocal images (Figure 3-15C). 

This analysis shows that OAL microscopy can be used to quantify fibre cell size in larger lenses 

such as the bovine lens. Interestingly, there is a sudden characteristic reduction in cell thickness 

in Zone 2 of the bovine lens, but no similar change in cell thickness was observed in the outer 

cortex of the rat lens. It later transpired that Zone 2 of the bovine lens had some unique properties 

which will be discussed later in the thesis. 

 

Figure 3-15: Comparison of fibre cell size of bovine lens obtained from OAL and confocal mi-
croscopy. (A) Perpendicular and horizontal line profiles (red) were drawn in the central area 
(~100µm) of Zone 1-5 and the cell sizes were calculated by using the profile plot of these lines. (B) 
The column width, from Zone 1 to Zone 5, was 12.21±0.31, 12.16±0.43, 11.44±0.35, 10.05±0.18, 
5.79±0.13µm from OAL images and 12.44±0.19, 11.44±0.43, 11.01±0.16, 9.30±0.16, 6.13±0.16µm 
from confocal images, n=8. (C) The cell thickness, from Zone 1 to Zone 5 was 7.66±0.33, 3.28±0.32, 
4.12±0.32, 3.38±0.14µm from OAL images and 5.50±0.15, 2.65±0.32, 3.83±0.15, 2.85±0.17, 
3.10±0.14µm from confocal images, n=8. The cell thickness is undetectable in Zone 5 from the OAL 
image. Spearman correlations (r value) and statistical significance (p values) are displayed. The cor-
relation was considered significant at p<0.05.  
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3.5.4. Opacity region in the centre of bovine lens 

Interestingly, while I could not distinguish cellular structure in the centre of the bovine lens, I 

did consistently observe a central region of opacity with OAL, which I had never observed when 

applying OAL microscopy to image the centre of the rat lenses. To characterise the size and 

position of this opacity region in lens, I placed an organ-cultured bovine lens under the Nikon 

2000E microscope and moved the focus of the microscope around the opacity region, and rec-

orded the X, Y, Z coordinates to determine its size and location (Figure 3-16). I then tilted the 

lens by 90º so that the equator of the lens was on the bottom of the Petri dish and refocussed to 

record the size of the opacity region from the side (Axial plane). As shown in Figure 3-16, the 

opacity is around 2.3mm wide and 1.7mm thick and was located nearly at the centre of the bovine 

lens, but was approximately 1.5mm closer to the anterior than the posterior pole. It resembled a 

globular structure with some dots and spots inside it, and axial plane it had a curved boundary at 

the anterior of this opacity (Figure 3-16). From its shape and location, I assumed that this central 

opacity may be representative of the embryonic nucleus of the lens. The embryonic lens is first 

formed at approximately 40 days of gestation when the primary fibre cells fill the lumen of the 

lens vesicle. As these fibre cells become mature, their nuclei and other organelles undergo deg-

radation, reducing light scattering. These primary fibre cells eventually become internalised by 

secondary fibre cells and ultimately occupy the central area of the lens (Lovicu and McAvoy 

2005, Robinson 2006, Forrester et al. 2016). In my experience, the central opacity could be ob-

served in all bovine lenses using OAL microscopy, although they did vary a little in size and 

position. Regardless of the origin of this structure, it served as a useful marker of the lens centre, 

and therefore a reference point to determine whether the lens moved during time-lapse imaging 

experiments. 
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Figure 3-16: Quantification of a central region of opacity observed in a bovine lens.  The central 
region of opacity observed using OAL microscopy in a bovine lens. The images captured in the equa-
torial and axial planes were used to quantify its size and shape. 
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3.6. Conclusion  

In this chapter, I developed an off-angle light (OAL) microscopy technique that allows visuali-

sation of fibre cell structure in the cortex of organ-cultured lenses. Using this technique, I then 

visualised and quantified the cellular structure of lenses of vastly different sizes (such as the rat 

and bovine lens). By a process of trial and error, I found that the cellular structure in the lens 

cortex could be visualised by illuminating the lens with light approximately 8º-15º off the vertical 

axis. Importantly, this OAL microscopy was achieved by making a few simple adjustments to 

the illumination system of a standard commercial inverted microscope. I then tested the utility 

of OAL microscopy to map the cellular structure of relatively small rat lenses and much larger 

bovine lenses. OAL microscopy could resolve fibre cell morphology from different planes of the 

lens from the anterior to posterior surface and at the equatorial plane. I found that the clarity of 

the cellular structure decreased gradually from the outer cortex to the inner core. Furthermore, 

fibre cell size in OAL images from the outer cortex could be quantified using standard tools 

available in the ImageJ software.  

In this chapter, I have applied OAL microscopy to both the rat and bovine lens. At the start of 

my project, the goal was to study the rat lens since the MVL had performed an extensive series 

of experiments on how the fibre cells in the rat lens regulate their volume in the absence and 

presence of pharmacological reagents that modulate ion channel and transporter function 

(Tunstall et al. 1999, Young et al. 2000, Chee et al. 2006, Donaldson et al. 2009, Suzuki-Kerr et 

al. 2009). However, I found that the rat lens is very fragile and is easily damaged during the 

dissection process. In fact, I routinely found that despite taking every precaution, on average 

only 50% of lenses were undamaged and suitable for subsequent analysis for OAL microscopy. 

More recently, the MVL has switched to the bovine lens as the animal model of choice, since its 

larger size allowed its optical properties to be easily assessed by Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

(MRI) and laser ray tracing (Vaghefi et al. 2012, Qiu et al. 2017). So, I also investigated whether 

OAL imaging could be applied to the bovine lens. I found that, unlike the rat lens, the bovine 

lens was very sturdy and was seldom damaged during the dissection process and yielded high 

quality OAL images of fibre cell structure. The disadvantage of the bovine lens was that it ini-

tially proved difficult to obtain good quality sections for histological analysis. However, over a 

period of about a year, I was able to optimise fixation and sectioning protocols to achieve rapid 

and reliable processing of bovine lenses for immunohistochemistry (see Chapter 6 Section 6.1.1).  
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The cell sizes in different regions of the lens were quantified from both OAL and confocal im-

ages, showing a strong monotonic correlation between OAL and confocal images. In both rat 

and bovine lens, the column width of fibre cells shows a decreasing trend as moving towards 

lens centre. The ocular lens grows throughout life, with new fibre cells laid over the pre-existing 

cells. The inner fibre cells keep losing volume and gradually compacted to prevent the lens from 

overgrowing the eye (Bassnett and Costello 2017). The decreasing trend of column width along 

the radial direction at the lens equatorial plane could be considered a result of fibre cell compac-

tion. There is a sudden reduction of fibre cell thickness in the outer cortex of bovine lens whereas 

in contrast the cell thickness in rat lens cortex changed smoothly. At this stage, it is unclear why 

there is such an abrupt step change in fibre cell thickness in the bovine lens but the following 

chapter (Chapter 5&6) will reveal an interesting phenomenon in this zone.  

In summary, through an iterative process of trial and error, I have discovered that illuminating 

the lens with Off-Angle-Light (OAL) enables the structure of lens fibre cells to be visualised in 

the outer cortex of both the rat and bovine lens. Why and how altering the illumination angle 

yielded better resolution of lens cellular structure was not initially evident and the possible the-

ories will be discussed in Chapter 7. I now have established a new technique that can be em-

ployed to study and quantify dynamic changes to fibre cell morphology in whole living lenses. 

In the next chapter, I describe the development of multi-location time-lapse imaging protocols 

that utilised OAL microscopy to monitor dynamic changes of fibre cell structure in organ-cul-

tured rat and bovine lenses. 
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Chapter 4.  Time-lapse imaging of fibre cells in living lenses 

during volume regulation 

Having in the previous chapter established OAL microscopy as a way to image fibre cells in 

whole organ-cultured lenses, in this chapter I have developed and optimised live cell imaging 

protocols that enable OAL microscopy to be used to observe dynamic changes of fibre cell mor-

phology over extended periods of time in whole lenses. To achieve this, I first had to optimise 

the culture conditions (culture media and temperature) to ensure optimal lens transparency was 

maintained throughout the entire culture period and then devise a method to immobilise lenses 

during time-lapse imaging of multiple lenses during a single experiment. As a result of these 

efforts, I was able to image multiple organ-cultured lenses in the same experiment using a time-

lapse imaging microscope where the illumination was altered to provide OAL illumination. As 

proof-of-principle experiments to observe whether this system could detect changes in fibre cell 

volume, lenses were exposed to osmotic challenge to dynamically alter fibre cell volume. While 

these experiments validated the ability of time-lapse OAL microscopy to dynamically monitor 

changes in fibre cell volume in organ-cultured lenses, they also revealed a new phenomenon 

which changed the direction of my PhD project. This phenomenon is further investigated in sub-

sequent chapters (Chapter 5), but in this chapter, the optimisation of protocols to allow time-

lapse microscopy is first detailed.  
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4.1. Optimisation of organ culture conditions to maintain lens transparency  

To perform long-term observational studies on cultured lenses, the first requirement is that the 

lens is removed from the eye with minimal damage and that it is clear of adherent tissue. The 

reason for this is that slight damage to the lens and/or the presence of adherent pigmented ciliary 

epithelial cells on the lens surface would result in distorted OAL images. Secondly, once in cul-

ture, the lens needs to maintain a high level of transparency throughout the imaging period. 

Hence, I spent considerable time on improving the existing lens culture protocols used in the 

MVL (Suzuki-Kerr et al. 2009, Vaghefi et al. 2011, Lim et al. 2016) to ensure that they were 

optimised for time-lapse OAL microscopy. In this section, I will describe my efforts to optimise 

the dissection and aseptic techniques, the culture medium, and the culture temperature, which 

together all contributed to the acquisition of high quality OAL images.  

4.1.1. Optimisation of dissection and aseptic techniques 

As outlined above it was important to carefully dissect both the rat and bovine lenses from the 

eye and to remove the adherent tissues. In addition, for bovine eyes it also became apparent that 

a rigorous aseptic technique for lens dissection had to be employed. Bovine eyes were often 

contaminated by unwanted microorganisms, which proliferated in organ culture and affected our 

ability to image the lens. Because the eye globe is initially closed and sterilized, all the unwanted 

microorganisms originate from the external environment, and are introduced during the process 

of dissecting the lens from the eye. For rats bred under controlled conditions this was not a big 

problem, and as long as the dissecting tools and culture medium were correctly sterilized, most 

of the lenses (>90%) were not contaminated during the period of organ culture. However, the 

risk of contamination in organ-cultured bovine lenses was much higher as these lenses were 

sourced from the meat works (Auckland Meat Processing). To reduce the incidence of contami-

nation to organ-cultured bovine lenses, I optimized the dissection protocol for bovine lens (see 

Chapter 2 Section 2.3.2). Direct handling of the lens was minimized and all vitreous and ciliary 

tissues were removed. This new protocol significantly reduced the contamination rate and al-

lowed bovine lenses to be maintained in organ culture for up to at least three days. 
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4.1.2. Culture medium 

In vivo, the lens receives all its nutrients from the aqueous humour and therefore any medium 

used for lens organ culture should be as similar as possible in composition to the endogenous 

aqueous humour. The previous artificial aqueous humour (AAH) solution used by the MVL had 

an osmolarity that was set to 300mOsmol/L. To determine whether this osmolarity was indeed 

appropriate, I collected the aqueous humour from the anterior chamber of bovine eyes and meas-

ured the osmolarity using an osmometer. I found that the osmolarity of bovine aqueous humour 

was 289.7±1.33mOsmol/L (n=10), which is approximately 10mOsmol/L lower than the AAH 

previously used by the MVL. 

To develop a better media to organ culture lenses, I utilised the composition of body fluids plus 

a commercial culture medium (M199) as a guide, and after repeated trials I developed a modified 

AAH (denoted from here as mAAH), which could keep the lens exquisitely transparent during 

time-lapse imaging. The composition of the body fluid (Aussedat et al. 2000, Haar et al. 2006) 

and different culture media are compared in Table 4-1. The concentration of Na+, Cl-, HCO3-, 

and sucrose in the original AAH were quite different from the body fluid and M199. While the 

osmolarity and composition of mAAH was more similar to the composition of body fluids.  
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Table 4-1 Ionic composition of body fluid and culture medium 

 Plasma  
Intersti-

tial 
fluid  

M199  AAH mAAH 

Na+  

(mM) 142 144 144 135 147 

K+    
(mM) 4 4 5.3 4.5 4.5 

Ca2+ 

(mM) 2.5 2.5 1.8 2 2 

Mg2+ 
(mM) 1 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.5 

Cl- 
(mM) 104 117 126 134.5 128.5 

HCO3- 
(mM) 24 30 26 10 26 

HPO42- 
(mM) 2 2.3 1 0 1 

SO42- 
(mM) 0.5 0.5 0.8 0 0.5 

Glucose 
(mM) 3.9-6.1 Same as  

plasma 5.5 5 5 

HEPES 
(mM) 

  25 10 10 

Sucrose 
(mM) 

   20  

Osmolar-
ity (os-
mol/L) 

285-295 285-300 290 300 290 
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The effects of AAH and mAAH on the image quality obtained by OAL microscopy were then 

tested in organ-cultured rat (Figure 4-1) and bovine (Figure 4-2) lenses. Using dark field micros-

copy, it was apparent that the rat lens cultured in AAH exhibited cloudiness at the lens equator 

and sutures (Figure 4-1A), and OAL microscopy revealed a distorted fibre cell morphology in 

the outer cortex (Figure 4-1B). In contrast, the rat lens cultured in the optimised mAAH was 

completely transparent under dark field microscopy (Figure 4-1C), and OAL microscopy showed 

clearly definable fibre cell morphology (Figure 4-1D). A similar improvement of lens transpar-

ency and fibre cell morphology was obtained by organ culturing bovine lenses in mAAH (Figure 

4-2). Since the mAAH improved the transparency and preserved fibre cell morphology in organ-

cultured lens, it was adopted as the standard preferred culture media and was used in all subse-

quent experiments. 

 

Figure 4-1: Comparison of different culture media on lens transparency and fibre cell morphol-
ogy in organ-cultured rat lenses. Rat lenses were organ cultured for 20 minutes in AAH that con-
sisted of either the original (A, B) or modified (C, D) composition (see Table 4-1). (A, C) Dark field 
images of lenses in the two media to show the effect on overall lens transparency. (B, D) OAL images 
taken from the lens equator comparing the effect of the two media on fibre cell morphology. Images 
are representative of five separate experiments. 
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Figure 4-2: Comparison of different culture media on lens transparency and fibre cell morphol-
ogy in organ-cultured bovine lenses. Bovine lenses were organ cultured for 20 minutes in AAH that 
consisted of either the original (A, B) or modified (C, D) composition (see Table 4-1). (A, C) OAL 
images taken from the anterior surface comparing the effect of the two media on the morphology of 
the lens sutures. (B, D) OAL images taken from the lens equator comparing the effect of the two 
media on fibre cell morphology. Images are representative of five separate experiments. 

4.1.3. Temperature 

The standard temperature for in vitro organ culture of mammalian cells and tissues is usually 

37°C. However, the lens is located in the anterior part of the eye, close to body surface and the 

adjacent tissues surrounding the lens, like the aqueous humour and vitreous body, all lack a blood 

supply. Therefore, I reasoned that the lens might actually experience a temperature below 37°C 

in vivo. To investigate this, I used OAL microscopy to compare the effects of reducing the tem-

perature of the culture media from 37 to 33oC on fibre cell morphology in organ-cultured rat 

lenses (Figure 4-3). 

To achieve this, two rat lenses were dissected and pre-incubated in mAAH at 37°C for 20mins. 

One lens was then placed in the recording chamber that was maintained at 37°C (Figure 4-3, top 

panels), while the second lens was placed in a chamber maintained at 33°C (Figure 4-3, bottom 

panels). Fibre cell morphology at the lens equator was monitored over the next 200 minutes 

using OAL microscopy, with images collected every 10 minutes. Six representative images of 
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each lens captured at 0, 40, 80, 120, 160, and 200 minutes are shown in Figure 4-3: The rat lens 

cultured at 37°C showed no obvious changes to fibre cell morphology over the culture period. 

In contrast, the fibre cells of the lens cultured at 33°C became more distinct over time. At the 

end of the observation period, the resolution of the cellular structure in the lens cultured for the 

33°C group was qualitatively better than the lens maintained at 37°C (Figure 4-3: Similar results 

were obtained for the remaining five pairs of rat lenses.  

 

Figure 4-3: Comparison of different incubation temperature on the resolution of fibre cell mor-
phology by OAL microscopy.  Two rat lenses were dissected and incubated in pre-warmed mAAH 
at 37°C for 20 minutes before being organ cultured at 37°C (top panel), or 33°C (bottom panel) and 
imaged at 0, 40, 80, 120, and 200 minutes using OAL microscopy.  

These experiments were repeated on bovine lenses (data not shown), but the improvement in 

resolution of fibre cell morphology was not as evident as it was in the rat lens. However, to 

maintain consistency, I choose 33°C as the temperature to perform organ culture experiments 

for both the rat and bovine lens. Having optimised the organ culture conditions to obtain higher 

quality OAL images of fibre cell morphology, I next wanted to develop time-lapse imaging pro-

tocols that would allow me to image multiple lenses within a single experimental session. 

4.2. Time-lapse imaging of multiple organ-cultured lenses 

As well as being fitted with an environmental chamber to maintain temperature, humidity and 

CO2, the Nikon TE2000E inverted microscope used for these experiments was also equipped 

with a motorized X/Y/Z stage for imaging multiple samples over time. However, before this 
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feature could be used to sequentially image multiple lenses during the course of a single experi-

ment, the lenses had to be first immobilized to prevent them from moving as the stage was re-

positioned. To immobilize rat lenses, the cell adhesive Cell-TakTM was used to attach lenses, 

with their anterior surface down, to the bottom of each well of a 12-well plate (see Chapter 2 

Section 2.4.1). Unfortunately, since bovine lenses are much bigger and heavier than rat lenses, 

Cell-TakTM was not effective in immobilising bovine lenses. Instead I trialled various immobili-

sation agents and methods before settling on the use of silicone pins (see Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2) 

as an effective way to immobilize the bovine lens. As shown in Figure 4-4: , six bovine lenses 

were placed into each well of a 6-well culture plate and were held in place by four silicone pins. 

The silicone pins are smooth and soft and gently pressed against the lens at its equator to create 

a “cage” that effectively immobilises the lens.  

With each bovine lens held in place by the silicone pins, the motorized X/Y/Z stage can then be 

programmed using the NIS-Elements software supplied with the microscope, to not only sequen-

tially move between each of the six lenses (Figure 4-4: , white arrow), but also to move between 

different regions within each individual lens (Figure 4-4: , black dots). The distinctive central 

opacity observed in the bovine lens (Chapter 3 Section 3.5.4) was selected in each lens and used 

as a reference point to determine the relative positions of other imaging points. The selected 

X/Y/Z dimensions for stage location were recorded by the software, so that the shape and posi-

tion changes of the lens could be recorded to minimize focal drift during time-lapse imaging. 

Using this approach, it proved possible to monitor six different bovine lenses in one experimental 

session and to collect OAL images from 5-6 different regions from each lens. This time-lapse 

imaging protocol proved to be highly efficient and enabled comparisons between different ex-

perimental groups, exposed to different perturbations, to be performed in a single experimental 

run. 
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Figure 4-4: Time-lapse imaging of multiple organ-cultured bovine lenses.  Six bovine lenses or-
gan cultured in mAAH were immobilised by handmade silicone pins (insert). A programmable mo-
torised X/Y/Z stage moved the imaging plane to different regions within each individual lens (black 
dots), and between the different lenses in the 6-well plate (white arrows), allowing OAL images of 
fibre cell morphology in different regions of multiple lenses to be collected over time.  

4.3. Effect of osmotic challenge to fibre cell morphology in the organ culture 

rat lens 

Having optimised the culture conditions and developed an imaging protocol to perform time-

lapse imaging on multiple lenses, I then wanted to see if I could utilise OAL microscopy to image 

dynamic changes to fibre cell morphology in organ-cultured rat lenses exposed to osmotic chal-

lenge to induce either lens shrinkage or swelling. However, it is important to note that changes 

to lens volume will change the overall lens geometry, which might result in a change in lens 

thickness that will change the focal plane. As shown in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1, the fibre cells 

when imaged at the equatorial plane appear vertical through a range of approximately ±50µm, 

which meant that if the focal plane changed by less than around 50µm, I would still be able to 
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image fibre cells in a vertical orientation in the equatorial plane using OAL microscopy. Hence, 

to ensure clear time-lapse images of fibre morphology, the osmotic challenge applied to the lens 

should not result in a change of lens thickness greater than 50µm. In this regards, initial experi-

ments using mAAH with different osmolarities (180, 290, 400mOsmol/L) were tested, and re-

sulted in the time-lapse images becoming blurry as the equatorial imaging plane drifted out of 

the equatorial range. To alleviate this problem, the magnitude of the osmotic challenge was re-

duced by trial and error, until it proved possible to record clear time-lapse images by incubating 

rat lenses in mAAH with osmolarities of 230, 290, 350mOsmol/L. The rat lenses were cultured 

on the microscope stage at 33°C and images of the equator were taken every 10 minutes for up 

to two hours using OAL microscopy. After that, lenses were placed on a grid and photographed 

using a stereo microscope to assess lens transparency.  

Figure 4-5 shows representative OAL images of fibre cell morphology at different times follow-

ing the introduction of osmotic challenge to the rat lens. Following exposure to hypertonic chal-

lenge (350mOsmol/L), the lens became immediately cloudy as seen from the black image col-

lected at 0mins (Figure 4-5A). However, after 30mins in culture, lens transparency gradually 

improved as seen by the reappearance of fibre cell morphology in the OAL images at later time 

points (Figure 4-5A). Additionally, in this group, the outer edge of the fibre cells in the images 

moves towards the lens centre with time, which I deduced as a shrinkage of the lens (Figure 

4-5A). As expected, under isotonic conditions (290mOsmol/L), no changes to lens volume or 

fibre cell morphology were observed in organ-cultured lenses (Figure 4-5B). While in lenses 

exposed to a hypotonic challenge (230mOsmol/L), some cloudiness initially appeared in the lens 

periphery, which reduced over time and the edge of the lens shifted away from the centre, which 

was indicative of lens swelling (Figure 4-5C). This experiment was repeated four times, with 

three lenses incubated in the different osmolarities for each repeat.  
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Figure 4-5: Changes to fibre cell morphology in organ-cultured rat lenses exposed to osmotic 
challenge.  OAL images taken from the equatorial plane of rat lenses organ cultured in (A) hypertonic 
(350mOsmol/L), (B) isotonic (290mOsmol/L) or (C) hypotonic (230mOsmol/L) mAAH every 
10mins for up to two hours. Representative images taken at 0min, 10mins, 30mins, 1h, 1.5h and 2h 
are shown. The boxes are indicative of areas used for analysing changes in fibre cell morphology (see 
Figure 4-7). After 2h incubation, the lens transparency was examined using a grid. Magnified images 
(Figure 4-7; A-C) were taken from the areas indicated by the boxes in OAL images (Figure 4-5; time= 
0h&2h). Note: It took 5-10mins to set up the microscope, so the rat lenses had already been incubated 
in mAAH of different osmolarity for 5-10mins before initiating the imaging sequence. 

Since these images were captured from the equatorial plane of the lens, any change in the position 

of the lens edge over time reflected changes in the equatorial radius of the lens induced by the 

osmotic challenge (Figure 4-6A). These changes could be monitored over time to give an indi-

cation of the effect of an osmotic challenge on overall lens volume. While no changes to the 
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equatorial radius were observed in lenses organ cultured in isotonic mAAH, lenses incubated in 

either hypotonic or hypertonic mAAH showed an increase (120.2±1.14µm after 2h, n=4) or a 

decrease (-38.9 ±1.59µm after 2h, n=4), respectively, in equator radius (Figure 4-6B).  

 

Figure 4-6: Effect of osmotic challenge on the indicative overall geometry of the organ-cultured 
rat lenses. (A) Representative images taken from the equatorial plane of a rat lens exposed to hyper-
tonic challenge for 0 and 2h using OAL microscopy. The change in the position of the lens edge (∆) 
represents a decrease in the equatorial radius of the lens and is used as an indication of a change in 
overall lens geometry. (B) Plot of the time course of the measured changes in equatorial radius of the 
rat lenses (n=4) in hypertonic (350mosmol/L), isotonic (290mosmol/L) hypotonic (230mosmol/L) 
mAAH were displayed.  

It would appear logical that the change in overall lens geometry would be due to changes in the 

shape of the individual fibre cells that make up the bulk of the lens. To quantify this, I needed to 

measure changes to fibre cell morphology over time, but this was complicated by two factors. 

Firstly, as presented earlier, fibre cell size in the rat lens changes with distance from the lens 

surface (see Chapter 3 Section 3.2.2). Secondly, initial loss of transparency following the intro-

duction of osmotic challenge made it impossible to observe fibre cell morphology in all regions 

of the lens throughout the whole time course of the experiment (Figure 4-5A&C). To circumvent 

these issues, a zone 100-300µm from the edge of the lens was selected as a representative area 

where fibre cell morphology could be observed in all treatment groups at the end of the two hour 

incubation (see boxes in Figure 4-5). Magnified images of fibre cells from this selected zone 

collected at 0h and 2h are shown in Figure 4-7. The average width and thickness of the fibre cells 

in the selected area of lenses incubated in these different mAAH solutions at 0h and 2h are shown 
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in Figure 4-7D. Both parameters showed no obvious change over time in lenses incubated in 

isotonic mAAH, while for lenses exposed to hypotonic challenge, both parameters increased 

after two hours of incubation. Note, that for the hypertonic group, the lens became cloudy im-

mediately upon being placed in hypertonic mAAH, so no cellular structure could be observed at 

0h (Figure 4-7A, top panel). As a result, the cell size of the isotonic group at 0h was taken as the 

initial size of the hypertonic group. It can be seen that for lenses exposed to a hypertonic chal-

lenge, the cell thickness decreases, but the column width stays nearly constant (Figure 4-7D). In 

summary these proof-of-principle experiments show that time-lapse OAL imaging of organ-cul-

tured rat lenses can be used to monitor changes to overall lens geometry as well as fibre cell 

morphology in real time. 

 

Figure 4-7: Effect of osmotic challenge on fibre cell morphology in organ-cultured rat lenses. 
(A-C) The magnified images of fibre cells of a selected zone of organ-cultured rat lenses (see boxes 
in Figure 4-5). (D) The column width and cell thickness at 0h and 2h of lenses organ cultured in either 
hypertonic (350mosmol/L), isotonic (290mosmol/L) or hypotonic (230mosmol/L) mAAH. The cell 
size of the isotonic group at 0h (twilled columns) was taken as the initial size of the hypertonic group. 
Note: It took 5-10mins to set up the microscope, so the rat lenses had already been incubated in AAH 
of different osmolarity for 5-10mins before initiating the imaging sequence. 
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4.4. Effect of osmotic challenge to fibre cell morphology in the organ cul-

tured bovine lens 

The bovine lenses were also exposed to osmotic challenge and imaged every 15 minutes for up 

to seven hours and a representative time course of selected OAL images is displayed in Figure 

4-8. Unlike the rat lens experiments that utilised Cell-TakTM as an immobilising agent, the bovine 

lenses were immobilized by silicon pins, which could maintain the position of the lens during 

the exchange of the culture medium, so an initial image of lens structure in isotonic mAAH could 

be captured before applying the osmotic challenge. After the incubation period, bovine lens 

transparency was examined using a Leica stereo microscope. As for the rat lens, the bovine lens 

became cloudy immediately upon exposure to hypertonic challenge (Figure 4-8A), while both 

of the lenses exposed to isotonic (Figure 4-8: B) and hypotonic (Figure 4-8: C) mAAH retained 

their transparency, although some shadows appeared in the periphery of hypotonic lenses. Inter-

estingly, unlike the rat lens, bovine lenses incubated in mAAH of differing osmolarity all appear 

to exhibit a reduction in equatorial radius (shrinkage) over time, albeit to varying degrees. As 

expected, lenses exposed to hypertonic challenge shrank the most, but lenses incubated in iso-

tonic and even hypotonic mAAH also showed a similar shrinkage. This experiment was repeated 

three times and gave similar results.  

To evaluate the shrinkage of the three groups accurately, the average changes in equatorial radius 

of the three different experimental groups is shown in Figure 4-9. To ensure that these changes 

were not an artefact, the centre opacity (see Chapter 3 Section 3.5.4) of each lens was monitored 

to make sure that the bovine lenses were firmly immobilized, and the equatorial plane of the 

bovine lens was held in focus throughout the entire incubation period. As shown in Figure 4-9: , 

bovine lenses cultured in hypotonic, isotonic, and hypertonic AAH showed a decrease in equa-

torial radius of 69.4 ± 3.57µm, 103.6 ± 2.14µm, and 155.7 ± 4.01µm, respectively, after seven 

hours in organ culture. While a decrease in equatorial radius (shrinkage) was expected following 

exposure to hypertonic challenge, the decrease in radius observed in lenses exposed to both iso-

tonic and hypotonic mAAH is not only counter intuitive, but also at odds with what were seen 

in the rat lenses (Figure 4-6). Bovine lenses cultured in different osmotic mAAH all showed a 

tendency of shrinkage, but the degree of shrinkage varied as a function of osmolarity (Figure 

4-9B), which indicates that some mechanism other than the change in osmolarity is responsible 

for the observed reduction in the equatorial radius of the bovine lens. 
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Figure 4-8: Changes to fibre cell morphology in organ-cultured bovine lenses exposed to os-
motic challenge. OAL mages taken from the equatorial plane of bovine lenses organ cultured in (A) 
hypertonic (350mOsmol/L), (B) isotonic (290mOsmol/L), or (C) hypotonic (230mOsmol/L) mAAH 
every 10mins for up to 7h. Representative images taken before and at 0mins, 15mins, 30mins, 1h, 3h, 
5h and 7h after osmotic challenge are shown. After 7h of incubation, lens transparency was examined 
using a grid. 
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Figure 4-9: Effect of osmotic challenge on the indicative overall geometry of the organ-cultured 
bovine lenses. (A) Representative images taken from the equatorial plane of a bovine lens exposed 
to hypertonic challenge for 0 and 7h using OAL microscopy. The change in the position of the lens 
edge (∆) represents a decrease in the equatorial radius of the lens and is used as an indication of a 
change in overall lens geometry. (B) Plot of the time course of the measured changes in equatorial 
radius of the bovine lenses (n=3) in hypertonic (350mosmol/L), isotonic (290mosmol/L), and hypo-
tonic (230mosmol/L) mAAH are displayed. Data are obtained from two measurements per lens and 
three lenses per experimental group. 

To further investigate this new shrinkage phenomenon in bovine lens, I measured the changes of 

cell thickness after seven hours of incubation in different osmolarities. As described in Chapter 

3 Section 3.5.2, the bovine lens is divided into six zones based on morphological differences 

(Figure 4-10A). Instead of a thorough measurement of all these zones, I only analysed two zones 

as representatives. Fibre cell morphology in Zone 1 of hypertonic and hypotonic lenses could 

not be resolved because some shadows appeared in this area. So, Zone 2 and Zone 3, the next 

regions closest to the lens surface, were analysed and the cell thickness in these areas incubated 

in different mAAH at 0h and 7h are shown in Figure 4-10B&C. The cell thickness in Zone 2 

decreased in all lenses, while cell thickness in Zone 3 showed much smaller changes (Figure 

4-10B&C). This indicated a regional difference of the shrinkage phenomenon in bovine lens. As 

an example, to illustrate this regional difference, two representative OAL images of a bovine 

lens cultured in isotonic AAH were taken at 0h and 7h (Figure 4-10D&E). As shown, there are 

two bright and dark (shadow) ridges in the outer cortex and fibre cells located between these two 

ridges shrink the most. These bright and dark ridges could be seen as the boundary of Zone 2.  
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Figure 4-10: Regional differences of fibre cell morphology in organ-cultured bovine lenses ex-
posed to osmotic challenge. (A) OAL overview image from the periphery to the centre of a bovine 
lens which has been divided into six morphologically different zones. Red boxes indicate where cell 
thickness was measured from the centre of Zone 2&3. White box indicates the position of D and E. 
(B&C) Analysis of cell thickness in Zone 2 and 3 of lenses incubated in different osmolarities at 0h 
and 7h. (D&E) Two representative OAL images taken from a bovine lens organ cultured in isotonic 
AAH at 0h and 7h. The arrows indicate the change of the width of Zone 2. 

The figures here (Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10) give us an intuitive understanding that when the bo-

vine lens is organ cultured in vitro, an unknown mechanism makes the lens shrink spontaneously, 
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which is most apparent in an area of Zone 2. This spontaneous shrinkage in bovine lenses is 

further investigated in later chapters (Chapter 5&6). Regardless of this mechanism, the work in 

this chapter has confirmed the ability of OAL microscopy to continuously monitor small changes 

in the sizes of fibre cells in organ-cultured lenses. 
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4.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have developed and optimised methods to image fibre cell morphology of mul-

tiple lenses maintained in organ culture using time-lapse OAL microscopy. To achieve this, I 

first optimised the dissection protocol, culture medium, and temperature to improve and maintain 

lens transparency during long-term organ culture. Then, I developed immobilization methods for 

the rat and bovine lens to allow multiple lenses to be observed in a single experiment. Finally, I 

utilized these techniques to record the dynamic changes of rat and bovine lenses incubated in 

different osmolarities. 

Exposing lenses to osmotic challenge to induce changes in fibre cell morphology showed that 

OAL microscopy is a sensitive and quantitative technique, which is capable of detecting small 

changes to lens cellular structure. Application of hypertonic and hypotonic challenge to organ-

cultured rat lenses caused the expected shrinkage and swelling of lens fibre cells that could be 

quantified by OAL microscopy. Similar osmotic challenges were applied to organ-cultured bo-

vine lenses, however, the response of fibre cells in bovine lenses organ cultured in isotonic and 

hypotonic mAAH was unexpected. Exposure to an isotonic solution should have maintained lens 

and fibre cell volume, while introduction of a hypotonic solution should have caused lens and 

fibre cell swelling. The observed decrease in the equatorial radius of the of the bovine lens incu-

bated in either isotonic solution or hypotonic solution suggests other forces are changing the 

shape of the bovine lens. The analysis of cell thickness in lenses exposed to different osmolarities 

indicates that this shape change is being driven by the shrinkage of fibre cells in a localised zone 

of the bovine lens. Why this is happening in the bovine but not the rat lens is not immediately 

apparent. 

One apparent difference between the rodent and bovine eye is that the rat and mouse eye do not 

accommodate and were originally thought to lack ciliary muscles (Woolf 1956). In contrast, the 

bovine has an accommodative range of some 0.5D to 2D (Barrett 1938). In vivo, the bovine lens 

is suspended and stretched by the zonules attached to the ciliary muscle. I therefore hypothesised 

that the reason why the cultured bovine lens shrinks in an equatorial direction is because the 

zonular tension normally applied to the lens is lost upon cutting the zonules from the eye to organ 

culture the bovine lens in vitro. This phenomenon has never been reported and aroused my in-

terest. I therefore decided to investigate the relationship between zonular tension and fibre cell 
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morphology to see if it could explain this counterintuitive phenomenon. This line of investigation 

represents a departure from the initial goal of my PhD and will be outlined in the remaining 

chapters. 
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Chapter 5. Effects of zonular tension on the geometry and 

fibre cell morphology of organ cultured bovine lenses 

In the previous two chapters, I developed OAL microscopy and image processing techniques to 

visualise and quantify changes in fibre cell morphology throughout large areas of rat and bovine 

lenses maintained in organ culture. The original goal of developing these new tools was to visu-

alise the dynamic changes to fibre cell morphology in living lenses in response to pharmacolog-

ical manipulation of volume regulation. However, during the process of developing these tools, 

I observed an unexpected shrinkage which slowly occurred in the equatorial radius and affected 

fibre cell thickness in a specific region of bovine lenses organ cultured under isotonic conditions. 

Therefore, in this chapter, I will detail my efforts to characterise this regionally specific shrink-

age observed in the bovine lens after cutting the zonules. I will first quantify changes of cell 

thickness in different zones of the bovine lens and show that this shrinkage mainly occurred in a 

localised zone in the outer cortex. Furthermore, through the use of a newly-developed lens 

stretcher, I will show that this slow shrinkage could be effectively inhibited by maintaining nor-

mal zonular tension to organ-cultured bovine lenses. Finally, I show that the immediate effect of 

cutting the zonules was an initial quick change in lens shape, which affected fibre cell morphol-

ogy not in the outer cortex, but in the deeper regions of the lens. 
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5.1. Characterisation of fibre cell remodelling in isolated organ-cultured bo-

vine lenses  

Using OAL microscopy to observe the dynamic changes to fibre cell morphology induced by 

osmotic challenge, I found that the rat lens behaved as expected; lenses showed either shrinkage 

or swelling when exposed to hypertonic and hypotonic solutions, respectively, and perfectly pre-

served its volume under isotonic conditions (see Chapter 4 Section 4.3). In contrast, the bovine 

lens behaved counterintuitively, showing shrinkage in the presence of isotonic or even hypotonic 

conditions. To the best of my knowledge, no other reports of spontaneous shrinkage of bovine 

lenses in isotonic solution have been published in the literature. Therefore, I decided to fully 

characterise this shrinkage phenomenon of organ cultured bovine lenses, and to determine the 

underlying causes of this shrinkage. In this section, I first analyse the changes to cell size in the 

different zones and the overall change in shape of bovine lenses organ cultured in isotonic 

mAAH, and then describe the general pattern of the lens shrinking behaviour. 

5.1.1. Characterisation of regional differences in fibre cell morphology in isolated organ-

cultured bovine lenses 

As described in Chapter 3 Section 3.5.2, the bovine lens was divided into six zones based on 

morphological differences (Figure 5-1A). In the time-lapse imaging of bovine lenses cultured in 

isotonic mAAH, there were two bright and dark (shadows) ridges in the outer cortex (Figure 

5-1B). As described in Chapter 4, organ-cultured bovine lenses showed regional shrinkage in the 

equatorial direction. Additionally, fibre cells located between the two bright and dark ridges 

shrunk more obviously relative to cells in the adjacent zones, and these bright and dark ridges 

could be seen as the boundary of Zone 2 (Figure 5-1C and Video 5-1). As shown, Zone 1 was 

the most peripheral region at the lens equatorial plane and consisted of approximately 40-50 

cells. Zone 2, shrunk the most and was located between the two bright and dark ridges and con-

sisted of approximately 60-80 cells. The rest of the lens were seen as a whole region termed Zone 

3-6 because no representative boundaries could be seen and no apparent changes could be ob-

served in these zones.  
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  Legend on next page 
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Figure 5-1: Regional differences in spontaneous fibre cell shrinkage observed in a representa-
tive bovine lens cultured without stretching. (A) OAL overview image from the periphery to the 
centre of a bovine lens which has been divided into six morphologically different zones. The red box 
indicates the region from which time-lapse images shown in panels B & C were taken. (B&C) Rep-
resentative time-lapse OAL images taken every hour from a bovine lens cultured in isotonic mAAH. 
(B) Two bright and dark ridges can be seen in the outer cortex and were used to define the boundaries 
of Zone 2. (C) The zone boundaries were marked with red, blue, and green lines and their positions 
are measured and plotted in Figure 5-2A-C. Note: see video 5-1. 

In the time-lapse image series, the lens edge and the bright and dark ridges between Zone1-2 and 

Zone 2-3 were marked and measured (Figure 5-1C). The position of these boundaries at 0h were 

taken as the initial position (0µm), and the distances of the boundaries to the initial position were 

measured every hour for up to nine hours and plotted in Figure 5-2. Figure 5-2A&B represents 

the change of the position of the Zone 2 boundaries over time, while Figure 5-2C captures the 

change of the position of the lens edge. From these changes in the positions of the zone bound-

aries, the change in the width of each zone over time could be calculated (Figure 5-2D). To make 

the width changes easier to see, the shrinkage of the zone was designated as minus and the in-

crease of the zone width was designated as plus. From this analysis, it is apparent that the width 

of Zone 1 decreased to its minimum at five hours and then gradually increased in the following 

hours. The width of Zone 2 was reduced continuously during the observation period. While the 

width of Zone 3-6 did not show much change in the first two hours before showing a small 

increase in width in the next seven hours. As can be seen in Figure 5-1B, the bright and dark 

ridges between the zones became vague at eight hours and the changes of all these zones slowed 

down after eight hours (Figure 5-2), so the culture period of bovine lenses in the following ex-

periments was confined to no more than eight hours. 
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Figure 5-2: Analysis of the changes of zone width in a representative bovine lens cultured with-
out stretching. (A-C) The changes of the position of zone boundaries obtained from a representative 
bovine lens using time-lapse OAL microscopy over a period of 9h. (D) Changes in zone width were 
calculated by subtracting the relevant changes in the zone boundaries measured in A-C. Zone 1 de-
creased to its minimum at 5h (by -37.0µm) and then gradually increased. Zone 2 exhibited constant 
shrinkage over time (by -123.4µm after 9h), whereas Zone 3-6 enlarged by 31.3µm during the culture 
period. The changes of all these zones slowed down after 8h. 
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To adequately quantify the changes of zone width and sum up the pattern of the shrinking phe-

nomenon, multiple bovine lenses (n=15) were organ cultured in isotonic mAAH for eight hours 

and imaged using time-lapse OAL microscopy. The changes of zone width were measured using 

the method described above. As shown in Figure 5-3A, the tendency of the changes of zone 

width from multiple lenses is similar to Figure 5-2D, the width of Zone 1 decreased in the first 

several hours, Zone 2 shrank continuously during the culture period, whereas Zone 3-6 enlarged 

a little over time. The width changes of all these zones at 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 hours were tested using 

Wilcoxon's matched pair signed rank test. As shown in Figure 5-3B-C, the width of Zone 1 is 

significantly decreased in the first five hours, but undergoes no further significant changes within 

the next five to eight hours. In contrast, the width of Zone 2 and Zones 3-6 were significantly 

changed through the whole culture period. Interestingly, the fibre cells in Zones 3-6, which com-

prise the central bulk of the lens, showed a contrary trend of movement in an equatorial direction, 

that was taken as being indicative of a swelling of the central region. Thus, taken together, the 

analysis of the changes of zone width revealed that after cutting the zonules, the observed de-

crease in the equatorial radius of the organ cultured bovine lens is driven predominately by the 

localised shrinkage of some 60-80 fibre cells located in Zone 2 of the outer cortex.  
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Figure 5-3: Quantitative analysis of the changes of zone width in bovine lenses organ cultured 
without stretching. (A) The changes of zone width of multiple lenses were measured at 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 
and 8h using the method described above. The width of Zone 1 decreased to its minimum at 5h (by 
32.2±12.1.0µm). Zone 2 underwent a constant shrinkage of 97.8±29.0µm over the 8h culture period, 
whereas Zones 3-6 enlarged by 30.4±8.2 µm at 8h (n=15). (B-C) The changes of the width of each 
zone at 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8h were tested using Wilcoxon's matched pair test. The width of Zone 1 
significantly decreased in the first 5h, but not between 5-8h (B), while the changes of the width of 
(C) Zone 2 and (D) Zones 3-6 were significant throughout the whole culture period. NS represents 
no significant difference between the two data sets. ** P<0.01. *** P<0.001. **** P<0.0001. 
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5.1.2. Characterisation of changes to fibre cell morphology in the different zones of the 

isolated organ-cultured bovine lens 

Since these observed changes in zone width that occur during organ culture must be driven by 

changes in fibre cell morphology, I next quantified the changes in fibre cell morphology in the 

different zones. To achieve this, I first performed a FFT analysis on the time-lapse series of an 

organ-cultured bovine lens to quickly check the changes of fibre cell morphology in different 

regions of the lens. As shown in Figure 5-4A, the central areas (red box) of zones 1 to 6 were 

analysed using FFT (Chapter 2 Section 2.8.1), and although no exact values of the cell size were 

directly shown in the FFT images, changes of the position of the bright dots in FFT images were 

indicative of a change in fibre cell size, which could be easily detected. The representative FFT 

images of each zone at 0h and 8h are shown in Figure 5-4B&C. Here it can be seen that the 

bright dots of Zones 3-6 are nearly constant at 0h and 8h, while the bright dots of Zone 2 appar-

ently moved away from the centre at 8h (Figure 5-4B2&C2). The dots of Zone 1 also showed 

some changes after 8h, but these changes were less pronounced than Zone 2. This indicates that 

the major change of fibre cell morphology occurred in fibre cells located in Zone 2. 

 

Figure 5-4: FFT analysis of the changes of fibre cell morphology in different zones in a repre-
sentative bovine lens organ-cultured without stretching. (A) OAL overview image indicating that 
the central areas (red box) of each zone were analysed using FFT. Representative FFT images from 
each zone obtained at 0h (B) and 8h (C) showing an identical FFT pattern in Zones 3 to 6 between 
the 0h and 8h time points, but an apparent change in FFT pattern in Zone 2 (indicated by the red 
dashed lines).  
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Since FFT showed that the changes to cell size were predominately occurring in Zone 2 , I there-

fore focused on quantifying the cellular changes in Zone 2, and its most adjacent regions (Zone 

1 and 3), at 0h, 5h and 8h (Figure 5-5). From these images it is apparent that fibre cells in Zone 

2 (Figure 5-5E-G) became thinner over time, while cells in Zone 1 (Figure 5-5B-D) and Zone 3 

(Figure 5-5H-J) did not change appreciably. 

 

Figure 5-5: Time-course of changes in fibre cell morphology observed in Zones 1 to 3 in a rep-
resentative bovine lens organ-cultured without stretching. (A) OAL overview image from the 
outer cortex of bovine lens indicating the central regions of Zones 1 to 3 where the magnified images 
were taken. Fibre cell morphology of Zone 1 (B-D), Zone 2 (E-G) and Zone 3 (H-J) were compared 
after 0h, 5h and 8h in organ culture. Fibre cells in Zone 2 became apparently thinner over time, while 
cells in Zone 1 and 3 did not change much. 

To accurately compare the change of fibre cell morphology in these zones, the cell thickness and 

column width were carefully measured using Profile Plot Measurement (see Chapter 2 Section 
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2.8.1). As shown in Figure 5-6A, the cell thickness in Zone 1 was reduced from 7.32µm to 

6.38µm in the first five hours and then increased a little to 6.64µm, while fibre cells in Zone 2 

shrank continuously from 3.35µm to 2.18µm during the whole culture period. The cells in Zone 

3 did not show much change in cell thickness. The column width of these three regions were also 

measured (Figure 5-6B), and an increase of the column width could be seen in Zone 2 (12.09µm 

at 0h, 12.82µm at 5h, 13.03µm at 8h), while no apparent change could be detected in either Zone 

1 (11.95µm at 0h, 11.56µm at 5h, 11.89µm at 8h) or Zone 3 (11.09µm at 0h, 11.05µm at 5h, and 

11.05µm at 8h) over time in culture. 

 

Figure 5-6: Analysis of the changes of cell thickness and column width in Zone 1-3 in a repre-
sentative bovine lens organ cultured without stretching. The cell thickness (A) and column width 
(B) in Zones 1 to 3 were measured at 0h, 5h and 8h using Profile Plot Measurement. The cell thickness 
in Zone 2 decreased continuously, while the cell thickness in Zone 1 was reduced in the first 5h and 
then increased a little and no apparent change can be detected Zone 3. The column width increased 
in Zone 2, while no apparent change can be detected Zone 1 and 3. 
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To confirm these results, the fibre cell morphology of multiple organ-cultured bovine lenses 

(n=15) were analysed using the same method (Figure 5-7). The average cell thickness in Zone 1 

was shown to decrease significantly from 7.99±0.43µm to 7.42±0.49µm in the first 5h but no 

significant changes occurred after this time. In Zone 2, fibre cells showed statistically significant 

shrinkage from 3.76±0.25µm to 2.76±0.35µm during the whole culture period, reaching approx-

imately 73.4% of the original thickness after 8h in culture. The cell thickness in Zone 3 showed 

no significant change during the culture period. Even though Zones 3-6 enlarged by 30.4±8.2µm 

(Figure 5-3), no changes of cell size could be detected in this region. A possible reason is that 

there are large numbers of cells in this region of the bovine lens, so the changes in size for indi-

vidual cells are negligible. 

 

Figure 5-7: Quantitative analysis of the changes of cell thickness in Zone 1-3 in bovine lenses 
organ cultured without stretching. The cell thickness in Zone 1-3 were measured at 0h, 5h and 8h 
using Profile Plot Measurement (7.99±0.43μm, 7.42±0.49μm, and 7.29±0.4µm in Zone 1, 
3.76±0.25μm, 3.26±0.3μm, and 2.76±0.35µm in Zone 2 and 4.04±0.14μm, 4.00±0.14μm, and 
4.02±0.13 µm in Zone 3, n=15). The changes of the cell thickness at 0h, 5h, and 8h were tested using 
Wilcoxon's matched pair test. ****(P < 0.0001) or ***(P< 0.001) represents a statistically significant 
difference and NS represents no significant difference between the two data sets.  

Unfortunately, a similar analysis of the average change in column width proved difficult to per-

form. As can be seen from Figure 5-5E-G, the cell columns in Zone 2 became more and more 
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distorted over time, making them difficult to distinguish, so the column width for many of the 

lenses were not able to be measured. As shown in Figure 5-8, cell columns in Zone 1 (highlighted 

in purple), exhibited bending of the column orientation that reached a maximum after approxi-

mately four to five hours in culture before diminishing towards a more normal straight orienta-

tion after approximately eight hour in culture. This bending motion was irregular in position and 

was not apparent in all of the cell columns in Zone 1. The distortion of cellular structure in Zone 

2 is more severe. In contrast, fibre cell columns in the deeper Zones 3-6 did not display this 

distortion and maintained their rigid radial array of cell columns throughout the entire period of 

organ culture. 

In summary, this analysis of fibre cell size confirmed that relative to the other Zones, a greater 

decrease in fibre cell thickness was observed in Zone 2 of bovine lenses, indicating that a discrete 

zone of fibre cell shrinkage is driving the time-dependent decrease in the equatorial radius of 

bovine lenses organ cultured in isotonic conditions. 

 

Figure 5-8: Distortion of cell columns in the outer cortex of bovine lenses organ cultured without 
stretching.  Selected time-lapse OAL images showing cell columns in Zone 1 highlighted in purple 
emphasize the distortion of fibre cell columns that reached its peak after ~4h in culture before return-
ing towards normal after ~8h. 
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5.1.3. Characterisation of changes to the geometry of isolated bovine lenses organ cultured 

without stretching 

The observed decrease in equatorial radius of organ cultured bovine lenses should result in a 

change to overall lens shape. To investigate what happens to lens geometry, bovine lenses were 

placed in a custom-made culture flask (see Chapter 2 Section 2.5), that allowed changes in the 

side profile of lens to be recorded using a camera (Figure 5-9A). Using this method, the mean 

equatorial diameter decreased from 17.34±0.44mm to 17.13±0.48mm (n=15) after five hours in 

culture (Figure 5-9B), while the axial thickness increased from 12.26±0.41mm to 12.49±0.32mm 

(n=15) after five hours (Figure 5-9C). These changes in equatorial diameter and axial thickness 

were indicative of a change in the aspect ratio of the lens, such that it became rounder over time 

in organ culture. 

 

Figure 5-9: Quantitative analysis of the changes to lens geometry in bovine lenses organ cul-
tured without stretching. (A) Image of a side view of a bovine lens mounted in a specially designed 
culture chamber. (B) The equatorial diameter was reduced from 17.34±0.44mm at 0h to 
17.13±0.48mm after 5h in culture. (C) The axial thickness increased from 12.26 ±0.41mm at 0h to 
12.49±0.32mm after 5h in culture (n=15). **** P<0.0001. 
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In summary, I have shown that when the bovine lens was removed from the eye and organ cul-

tured in vitro without stretching, it underwent some time-dependent changes in overall lens shape 

and fibre cell morphology. These changes predominately occurred in a discrete zone of the outer 

cortex and in this process, fibre cell columns in the outer cortex experienced some distortion to 

their ordered orientation. Since these changes occurred over a period of hours, I have defined 

these processes as Slow Remodelling of cortical fibre cells. Since this Slow Remodelling was 

observed in lenses that have been removed from the eye by cutting off the zonules, I wondered 

if this phenomenon could be caused by the loss of the zonular tension normally applied to the 

lens capsule. This hypothesis was tested and results are presented in the next section. 

5.2. The effect of zonular tension on the Slow Remodelling of fibre cells ob-

served in isolated organ-cultured bovine lenses 

In all previous sections, bovine lenses have been removed from the eye by cutting the zonules 

that attach the lens to the ciliary body before being placed in organ culture. In this section, I test 

whether it is the loss of zonular tension applied to the lens that is the cause of the observed Slow 

Remodelling of fibre cells. If my hypothesis is correct, then the Slow Remodelling phenomenon 

could be prevented by simply maintaining normal zonular tension to the lens while it was organ 

cultured ex vivo. To achieve this, I developed a lens stretcher that allowed the zonular tension to 

be maintained on organ cultured bovine lenses while monitoring its cellular structure using time-

lapse OAL microscopy. In this section, I first describe the development of the stretcher before 

presenting a comparison of the effects of culturing bovine lenses with or without stretching on 

lens equatorial radius, fibre cell morphology and overall lens shape. 

5.2.1. The development of a ring stretcher for the bovine lens 

In order to keep the lens in its normal stretched status, I first tried some commercial stretchers 

used in the literature (Reilly et al. 2008), however, these lens stretchers are usually composed of 

complex componentry and are primarily designed for studies to simulate lens accommodation. 

For my study, the main purpose of the lens stretcher was to maintain normal in vivo zonular 

tension throughout the period of organ culture, and since I wanted to apply this to multiple lenses, 

the stretcher needed to be both simple and easy to use. The initial design inspiration for my lens 

stretcher originated from an embroidery hoop, which consists of a pair of concentric circular 
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rings that are used to stretch the cloth as it is being embroidered (Figure 5-10A). I originally 

planned to use a 3D printer to produce these rings, but fortuitously while drinking a bottle of 

water, I noticed that the diameter of the bottle neck was of a similar size to the bovine eye, and 

that the bottle cap consisted of a pair of interlocking rings that could function as my lens stretcher. 

After several trials, I developed a method to dissect and mount the bovine lens into the ring 

stretcher (see Chapter 2 Section 2.3.3). In my design, the concentric interlocking rings were ob-

tained from Sports-Lok drink bottle lids. As shown below, the white tamper band and black ring 

(red circle) were used to clamp the ciliary body (Figure 5-10B), so the ciliary body and lens 

zonules were held taut to maintain the in situ zonular tension applied to the crystalline lens (Fig-

ure 5-10C).  

In my dissecting and mounting method, the lens was maintained in its normal stretched position 

during the whole dissection process. This was not always the case for other stretching devices 

used in the literature, which do not maintain the zonular tension throughout the dissection and 

mounting process, since the ciliary body and attached lens was usually first excised from the 

globe, and then mounted into the stretcher (Reilly et al. 2008, Kammel et al. 2012, Webb et al. 

2018). Importantly, my ring stretcher was relatively simple and small enough to be fitted into 6-

well culture plates (Figure 5-10D&E), thereby enabling a direct comparison of the dynamic 

changes that occur to lenses cultured with and without stretching in a single experiment. In ad-

dition, when viewed from the side, the anterior and posterior curvature of the lens could be ob-

served clearly (Figure 5-10F), enabling changes in lens axial thickness to be observed. Even 

though this ring stretcher could not be dynamically adjusted, it maintained the zonular tension 

applied to the lens in situ, and therefore fulfilled the needs of my study.  
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Figure 5-10: Development of a dual ring stretcher out of interlocking bottle top caps. (A) The 
inspiration for the stretcher design was based on interlocking embroidery hoops used to hold the cloth 
taut. (B) The dual ring stretcher was made out of the white tamper band and black ring (in the red 
circle) of Sports-Lok drink bottle lids. (C) A ring stretcher was used to hold the ciliary body and 
crystalline lens. Anterior (D), posterior (E) and side views (F) of the lens and ciliary body fitted into 
the dual-ring stretcher.  

5.2.2. Comparison of lens radius, fibre cell morphology, and geometry in bovine lenses or-

gan cultured with and without stretching 

To study the effects of zonular tension on fibre cell morphology, lenses with their zonules re-

moved and lenses mounted in the ring stretcher were placed in a 6-well plate with their anterior 

surfaces facing down and imaged using time-lapse OAL microscopy (Figure 5-11 and see Vid-

eos). As seen earlier, lenses cultured without stretching, developed the characteristic bright and 

dark ridges as fibre cells in Zone 2 which shrank over time (Figure 5-11, left panel and Video 5-

1). In contrast, lenses mounted in the ring stretcher did not exhibit any obvious changes of fibre 

cell morphology in any of the three zones in the outer cortex of the lens (Figure 5-11, right panel 

and Video 5-2). These initial qualitative results suggest that the Slow Remodelling of fibre cell 

morphology I observed in isolated bovine lenses was due to the loss of tension applied to the 

lens by the zonules during organ culture. This initial conclusion was confirmed by comparing 

the relative changes in equatorial radius, fibre cell morphology, and overall lens geometry in 

bovine lenses organ cultured with and without stretching. 
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Figure 5-11: Comparison of the dynamic changes of bovine lenses cultured with and without 
stretching.  Representative time-lapse OAL images of bovine lenses maintained in organ culture with 
(right panel) and without (left panel) stretching taken at every hour for up to 7h. Note: see Video 5-
1 and Video 5-2. 
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Effects on lens radius 

Changes in lens equatorial radius were determined for lenses cultured with and without stretch-

ing (Figure 5-11) using the method described previously (Figure 5-2). As seen previously, iso-

lated organ-cultured bovine lenses showed a large and significant decrease in equatorial radius 

(Figure 5-12A&C) when placed in organ culture for up to eight hours. In contrast, lenses 

mounted in a ring stretcher exhibited a minimal change in equatorial radius over the 8h culture 

period. There was a small, but significant, decrease in equatorial radius in the first 5h of organ 

culture (Figure 5-12A&B), which I attributed to a deterioration of the ciliary body muscle over 

time. Despite these minor changes, it appears that maintaining zonular tension abolishes the Slow 

Remodelling in the equatorial direction observed in isolated organ-cultured lenses. 

 

Figure 5-12: Changes to the equatorial radius of bovine lenses organ cultured with and without 
stretching. (A) Changes of equatorial radius of bovine lenses cultured with and without stretching 
were measured at 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8h. (B-C) These results were tested using Wilcoxon's matched 
pairs test. Lenses without stretching showed a large and significant decrease in equatorial radius over 
8h (94.6±26.3µm, n=15). Lenses with stretching showed a small, but significant decrease in equato-
rial radius in the first 5h of organ culture (7.1±6.5µm, n=15). NS represents no significant difference 
between the two data sets. * P<0.05. **** P<0.0001  
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Effects on fibre cell morphology  

From Figure 5-11, it appears that maintaining zonular tension inhibits the Slow Remodelling of 

fibre cell morphology in isolated bovine lenses. This impression was confirmed by using FFT to 

analyse fibre cell morphology in different zones across the bovine lenses mounted in the stretcher 

(Figure 5-13). Representative FFT images from each zone obtained at 0h and 8h showed that 

cell size in all zones of the lens remained constant (Figure 5-13). This is in complete contrast to 

the changes in FFT images obtained from lenses organ cultured without stretching (Figure 5-4). 

To further highlight the effect of zonular tension on fibre cell morphology, I have compared the 

changes of cell size that occurred in Zone 2, an area in the lens where the most dramatic change 

of cell size was observed previously, in lenses organ cultured with and without stretching (Figure 

5-14). It is clear that maintaining zonular tension abolishes the Slow Remodelling observed pre-

dominately in Zone 2 in lenses organ cultured without zonular tension. 

 

Figure 5-13: FFT analysis of the changes of fibre cell morphology in different zones in a bovine 
lens organ-cultured with stretching. (A) OAL overview image indicating the central areas (red box) 
of each zone that were analysed using FFT. Representative FFT images of each zone at 0h (B) and 
8h (C) showed that the bright dots of all of these zones were relatively constant at 0h and 8h. No 
change in cell thickness (indicated by the red dashed lines) in Zone 2 was observed in a lens cultured 
with stretching.  
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Figure 5-14: Comparison of changes in cell thickness in Zone 2 in bovine lenses organ cultured 
with and without stretching. The cell thickness in Zone 2 of bovine lenses cultured with and without 
stretching were measured at 0h, 5h and 8h using Profile Plot Measurement. The dramatic decrease of 
cell thickness in lenses cultured without stretching (3.76±0.25µm at 0h, 3.26±0.3 µm at 5h, 
2.76±0.35µm at 8h, n=15) could not be observed in the stretched lenses (3.70±0.28µm at 0h, 
3.72±0.27µm at 5h, 3.7±0.24 µm at 8h, n=15). NS represents no significant difference between the 
two data sets. **** P<0.0001. 

Effects on overall geometry  

Previously, to monitor changes to overall lens geometry, isolated bovine lenses were placed in a 

custom-made culture flask to show the side view and imaged by a camera to record the shape 

changes over time (Figure 5-9). However, in lenses mounted in the ring stretcher, the equatorial 

plane of bovine lens was obscured by the stretcher. Hence, only the axial thickness of bovine 

lenses could be measured and compared between lenses cultured with and without stretching 

(Figure 5-15A). Relative to the previously observed changes in axial thickness in isolated bovine 

lenses, the lenses mounted in the ring stretcher did not show much change in their axial thickness 

over the five hour culture period (Figure 5-15B). 
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Figure 5-15: Quantitative analysis of the geometry changes in bovine lenses organ cultured with 
and without stretching. (A) 8 lenses were mounted in ring stretchers and cultured with stretching, 
while 15 lenses were cultured without stretching. (B) The axial thickness was significantly increased 
(12.26±0.50mm at 0h and 12.58±0.30mm at 5h, n=8) in bovine lenses cultured without stretching and 
stayed constant in lenses with stretching (10.93±0.31mm at 0h to 10.93±0.35mm at 5h, n=8). NS 
represents no significant difference between the two data sets. **** P<0.0001. 

In summary, it appears that the Slow Remodelling of cortical fibre cell morphology can be abol-

ished by mounting lenses in a stretcher to maintain zonular tension during organ culture. This 

phenomenon starts from the “zero” time point of organ culture. However, my “zero” time point 

is not the time immediately after cutting the zonules to reduce the tension applied to the lens, 

since it takes at least 10 minutes to complete the dissection of the lens and to then set up the 
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microscope to perform OAL imaging. Since the observed Slow Remodelling occurs over a num-

ber of hours it may not capture or reflect the immediate changes in lens cellular structure induced 

by the cutting the zonules. Hence, in the next section, I compared the fibre cell morphology in 

lenses before and immediately after cutting the zonules. 

5.3. Immediate effects of release of zonular tension on fibre cell morphology 

and lens geometry 

To determine whether the release of zonular tension might be causing more immediate changes 

to lens morphology, bovine lenses were first mounted in ring stretchers to maintain zonular ten-

sion and imaged to obtained control data. Then the zonules were cut and the lenses re-imaged as 

quickly as possible to determine the initial effects that releasing zonular tension has on lens ge-

ometry and fibre cell morphology (Figure 5-16A). 

Effects on lens geometry 

To determine the immediate changes to lens shape in response to the release of zonular tension, 

19 lenses were initially dissected and mounted in ring stretchers with their zonules intact. The 

side profiles of all lenses were imaged by a camera, and then a sub-group of 11 lenses were cut 

off from the ring stretcher and re-imaged as soon as possible (Figure 5-16A, Right panel), while 

the remaining 8 lenses were left mounted in the ring stretcher and were monitored by the camera 

(Figure 5-16A, Left panel). As shown in Figure 5-16B, the axial thickness of the lenses that 

remained mounted in ring stretcher did not change significantly, while the lenses cut from the 

stretcher showed a dramatic increase in axial thickness from 10.92±0.36µm to 12.26±0.33µm. 

This change occurred within the 10 minutes it took to cut the zonules and then to re-image the 

isolated lens. This indicates that the lens becomes more rounded immediately after cutting the 

zonules, and that this immediate change in axial thickness was different from the observed Slow 

Remodelling which occurs over several hours during prolonged organ culture.   
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Figure 5-16: Quantitative analysis of the geometry changes of bovine lenses in response to the 
initial effect of releasing the zonular tension. (A) 19 lenses were initially mounted in stretchers, 11 
of them were cut from the stretcher, and 8 were maintained in the stretcher. (B) The axial thickness 
of lenses cut from the stretcher showed an immediate increase (10.92±0.36mm at initial stretched 
status, 12.26±0.33mm after cutting the zonules, n=11) in axial thickness, while the lenses that re-
mained mounted in the stretcher showed no significant change in axial thickness (10.93±0.31mm, 
n=8). NS represents no significant difference between the two data sets. *** P<0.001. 

Effects on fibre cell morphology 

To determine the effects on fibre cell morphology, bovine lenses were first dissected and 

mounted in ring stretchers and imaged using OAL microscopy. Lenses were then cut from the 

ring stretchers and immediately re-imaged. While in the previous sections, I used time-lapse 

OAL microscopy to image dynamic changes in fibre cell morphology, in this section only dis-

crete images were collected before and after the zonules were cut. 
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Figure 5-17: Fibre cell morphology in a bovine lens before, and immediately after cutting the 
zonules. (A) OAL overview image indicating the areas (red boxes) within each zone where the mag-
nified images (B&C) were taken. Magnified OAL images taken from a bovine lens when it is mounted 
in a stretcher (B1-6) and just after being cut from stretcher (C1-6). 

To analyse the immediate changes to fibre cell morphology induced by cutting the zonules, I 

first utilised my previous method of dividing the lens into 6 zones and analysed the cell size in 

the central area of each zone using Profile Plot Measurement, both before (Figure 5-17B), and 

after (Figure 5-17C) cutting the zonules. Unfortunately, as described in Chapter 3 Section 3.5.2, 

fibre cell structure was poorly resolved in Zones 5 and 6, so only the cell thickness in Zones 1 to 

4 and column width in Zones 1 to 5 could be measured. This analysis revealed that  Zones 1 and 

2, where fibre cells were previously observed to demonstrate significant shrinkage in Slow Re-

modelling (Figure 5-7), cell size stayed constant immediately after cutting the zonules, whereas 

fibre cells in deeper zones demonstrated significant changes in cell size (Figure 5-18). Cell thick-

ness in Zone 3-4 was significantly decreased, while the column width in the same area showed 

either an increase, or no change (Figure 5-18). This implies that the cells in these deeper zones 

become thinner in response to the immediate release in zonular tension. However, the caveat is 

that this analysis might not be completely accurate because Zones 3 and 4 are relatively large 
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(~2000µm), but only two small spots in these zones were analysed. Hence, I developed an alter-

native method to analyse the changes of cell size in these deeper zones more accurately.  

 

Figure 5-18: Quantitative analysis of the changes of cell thickness in bovine lenses before and 
immediately after cutting the zonules. The cell thickness in Zones 1 to 4 (A), and column width in 
Zones 1 to 5 (B), were measured before and after cutting the zonules. Fibre cells in Zones 1 to 2 
stayed constant after cutting the zonules, while cells in deeper Zones 3 and 4 demonstrated significant 
changes in cell size (n=15). NS represents no significant difference between the two data sets. * 
P<0.05. ** P<0.01.  

In order to accurately measure the change of fibre cells, I needed to divide the zones more accu-

rately and increase the sampling within the deeper zones to compensate for the change in relative 

position of the zone boundaries caused by the geometry changes induced by cutting the zonules. 

While it was easy to identify the boundaries of Zone 1 and 2, as fibre cells in Zone 2 are much 
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thinner than in the adjacent zones, it was much more difficult to distinguished zone boundaries 

in deeper regions as there were no abrupt differences in fibre cell morphology in Zones 3 to 6 

under OAL microscopy. This problem was further compounded because the change in lens ge-

ometry makes it difficult to find equivalent areas in discrete OAL images taken before and after 

cutting the zonules based solely on equatorial distance alone. As seen from Figure 5-18, the 

column width in Zones 3-5 decreased with distance towards the lens centre. Since the column 

width of cells was correlated with their position in the lens, I used the column width as a reference 

to determine the zone boundaries for Zones 3 and 4. I found that the column width in Zone 3 is 

usually above ~11µm, while in Zone 4 it is usually above ~10µm. Thus, I used a column width 

of 11µm to define the boundary between Zone 3 and 4, and a column width of 10µm to determine 

the boundary between Zone 4 and 5. The cell thickness was hardly resolvable when the column 

width was less than 9.5µm, so the sampling was restricted to regions where the column width 

was greater than 9.5µm. Six measurement areas in Zones 3 to 5 with distinct column widths 

(indicated by red box) were selected and their approximate positions were indicated in Figure 

5-19A. OAL images taken from these newly defined areas before and after cutting the zonules 

are shown in Figure 5-19B-G and Figure 5-19H-M, respectively. 

 

Figure 5-19: Changes in fibre cell morphology in areas of the bovine lens defined by column 
width before and after cutting the zonules. (A) OAL overview image indicating the position of the 
areas of interest defined by column width (red boxes). Six areas with certain column widths (11.5, 
11.33, 11, 10.33, 10, and 9.5µm) were selected and fibre cell morphology in these areas before (B-
G) and after (H-M) cutting the zonules were compared.  
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Measurements of cell thickness before and after the release of zonular tension obtained from the 

central area of Zones 1 and 2 (Figure 5-19, blue boxes), as well as the areas (Figure 5-19, red 

boxes) newly-defined by column width in Zones 3 to 5 are shown in Figure 5-20A. It is important 

to note that following the release of zonular tension, lens geometry had changed, hence the col-

umn widths and the relative positions of individual cells changed as well. Therefore, we were 

not comparing the same fibre cells before and after cutting the zonules in the areas (red boxes) 

newly-defined by column width. Despite this, Figure 5-20A clearly shows no significant changes 

occurred to cell thickness in Zones 1 and 2 as well as part of the outer region of Zone 3, while in 

deeper regions, the cell thickness became significantly smaller after the release of zonular ten-

sion.  

To make it easier to interpret, I converted Figure 5-20A to an analysis of the ratio of cell thickness 

to column width in the same areas (Figure 5-20B). It could be seen from Figure 5-20B that the 

ratios of cell thickness to column width in Zones 1 and 2 of fibre cells were quite different from 

the other regions of the lens. This may be due to the fact that these peripheral fibre cells have 

just differentiated from epithelial cells and are still not fully differentiated. With the lens mounted 

in the stretcher, the ratio of cell thickness to column width is nearly constant (ratio=~0.36, n=15) 

in Zone 3, but gradually declines to 0.319±0.020 (n=8) in Zone 5. With the zonules cut to release 

zonular tension, the ratio of cell thickness to column width in Zones 1 and 2 and the outer region 

of Zone 3 did not show any significant changes, whereas in deeper regions this ratio decreased 

significantly (ratio=~0.33 in Zone 3, ~0.29 in Zone 5).  

In contrast to Slow Remodelling of fibre cells, when cutting off the zonules, fibre cells in deeper 

zones changed quickly and evenly and did not show any apparent distortions of the parallel array 

of cell columns. Thus, the immediate change of lens cellular structure after cutting off the zon-

ules is totally different from Slow Remodelling, so it was termed as Quick Adaption.  
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Figure 5-20: Comparison of cell thickness and aspect ratio in bovine lenses before and after 
cutting lens zonules. (A) Comparison of average cell thickness in the different zones (defined in 
Figure 5-19A) of bovine lenses before and after cutting the zonules. No significant changes of cell 
thickness were detected in Zone 1 and Zone 2 as well as part of the outer region of Zone 3 (n=15), 
while the cell thickness became significantly smaller in deeper regions of Zones 3 to 5 (n=8). (B) 
Comparison of the average aspect ratio (cell thickness divided by column width) in the different zones 
of bovine lenses before and after cutting the zonules. No significant changes to the aspect ratio were 
detected in Zone 1 and Zone 2 as well as part of the outer region of Zone 3, while the in deeper zones 
the ratio decreased significantly after cutting the zonules. NS represents no significant difference 
between the two data sets. ** P<0.01. *** P<0.001. **** P<0.0001. 
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5.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter I have utilised time-lapse OAL imaging of un-stretched and stretched lenses to 

characterise the changes to fibre cell morphology and overall lens geometry that occur in organ 

cultured bovine lenses. I have discovered that cutting off the zonules to alter the tension applied 

to the lens, resulted in an initial rapid change to cell thickness in deeper fibre cells, and a sec-

ondary slower remodelling of fibre cell morphology in a distinct zone of the outer cortex (Figure 

5-21). 

The first change termed, ‘Quick Adaption’, happens immediately after cutting the zonules, and 

resulted in a significant decrease of cell thickness in fibre cells located in the inner cortex of the 

bovine lens (Figure 5-21B). The second phase is the spontaneous shrinkage that occurred when 

the bovine lens was organ cultured without stretching. Because this change was much slower, 

with some distortions of cell shape and column array, it was termed ‘Slow Remodelling’. In the 

Slow Remodelling phase, even though the deeper zone was enlarged a little bit (indicated by red 

arrow), the change of individual cells was so small that it could not be detected. In contrast, cells 

in Zone 1 and Zone 2, which were unaffected during Quick Adaption, demonstrated significant 

shrinkage in the Slow Remodelling phase, especially in Zone 2, were cells shrank most notably 

(Figure 5-21B). My interpretation of this was that the immature fibre cells in the superficial shell 

of the lens respond to the loss of zonular tension, but in a much slower manner. In summary, 

when cutting the zonules, the mature fibre cells react immediately and quickly, but the immature 

cells don’t possess this quick elastic property and their reaction is quite slow, which takes several 

hours in the organ culture after cutting the zonules.  
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Figure 5-21: Summary of the two different changes to fibre cell morphology observed following 
release of zonular tension. (A) Summary of the different recording configurations. (B) Schematic 
diagram showing the sequence of changes to lens cell morphology that occur initially in fibre cells in 
the deeper regions of lens and the secondary slower remodelling of fibre cells in a localised area in 
the outer cortex following the release of zonular tension. No significant changes in fibre cell mor-
phology were observed over time in bovine lenses mounted in the stretcher to maintain the applied 
zonular tension. 

The unique regional differences to changes in fibre cells morphology induced by releasing zon-

ular tension revealed in this chapter are in agreement with some previous findings and could 

explain some of the controversy in the literature. For example, the Quick Adaption induced by 
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cutting the zonules mimics the reduction in zonular tension that occurs during accommodation 

of the lens. In most of the proposed theories of accommodation (Von Helmholtz 1909, Coleman 

1986, Fisher 1988, Schachar et al. 1993, Schachar et al. 1994, Coleman and Fish 2001, Ovenseri-

Ogbomo and Oduntan 2015), the bulk of the lens was conceived as a readily deformable bag of 

fluid. Although some early studies reported that the lens cortex and nucleus have different elas-

ticity properties and change differently during accommodation (Fisher 1969, Fisher 1971, Brown 

1973), these findings were questioned by many clinicians and other lens researchers. The elas-

ticity of the lens was initially investigated by Fisher (1971) whose study suggested that the lens 

cortex was more resistant to deformation by rotational forces than the nucleus, concluding that 

the lens cortex was up to six times stiffer than the nucleus. Brown also showed that cortical 

thickness was unchanged during accommodation and the increase in lens thickness was entirely 

due to the change of the nucleus (Brown 1973). These results were not widely accepted since 

there were no direct evidence to show the cellular changes inside the lens. However, in my study, 

using OAL microscopy, the direct observation of the regional differences of cellular changes in 

the lens during Quick Adaption is consistent with Fisher and Brown’s findings. 

Even though the Slow Remodelling of organ-cultured bovine lenses has not been reported before, 

some researchers have actually observed a similar phenomenon but just neglected or misinter-

preted it. In the study of changes of lens shape in response to anisotonic conditions (Zhang and 

Jacob 1996, Kong et al. 2009), organ-cultured rabbit or bovine lenses were reported to have a 

tendency to change their shape, resembling the appearance of a globular spheroid under both 

hypotonic and hypertonic conditions. Furthermore, Kong et al, (2009) reported that in the initial 

20 minutes both rabbit and bovine lenses cultured in isotonic conditions showed an increase in 

axial thickness and decrease in equatorial diameter (Kong, Gerometta et al. 2009). These findings 

indicate that organ-cultured rabbit and bovine lenses with no zonular tension applied have a 

tendency to increase their ‘sphericity’. 

In summary, in this chapter, I described how the cellular structure of bovine lenses changed after 

cutting off the zonules, and in the next chapter, I will further investigate whether these changes 

are accompanied by changes in the lens cytoskeleton. 
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Chapter 6. Release of zonular tension alters the actin cyto-

skeleton in organ culture bovine lenses 

In the previous chapters I first developed OAL microscopy and then used it to show that in 

response to the release of zonular tension, the bovine lens first undergoes an initial rapid change 

in cell thickness in the deeper regions of the lens, which manifests as a dramatic change in lens 

geometry. This is then followed by a secondary slow change in lens geometry that is primarily 

due to the shrinkage of fibre cells in a localised region in the outer cortex of the lens. In an effort 

to understand some of the molecular mechanisms associated with these observations, I have in 

this chapter conducted histological studies to investigate whether the observed changes in cell 

morphology are associated with changes to the actin cytoskeleton which is thought to contribute 

to the establishment of the unique shape and deformability of lens fibre cells. Actin is one of the 

major cytoskeletal proteins in the lens (Ireland et al. 1983), where it provides a structural frame-

work around which fibre cell shape and polarity are defined (Perng and Quinlan 2005). The 

dynamic properties of actin, and its interaction with cell adhesion proteins and plasma membrane 

proteins are proposed to provide the required mechanical force driving cell movement and divi-

sion (Schoenwaelder and Burridge 1999, Hall 2005). It has also been suggested that the ability 

of the lens to change its form in accommodation, may, on the molecular level, partly rely on the 

actin cytoskeleton (Rafferty and Goossens 1978, Kibbelaar et al. 1980, Rafferty and Scholz 

1989). However, to be able to study the role of actin in the changes to fibre cell morphology I 

have observed, I had to first optimise the fixation and sectioning protocols developed for rodent 

lenses for use with larger bovine lenses. Using these optimised protocols, I then investigated 

whether the observed changes in fibre cell morphology induced by altering zonular tension had 

an effect on the cytoskeleton by monitoring the actin distribution in bovine lenses fixed with and 

without their zonules attached. My results show that cutting the lens zonules changes the expres-

sion of F-actin in the zone of fibre cell remodelling, suggesting that changes to the actin cyto-

skeleton may be driving the observed slow remodelling observed in lens which have had their 

zonules cut. In this chapter, I first start with the optimisation of the protocols that allows histo-

chemical analysis to be performed on the larger bovine lens, then I correlate the morphological 

features observed in OAL and confocal images before investigating changes in actin labelling 

induced by cutting the lens zonules.  
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6.1. Optimisation of the bovine lens sectioning protocol 

The first step in conducting a histological analysis of the lens cytoskeleton is to obtain high 

quality sections across all regions of the lens. The MVL has developed a set of fixation and 

section protocols that yield high quality cryosections from rodent lenses (Jacobs et al. 2003). 

However, I found that using these protocols developed in rodent lenses on the larger bovine lens 

yielded sections that were very fragile and which often disintegrated when the sections were 

washed in PBS. Hence, I spent considerable time optimising the sectioning of bovine lenses to 

produce robust sections that were suitable for immunohistochemically labelling. These protocols 

are described below 

6.1.1. Optimising bovine lens sectioning protocol 

The larger size of the bovine lens offered a number of challenges that had to be overcome in 

terms of its fixation and then sectioning. Since the bovine lens is approximately 17mm wide and 

12mm thick, cryosectioning can be problematic as the inner part of the lens freezes more slowly 

than the outer layers. This difference results in freezing damage to membranes in the deeper 

regions of the lens which promotes ice crystal formation that can cause subsequent expansion of 

water content in the tissue that stretches and ruptures cell membranes. In my initial attempts to 

avoid this freezing damage, I trialled paraffin embedding and sectioning, but the paraffin infil-

tration made the lens core too hard to cut, so this approach was abandoned.  

This difficulty in sectioning the lens is due in part to the inherent differences in protein content 

between the lens cortex and core which result in regional difference in tissue stiffness post fixa-

tion. To address this problem, I introduced a two-step fixation protocol (see Chapter 2 Section 

2.6.2). Briefly, bovine lenses were first immersed in 2% PFA for 24h to fix the outer cortex, and 

then 5% (v/v) acetic acid was added to the initial fixation solution for a further 24h to soften the 

harder lens core. While this two-step fixation protocol reduced the stiffness of the lens core and 

made the bovine lens easier to section, it raised another problem of how to immobilize the lens 

during sectioning. After several trials, I developed a method to immobilize the lens by encasing 

the fixed bovine lens in a paraffin block. Under these conditions, the paraffin did not infiltrate 

into the lens, but encased it forming a block that could be easily placed into in a microtome for 

sectioning. As described in Chapter 2, parallel slots (3mm deep, 2mm wide) were first cut into 
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the surface of the fixed lens prior to embedding in paraffin, which acted to immobilize the lens 

in the paraffin block during sectioning (Figure 6-1). 

 

Figure 6-1: Sectioning of a fixed bovine lens embedded in a paraffin block. Half of a paraffin 
block was removed to allow the side view of a bovine lens embedded into a paraffin block to be 
observed. The slots in the lens surface (red arrows) immobilized the lens in the paraffin block during 
sectioning.  

6.1.2. Comparison of bovine lens section quality obtained by conventional and optimised 

sectioning protocols 

This optimised fixation and sectioning protocol consistently produced high-quality sections that 

preserved fibre cell structure throughout the different regions that were superior to those obtained 

using the conventional fixation and cryosectioning protocols established for the rodent lenses. 

As shown in Figure 6-2A&B, lens sections obtained using cryosectioning exhibited poor mor-

phological details under Phase-contrast microscope, and in deeper cell layers small gaps and 

cracks could be observed (Figure 6-2B), which was indicative of freezing damage. Moreover, 

these sections were also very fragile and broke easily during immunolabelling. In contrast, the 

lens sections obtained using my new optimised protocol were much more robust and exhibited 

well conserved fibre cell morphology (Figure 6-2C&D). Cell membranes and nuclei (red ar-

rows) could be observed clearly. Hence, the optimised bovine lens sectioning protocol could 

produce good-quality sections that preserved the cellular structure in the lens. 
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Figure 6-2: Comparison of fibre cell morphology obtained from bovine lens sections obtained 
by conventional or optimised sectioning protocols. Representative phase-contrast images of fibre 
cell morphology in the peripheral (A&C) and deeper (~800µm from the lens capsule) regions (B&D) 
from an equatorial section obtained from bovine lenses fixed and section using conventional cryosec-
tioning protocols (A&B) and the new optimised fixing and sectioning protocols developed for the 
bovine lens (C&D). Red arrows indicate cell nuclei.  

6.2. Characterisation of fibre cell morphology on bovine lens sections 

Having optimised the fixation and sectioning protocols for the bovine lens, I was then able to 

conduct an extensive histochemical analysis of the actin cytoskeleton in the bovine lens. This 

analysis utilised two different fluorescence microscopes. Because of the large size of bovine 

lenses, a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 epifluorescence microscope equipped with low-power objectives 

(5× or 10×) was used to collect ~8-15 adjacent overlapping images which were then stitched 

together using Adobe Photoshop to produce an overview image montage from the lens periphery 

to the centre. To quantitate changes in the intensity of fluorescence signals across the image 

montage, camera gain and offset were set beforehand and no adjustments were made during 

image collection. To obtain higher resolution images of fibre cell morphology, an Olympus 

FV1000 confocal microscope was used. Here the gain and offset of the microscope were often 

adjusted to attain maximum clarity of cell structure in the different regions of the lens, and there-

fore confocal images were not amenable to further quantitative analysis of signal intensity be-

tween regions. 
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6.2.1. Confirmation that the Slow Remodelling Zone is associated with differentiating fibre 

cells in the outer cortex of the bovine lens 

As described in the previous chapter (see Chapter 5 Section 5.1.1), the boundaries of Zone 2 are 

evident as bright and dark ridges in OAL images (Figure 6-3A). In WGA labelled sections im-

aged with confocal microscopy, Zone 2 is also evident as a distortion of cell columns making its 

location easy to identify in sections (Figure 6-3B).  

 

Figure 6-3: Identification of the Slow Remodelling Zone in lens sections.  (A) Representative 
OAL image obtained from a whole lens showing the location of Zones 1-3. (B) Representative image 
of an equatorial lens section from a bovine lens labelled with the membrane marker WGA (red) and 
the nuclei marker DAPI (blue) taken by a Zeiss epifluorescence microscope. A distortion of fibre cell 
columns demarcates Zone 2. 

As differentiating fibre cells in the outer cortex elongate and become internalised, they lose their 

nuclei and organelles to become anuclear mature fibre cells in the inner cortex and core of the 

lens. Based on the physical position of fibre cells in the lens, I had simply assumed that the fibre 

cells involved in the process of Slow Remodelling following the loss of zonular tension were 

differentiating fibre cells. To test this assumption, in this section I labelled equatorial and axial 

sections of bovine lenses with the nuclei marker DAPI and used the distribution of nuclei as a 
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marker of differentiating fibre cells. In the equatorial sections (Figure 6-4B), cell nuclei were 

presented directly underneath the capsule, in Zone 2 (indicated by the arrows) and the outer 

region of Zone 3. In the axial section (Figure 6-4C), the location of Zone 2 to the lens surface 

was assumed the same as in the equatorial section (~200µm) and marked with white arrows. 

Fibre cell nuclei were presented underneath the capsule, appeared in the bow region at lens equa-

tor and were distributed along the fibre cells in Zones 1-2 with some nuclei evident in Zone 3. 

This analysis confirmed that fibre cells in Zone 2, where Slow Remodelling phenomenon was 

observed following the loss of zonular tension, are differentiating fibre cells that have higher 

levels of protein expression and turnover than the more metabolically inactive mature fibre cells 

in the deeper regions of the lens. 

+ 

Figure 6-4: The slow remodelling zone is associated with differentiating fibre cells in the outer 
cortex of the bovine lens.  (A) Schematic diagram of the lens showing the orientation of equatorial 
and axial sections. (B&C) Representative equatorial (B) and axial (C) sections from a bovine lens 
labelled with the membrane marker WGA (red) and the nuclear stain DAPI (blue). The position of 
Zone 2 is indicated by the white arrows (~200µm to equator surface). Images were obtained using a 
Zeiss epifluorescence microscope.  
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6.2.2. Effects of releasing zonular tension on the morphology of differentiating fibre cells  

Having now defined the location of Zone 2 in sections obtained from the bovine lenses, I now 

wanted to visualise the changes to fibre cell morphology that accompanied the decrease in cell 

thickness observed in Zone 2 by OAL microscopy during the process of Slow Remodelling that 

was induced by cutting the zonules. To achieve this, one group of bovine lenses were removed 

from the eye by cutting their zonules, then organ cultured for different times (0h, 3h, 5h, 8h) 

before being fixed. Another group of bovine lenses were mounted in ring stretchers to maintain 

zonular tension, and then organ cultured for up to 8h, before being fixed with the stretcher at-

tached. After fixation, both groups of lenses were then sectioned, labelled with WGA to highlight 

fibre cell morphology, and imaged by confocal microscopy. While lenses organ cultured in the 

dual ring stretcher to maintain zonular tension did not exhibit changes in their regular hexagonal 

cellular profile throughout the whole culture period (Figure 6-5, in stretcher 0h&8h), changes 

were evident in lenses organ cultured with their zonules cut. In lenses with their zonules cut, 

fibre cells in Zone 1 and 2 demonstrated some distortion in the column alignment/cell shape, 

while fibre cells in Zone 3 maintained their regular architectures during organ culture (Figure 

6-5, time: 0-8h). Interestingly, the greatest distortion in fibre cell shape observed in Zone 2 oc-

curred immediately after the zonules were cut (Figure 6-5, time=0h). With further time in culture, 

even though fibre cell thickness decreased as the cells in Zone 2 shrunk, the cell membranes 

actually became straighter over time, and gradually recovered their regular hexagonal cross-sec-

tional profiles, albeit in a shrunken form (Figure 6-5, time: 3-8h). This indicated that even though 

the cell thickness of fibre cells in this zone, measured by OAL microscopy, did not decrease 

immediately after cutting the zonules as deeper fibre cells did, the release of zonular tension did 

result in an immediate distortion of cell membranes that changed the hexagonal profile of fibre 

cells in Zone 2. Hence, the slow remodelling of fibre cells that subsequently occurs over time 

appears to counter the effects of changing the zonular tension applied to the lens and restores the 

hexagonal shape of fibre cells to keep the shrunken cells in a regular order in Zone 2. In the next 

sections, I test whether this process involves the actin cytoskeleton. 
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Figure 6-5: Effect of releasing zonular tension on fibre cell morphology in the outer cortex of 
organ cultured bovine lens. Representative confocal images of equatorial sections labelled with the 
membrane marker WGA taken from Zone 1, 2 and 3 of bovine lenses organ cultured for up to 8 hours 
with (in stretcher 0h & 8h) or without (0-8h) zonular tension. Lenses cultured in the stretcher showed 
no obvious changes in Zone 2 over the eight hours incubation period. In contrast, lenses cultured 
without zonular tension demonstrated an immediate distortion of the hexagonal profile fibre cells in 
Zone 2 immediately following the release of zonular tension (0h). This distortion in the hexagonal 
profile reduced over time and coincided with a reduction in cell thickness (3-8h). 
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6.3. Distribution and organization of F-actin in bovine lens without and with 

zonular tension 

Lens fibre cells are long thin cells that are supported by sophisticated cytoskeletal networks. In 

common with other eukaryotic cells, lens cells possess three main kinds of cytoskeletal fila-

ments: microtubules, intermediate filaments, and microfilaments (Bozanic et al. 2006). Single 

and bundled microtubules, which run along the long axis of fibre cells, have been suggested to 

play an important role in cell elongation and vesicular transport (Kuwabara 1968, Cheng et al. 

2017). Beaded intermediate filaments are considered to be important for maintaining life-long 

lens transparency (Fudge et al. 2011, Gokhin et al. 2012). Actin, composing the microfilaments, 

is shown to be integral for lens development, fibre cell packing and mechanical stiffness and cell 

integrity (Kibbelaar et al. 1979, Ireland et al. 1983, Bloemendal et al. 1984, Gokhin et al. 2012, 

Cheng et al. 2017). Actin exists in the lens as two forms: filamentous (F-actin) and monomeric, 

globular actin (G-actin). The monomeric, globular actin (G-actin), with a molecular weight of 

41,800 Da, polymerizes non-covalently into actin filaments (F-actin). F-actin is structurally and 

functionally asymmetric and has a plus end (the growing end) and a minus end (the nucleation 

or beginning end). It undergoes a net association of ATP-actin monomers to the plus end and a 

net dissociation of ADP-actin monomers from the minus end, a process known as actin filament 

treadmilling. Actin cytoskeleton dynamics are regulated by controlling the homeostatic balance 

between these two forms of actin in response to extracellular stimuli (Ridley and Hall 1992, Dos 

Remedios et al. 2003, Lee and Dominguez 2010). 

Although the actin cytoskeleton has been extensively studied in rodents (Rao and Maddala 2006, 

Cheng et al. 2017), the localisation of the actin cytoskeleton in the bovine lens has to my 

knowledge been seldom reported, presumably because of the difficulties associated with obtain-

ing good quality sections for histochemical analysis. Hence, if I wanted to establish whether 

changes in the actin cytoskeleton were involved in mediating the Slow Remodelling process, I 

first needed to map actin expression in the bovine lens.  
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6.3.1. F-actin expression in the bovine lens without zonular tension applied 

These initial experiments were performed on bovine lenses that were removed from the eye by 

cutting the zonules. Figure 6-6 shows the actin distribution in bovine lenses organ cultured with-

out zonular tension for 4 hours that were subsequently fixed, sectioned and labelled with DAPI 

(blue) for nuclei, and phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 488 (green) for F-actin and which were initially 

visualised using an epi-fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager M2). Under these condi-

tions, the F-actin labelling was strongest in a localized band in the outer cortex of the lens, which 

is evident in the images taken from the anterior pole (Figure 6-6B), equatorial plane (Figure 

6-6C), and bow region (Figure 6-6D). Less intense F-actin staining was also associated with the 

lens epithelium, with this labelling being strongest at the lens equator where the F-actin signal 

overlapped with the DAPI labelling of the nuclei (Figure 6-6D-G). Between the epithelium and 

the localised zone of actin labelling there was a zone where no F-actin staining could be detected 

by epi-fluorescence microscopy. This zone was widest at the equator and gradually narrowed 

with distance towards both the anterior and posterior poles (Figure 6-6D). 
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Figure 6-6: Localisation of F-actin labelling in a bovine lens organ cultured without zonular 
tension. (A) Schematic diagram of the lens showing the orientation of axial sections (B&D) and an 
equatorial section (C). Representative images taken using an epi-fluorescence microscope of the an-
terior pole (B), lens equator (C) and bow region (D) from sections taken from bovine lenses organ 
cultured without zonular tension and labelled with phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 488 (green) for F-actin and 
the nuclear stain DAPI (blue). Magnified images (E-F) were taken from the box indicated in the bow 
region (D). 
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From these epi-fluorescence images it appears that F-actin is localised to a band in the outer 

cortex. To investigate whether F-actin is found in the lens core, a series of equatorial images 

taken from a bovine lens organ cultured for 4h in the absence of applied zonular tension were 

stitched together to form a large image montage (Figure 6-7). As seen previously a band of F-

actin staining is observed in the outer cortex, but no fluorescent signal could be detected in the 

deeper regions of the lens inside this outer band. Having established the pattern of F-actin label-

ling in bovine lenses without applied zonular tension, I now wanted to determine whether main-

taining the zonular tension altered the pattern of F-actin expression. 

 

Figure 6-7: F-actin distribution in a bovine lens sectioned in the equatorial plane.  A bovine lens 
organ cultured with the zonules cut for 4h and then fixed, sectioned and stained with DAPI (blue) for 
cell nuclei and phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 488 (green) for F-actin. Low-magnificent images (taken with 
a 10× objective) taken using an epi-fluorescence microscope were stitched together to form an image 
montage that represented a quarter of the lens. A band of F-actin staining (green) could be seen in the 
outer cortex with no fluorescent signal detected in the deeper regions of the lens. 

6.3.2. Altering zonular tension changes F-actin expression 

To compare the distribution of F-actin in the presence and absence of zonular tension, a series 

of images of the lens outer cortex were collected from equatorial sections obtained from organ 
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cultured bovine lenses mounted in a stretcher, or with no applied stretch. Bovine lenses mounted 

in the lens stretcher to maintain zonular tension showed a dramatically different pattern of F-

actin labelling from lenses in which the zonules had been cut (Figure 6-8). Sections obtained 

from lenses mounted in the stretcher did not show the intense localised band of F-actin labelling 

(Figure 6-8B) seen in lenses organ cultured with no applied stretch (Figure 6-8C). This result 

suggests that under normal in situ conditions when zonular tension is applied to the lens that the 

expression of F-actin is down regulated and that the loss of zonular tension promotes an up-

regulation of assembly of F-actin in fibre cells in Zone 2. This is a very intriguing result that has 

never been reported before since previous localisation studies of F-actin in the lens have usually 

been performed on isolated lenses in the absence of applied zonular tension. However, to confirm 

this result is not an artefact I tried the following experiment. 

 

Figure 6-8: Effect of zonular tension on F-actin labelling in the outer cortex of the bovine lens.  
(A) OAL overview image indicating the position (red box) where the fluorescent images were taken. 
Bovine lenses mounted in stretcher (B) or with no applied stretch (C) were cultured for 4h and then 
were fixed, sectioned and labelled with phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 488 to highlight F-actin and DAPI to 
highlight cell nuclei. Compared to lenses with their zonules cut (C), no F-actin staining could be seen 
from lenses mounted in a stretcher (B).  
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To confirm that the changes in F-actin staining are not due to damage to the tissue that occurs 

during mounting the lens in the stretcher, or inadequate fixation of the lens caused by the pres-

ence of additional tissues that reduce the efficiency of the fixation, I devised an experiment to 

partially alter the tension applied to the lens by cutting some of the zonules, while the lens re-

mained held in the eye by the remaining zonules. To achieve this, I first removed the cornea and 

iris to expose the zonules and then either left all the zonules intact (Figure 6-9A) or cut a small 

number of zonules in a localised area of the eye (Figure 6-9C). Whole eyes were then placed in 

2%PFA for 2 days and then in 2% PFA plus 5% (v/v) acetic acid for a further 2 days. After 

fixation, the lenses were then removed from the eye and sectioned. As observed for lenses 

mounted in the stretcher, sections prepared from lenses fixed in situ with all of their zonules 

intact also lacked the band of intense F-actin labelling (Figure 6-9B). In contrast, when the zon-

ules in a small localised area were cut before fixing the lens in situ, a continuous band of F-actin 

labelling localised to the lens outer cortex was subsequently observed in sections taken from 

these lenses (Figure 6-9D). Interestingly, the observed F-actin labelling was not simply restricted 

to the area of the lens adjacent to where the zonules had been cut, but appeared as a localised 

band around the whole equatorial section. This observation not only shows that small localised 

alterations in zonular tension affected the F-actin distribution over the whole lens, but also indi-

cates that the observed lack of F-actin labelling in stretched lenses is not an artefact caused by 

either the stretching protocol and/or a fixation penetration problem associated with the fixation 

of the lens.  
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Figure 6-9 Effect of a localised change in zonule tension on F-actin distribution in the bovine 
lens.  Images of bovine eyes in which the cornea and iris has been removed showing a lens connected 
to the ciliary body by all its zonules (A) and a lens (C) in which the zonules in a small localised area 
(red arrows) were cut. Equatorial sections taken from a lens fixed in situ with all of its zonules at-
tached (B) or a lens fixed in situ with some of its zonules cut, labelled with phalloidin (green) to 
detect F-actin and DAPI (blue) to label cell nuclei. Note the localised band of F-actin in the cortex 
across the whole equatorial plane in the lens where a restricted number of zonules were cut. 

6.3.3. Changes to F-actin labelling intensity as a function of time in organ culture in the 

absence presence of zonular tension  

Having shown that the F-actin labelling is increased in lenses in which the zonules are cut to  

release the tension applied to the lens, I next wanted to establish how this labelling changes over 

time so that I could compare it to the changes to fibre cell morphology following cutting of the 

zonules (see Chapter 5, Section 5.1.1). To show the changes of F-actin distribution over time, 

image montages from the lens periphery to core were collected from equatorial sections taken 

from bovine lenses cultured for different time periods. The images shown are representative im-

ages from at least 4 lenses for each group. As shown in Figure 6-10B, no F-actin staining could 

be seen in bovine lens mounted in the stretcher. In contrast, in lenses which were organ cultured 
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with their zonules cut to release the tension applied to the lens, a bright band of F-actin labelling 

became immediately apparent in the areas of Zone 2 and 3 (Figure 6-10C), which over time 

initially extended to deeper regions of the lens before it reached a peak at ~1h (Figure 6-10D-F). 

The extent of F-actin labelling decreased over the next 4 hours (Figure 6-10G-J) and had com-

pletely disappeared by 9h (Figure 6-10K). This intense increase in F-actin labelling was never 

detected in the periphery of cortex (Zone 1), and the time-dependent increase in the extent of F-

actin labelling did not extend into lens core (Zone 6). F-actin labelling existed in Zone 2 for the 

longest time where fibre cells shrank predominantly following the cutting of the zonules ob-

served by OAL microscopy (see Chapter 5, section 5.1). The observed time-dependent increase 

in F-actin distribution, implies that changes to the F-actin cytoskeleton may play an important 

role in the changes to fibre cell morphology following the release of zonular tension. 

 

Figure 6-10: Time course of changes in F-actin labelling in the bovine lens in response to a 
decrease in zonular tension. (A) OAL overview image highlighting the six different zones which 
extend from the lens periphery to core. Bovine lenses mounted in stretcher (B) or organ cultured for 
different time periods (C-K) without zonular tension were fixed, sectioned, labelled with DAPI (blue) 
for nuclei and phalloidin (green) for F-actin, imaged and then stitched together. The intensity and 
distribution of F-actin labelling showed a biphasic change over time. The intense increase in F-actin 
signal intensity was not observed in Zone 1, and F-actin labelling did not extend into lens core (Zone 
6) following cutting of the lens zonules. 
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Having established how F-actin staining changes over time at the whole lens level, I next wanted 

to determine how the F-actin labelling was changing at the cellular level using higher resolution 

confocal microscopy (Figure 6-11). Confocal images were taken from the different zones of 

lenses (Figure 6-11A, red boxes), and the brightness of zoomed images adjusted using Adobe 

Photoshop CC2018 to enhance signal levels in the different areas. In lenses fixed in situ with 

their zonules attached, confocal imaging was able to detect F-actin staining in the epithelium and 

peripheral fibre cells in Zone 1 (Figure 6-11B), that was not evident when using low power epi-

fluorescence microscopy. F-actin labelling in Zone 1 was mainly located at the cell membrane, 

especially the short sides, but some labelling was associated with structures in the cytoplasm. 

However, confocal microscopy could not detect F-actin labelling in Zones 2-6 of lenses with 

their zonules attached. In lenses with their zonules cut, similar low levels of F-actin labelling 

were observed in Zone 1 (Figure 6-11C,D), to those seen in lenses with their zonules attached. 

This suggests that F-actin is present in Zone 1, but its expression is not markedly affected by 

changes in zonular tension. In contrast, a dramatic increase in F-actin labelling in Zones 2 and 

3, and a lesser increase in Zones 4 and 5 was observed upon cutting the zonules (Figure 6-11C, 

D). In the deeper regions of the lens (Zones 4 to 6), F-actin predominantly presented at the short 

sides, especially at the vertices. Taken together, this higher resolution confocal analysis confirms 

that there is very little F-actin labelling in lenses in which zonular tension is maintained, and that 

cutting the zonules induces a time-dependent increase in F-actin labelling that is initiated in 

Zones 2 and 3 in the outer cortex of the lens. 
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Figure 6-11: Mapping of F-actin staining at the cellular level using higher resolution confocal microscopy.  (A) OAL overview image indicating the 
position (red boxes) where the fluorescent images (B, C, D) were taken. Bovine lenses mounted in the dual ring stretcher (B), immediately removed from the 
eye (C), or organ cultured without zonular tension for 1h (D) were fixed, sectioned, labelled with phalloidin for F-actin (green) and WGA for cell membranes 
(red) and imaged using a confocal microscope. The cell membrane was highlighted in red in the lower half of 0h panel and combined with F-actin signals 
(green). The brightness of zoomed images was improved using Adobe Photoshop CC2018. F-actin was mainly located at the cell membrane, but also 
existed in the cytoplasm (arrows). F-actin signal could be detected in Zone 1 of all lenses by increasing the brightness of the high-resolution images. No 
F-actin signal was detected in deeper zones 2-6 of a bovine lens mounted in stretcher (B), while after cutting off the zonules, F-actin labelling showed 
a time-dependent increase in intensity that is initiated is Zones 2 and 3 of the outer cortex and then extended to the deeper lens regions during the hour 
of culture.  
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6.4. Distribution and organization of G-actin and F-actin in organ cultured 

bovine lenses 

Globular actin (G-actin), the actin monomer, assembles into polarized filaments actin (F-actin) 

and therefore G-actin and F-actin exist in a dynamic balance in living cells (Dos Remedios et al. 

2003, Lee and Dominguez 2010). Having shown that F-actin labelling intensity and distribution 

is altered by changes in zonular tension, I wondered if the distribution of G-actin also changed, 

and whether comparing relative changes in G- and F-actin labelling would indicate that a dy-

namic assembly of the actin cytoskeleton is responsible for the observed changes in fibre cell 

morphology that occurred following the cutting of lens zonules. To initiate this comparison, I 

first mapped the distribution of G-actin in the bovine lens. 

6.4.1. Mapping of the distribution of G-actin in the bovine lens  

To map G-actin distribution, a bovine lens organ cultured without zonular tension for 4h was 

fixed, sectioned and labelled with Deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I) to highlight G-actin (Heacock 

and Bamburg 1983, Hume et al. 1984). The overall distribution of G-actin from the lens periph-

ery to core was then mapped using low-power epi-fluorescent microscopy and then higher reso-

lution confocal microscopy (Figure 6-12). In the low power overview montage, it is evident that 

G-actin staining increased towards the core of the lens (Figure 6-12B). The higher power repre-

sentative confocal images from the six different regions of the lens show that G-actin labelling 

was mainly located in the cytoplasm in Zones 1 to 3, while in the deeper Zones 4 to 6, G-actin 

was also associated with the cell membranes (Figure 6-12C). Consistent with the overview image 

(Figure 6-12B), G-actin staining detected by higher power confocal microscope in Zone 1 to 3 

is of lower intensity to that observed in the deeper zones (Figure 6-12C). 
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Figure 6-12: Mapping G-actin distribution in bovine lenses organ cultured in the absence of 
zonular tension. Bovine lenses organ cultured without stretching for 4h was fixed, sectioned and 
labelled with DNase I to detect G-actin (red) and DAPI to label nuclei (blue). (A) OAL overview 
image from the lens periphery to the core indicating the position of six zones. (B) Overview image 
montage of G-actin distribution in the lens equatorial plane taken by an epi-fluorescent microscope 
showing an increase in G-actin signal towards the lens core. Magnified confocal images (C1-6) were 
taken from the areas indicated by the boxes in the overviews image (B1-6). G-actin was mainly lo-
cated in the cytoplasm in Zone 1 to 3, but became more associated with the membranes in Zone 4-6. 

6.4.2. Effects of zonular tension on F- and G-actin distribution 

To investigate the effects of cutting the lens zonules on F- and G-actin labelling, I tripled labelled 

equatorial sections with phalloidin, DNase I and DAPI, then imaged the sections with an epi-

fluorescent microscope using a constant gain and offset, and used ImageJ and GraphPad Prism 

software to quantify and statistically evaluate, respectively, the relative changes in F- and G-

actin labelling intensity (see Chapter 2.8.2). Using this approach, I compared changes to the F- 

and G-actin distributions and intensity profiles in sections taken from bovine lenses mounted in 

a stretcher (Figure 6-13A, a; n=14), immediately after cutting the zonules (Figure 6-13B, b; 

n=10), and after cutting the zonules and maintaining the lens in organ culture for 1h without 

zonular tension (Figure 6-13C, c; n=10). To test whether F- and G-actin change significantly 

following the cutting of lens zonules, the signal intensity of each channel at 200µm, 400µm, 
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600µm, 800µm and 1000µm were analysed using an unpaired t-test. As shown in Figure 6-13D, 

the F-actin distribution following immediately (0h) or 1 hour after cutting the zonules was sig-

nificantly increased in a zone  ~400-600µm in from the capsule, with this zone of increased F-

actin intensity extending further into the lens (~400µm-1000µm) with increased time post the 

cutting of the zonules. In contrast, G-actin intensity significantly decreased some 400µm in from 

the capsule following the immediate cutting of the zonules, and this significant decrease in G-

actin became more extensive (~400µm-800µm) 1 hour after the zonules were cut. In summary, 

F- and G- actin in the lens cortex changed significantly following the cutting of the zonules. The 

release of the zonular tension induced monomeric G-actin to assembly into F-actin in the lens 

cortex in Zones 2 and 3. My observations suggest that G- and F-actin are in a dynamic equilib-

rium in the lens cortex and that cutting of the zonules to release the tension applied to the lens 

promotes a remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton which drives the observed slow remodelling of 

the fibre cells.  
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Figure 6-13: Quantitative analysis of F-actin and G-actin distribution in bovine lenses following 
the cutting of the lens zonules. Bovine lenses were fixed, sectioned, labelled with phalloidin for F-
actin (green), DNase I for G-actin (red) and DAPI for nuclei (blue) and imaged using a 10× objective 
(view field: 1335×1335µm) of an epi-fluorescent microscope. To quantify the F-and G-actin signal, 
intensity profiles were extracted using ImageJ (see Chapter 2.8.2). (A-C) Images of sections (A-C) 
and line profiles (a-c) obtained from sections taken from bovine lenses mounted in the stretcher (A, 
a; n=14), immediately removed from the eye by cutting the zonules (B, b; n=10) or organ cultured 
without zonular tension for 1h (C, c; n=10). (F-G) The average distribution of F-actin (D) and G-actin 
(E) following the release of zonular tension were compared using an unpaired t-test. * p <0.05. ** 
P<0.01. *** P<0.001. **** P<0.0001. NS represents no significant difference.  
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6.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have optimised the protocols for fixing and sectioning the larger bovine lens 

and used histochemistry to correlate the fibre cell remodelling in the outer cortex with alterations 

to the expression of the actin cytoskeleton in this zone following the cutting of the lens zonules. 

In Zone 2, the region of the most dramatic Slow Remodelling, WGA labelling revealed an im-

mediate distortion of the cell membrane upon the release of zonule tension (Figure 6-5). This 

zone also exhibited the initial increase in the assembly of F-actin as a result of cutting the zonules 

(Figure 6-10, Figure 6-13). These observations suggest that the release of zonular tension initi-

ated a series of slower changes to fibre cell morphology and the cytoskeleton system in Zone 2 

of the outer cortex.  

The observed low levels of F-actin labelling intensity observed in bovine lens with their zonules 

attached appears to be at odds with the more intense F-actin labelling and distribution observed 

in rodent lenses (Wang et al. 2016, Cheng et al. 2017). As a matter of fact, lens researchers have 

shown that in lenses of different species (rat, mouse, chick, calf, pigeon, squirrel and human), 

the actin filaments exhibit differences in abundance, distribution and patterns of filament ar-

rangement (Rafferty and Goossens 1978, Kibbelaar et al. 1980, Ramaekers et al. 1981, 

Ramaekers et al. 1982, Rafferty and Scholz 1989). Early studies have shown that lens epithelia 

and lens fibres of the mouse (Rafferty and Esson 1974), rat (Gorthy 1968), frog (Rafferty and 

Goossens 1977) and human (Cohen 1965) exhibited characteristic differences in quantity and 

distribution of cytoplasmic microfilaments. Kibbelaar et al. (1980) reported that in the calf lens 

F-actin is distributed throughout the whole lens and preferentially localized along the plasma 

membranes. In the rat lens, there is strong immunofluorescence of F-actin along cell membranes 

in the cortex whereas in the nucleus the labelling was more associated with the cytoplasm 

(Kibbelaar et al. 1980). In contrast, others reported F-actin to be undetectable in the rat lens 

nucleus (Mousa and Trevithick 1979). In the pigeon lens, a lower concentration of F-actin was 

localized in the peripheral region of the lens, where it was associated with the plasma membranes, 

and labelling was found in the nucleus (Kibbelaar et al. 1980). These results and my current 

findings suggest that the distribution of actin filaments may be associated with lens shape and 

deformability (Rafferty and Goossens 1978).  
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Thus in summary it is possible that that bovine lens, with an accommodative range of 1/2D to 

2D (Barrett 1938), exhibits a different pattern of F-actin distribution from non-accommodating 

rodent lenses or lenses with stronger accommodative ability like human lens. Regardless of these 

species differences in F-actin distribution, my results show that alterations in zonular tension can 

increase the expression of F-actin to modulate fibre cell morphology, and therefore overall lens 

shape. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and significance 

The first objective of my PhD project was to develop a microscopy technique that would allow 

me to observe real time changes to fibre cell morphology in whole lenses. My development of 

OAL microscopy as an approach to visualise dynamic changes in fibre cell morphology (Chapter 

3), coupled with the optimisation of protocols to perform time-lapse imaging of fibre cell mor-

phology in organ cultured rat and bovine lenses (Chapter 4) allowed me to achieve my first goal. 

The development of OAL microscopy led to the unexpected observation that bovine lenses or-

gan-cultured in isotonic AAH underwent a spontaneous change in lens shape. Understanding this 

unexpected observation became the second objective of my thesis. To address this objective, I 

had to develop new protocols to quantify the changes in fibre cell morphology that I was observ-

ing (Chapter 5), and new methods to test the theories which I developed to explain the mecha-

nisms responsible for the observed change in fibre cell morphology induced by cutting the lens 

zonules (Chapters 5&6). In this chapter, I will first summarise the key conclusions of the previ-

ous chapters before discussing the relevance of my findings to the current literature and high-

lighting the future directions of this new field. 
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7.1. Key conclusions 

7.1.1. Objective 1: To develop new imaging protocols to allow changes in fibre cell mor-

phology to be visualised in real-time. 

• Illumination of the lens with light angled ~8º-15º off the vertical axis enables fibre 

cell morphology across wide areas of the lens outer cortex to be imaged non-

invasively in organ cultured rat and bovine lenses. 

• A standard microscope can be easily set up to produce the Off-Angle-Light 

(OAL) illumination required to visualise lens morphology. 

• OAL light microscopy and image analysis techniques can be utilised to quantify 

fibre cell sizes in different regions of the lens cortex.   

• Time-lapse OAL imaging can be used to monitor dynamic changes to fibre cell 

morphology in multiple organ-cultured lenses in a single experiment. 

• Time-lapse OAL imaging of organ cultured rat lenses showed the expected 

shrinkage or swelling of fibre cells upon exposure to either hypertonic or hypo-

tonic solutions. 

• Time-lapse OAL imaging of organ cultured bovine lenses showed that lens ex-

posed to isotonic conditions underwent an unexpected change in shape, suggest-

ing another mechanism other than just osmotic forces was altering lens shape and 

fibre cell morphology in the bovine lens. 

7.1.2. Objective 2: To test the hypothesis that changes to zonular tension alter fibre cell 

morphology due to remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton in the bovine lens 

• Bovine lenses maintained in organ culture with their zonules cut led to a slow 

decrease in equatorial diameter and increase in the axial thickness over time 

which was found to be due to a slow shrinkage of fibre cells in a distinctive zone 

(Zone 2) of the lens. These changes were termed Slow Remodelling.  

• Maintaining zonular tension using a novel dual ring stretcher abolished the ob-

served slow remodelling of fibre cell morphology. 
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• Immediate cutting of the zonules resulted in an immediate decrease in fibre cell 

thickness in the deeper regions (Zone 3-5). This change occurred before the Slow 

Remodelling observed in Zone 2 and was called Quick Adaption. 

• Low levels of F-actin labelling could be detected in bovine lenses organ cultured 

with zonular tension maintained, but upon cutting the zonules, F-actin labelling 

increased dramatically in the deeper outer cortex (Zones 2 & 3) and extended into 

deeper regions of the lens over time before returning to baseline levels after ~9h 

in organ culture.  

A summary of these observed changes to fibre cell morphology and the actin cytoskeleton ob-

served in organ cultured bovine lens following the release of zonular tension are shown in Figure 

7-1.  
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Legend is in next page 
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Figure 7-1: Summary of time-dependent changes to fibre cell morphology and the actin cyto-
skeleton observed following the release of zonular tension in organ cultured bovine lenses. A 
schematic diagram of fibre cells in the equatorial plane of bovine lenses that was initially mounted in 
stretcher, then cut off from the stretcher and cultured for 0h, 1h, 5h and 9h. Fibre cell morphology in 
Zone 1 to 4 and part of Zone 5 could be resolved while cells in the lens core (Zone 6) could not be 
observed using OAL microscopy. Following cutting of the zonules, cell thickness in Zones 1 and 2 
and the outer region of Zone 3 did not show any initial significant changes, whereas in deeper regions, 
the cell thickness decreased immediately. However, fibre cells in Zone 2 did exhibit a distortion of 
fibre cell membranes and an increase in F-actin labelling in Zone 2 and part of Zone 3 immediately 
after cutting the zonules. In the following hours post cutting the zonules, cell thickness in Zone 2 
decreased and the distortion of fibre cell membranes diminished over time in this zone. The cell 
thickness in Zone 1 decreased in the first 5h and showed no significant changes after that and the 
distortion of column orientation in Zone 1 reached a maximum at ~5h and then gradually diminished 
towards a straighter orientation. F-actin expression extended to deeper lens regions after ~1h, before 
retracting back to Zone 2 and 3 at ~5h and labelling completely diminishing to basal levels by ~9h. 
○M  indicates maximum distortion. 

Taken together, the new techniques that I have developed have enabled me to do a thorough 

study of how fibre cell morphology changes in the bovine lenses in response to a release of 

zonular tension. In the next sections I will first explain why I believe the lens cellular structure 

could be resolved using Off-Angle-Light microscopy, then I will integrate my observational re-

sults to our current understanding of lens volume regulation, cataractogenesis and accommoda-

tion. 

7.2. The optical theory of Off-Angle-Light microscopy 

The ability of off angle light to resolve the morphology of lens fibre cells is most likely due to 

the inherent ordered nature of the lens fibre cells in the outer cortex that allow the lens to operate 

as a diffraction grating. The diffraction properties of the lens were first observed by Rene´ Des-

cartes, who is credited with the first descriptions of the coloured coronas seen around flames or 

lamps in a dark environment (Figure 7-2). Descartes believed that these coloured rings were 

produced, not by the air, but by the eye which perceives them (Descartes 1637). Much later, 

Descartes’ observations were extended by several researchers (Beer 1851, Druault 1898, Sheard 

1919, Emsley and Fincham 1922, Simpson 1953, Caldicott and Charman 2002), but it was 

Druault (1898) who traced the cause of the coloured rings to the fibrous structure of the crystal-

line lens. Druault explained that the appearance of a ring of rainbow colours round a light is 

caused by diffraction ─ the slight bending of light as it passes around the edge of an object. When 

light passes through an object composed of parallel straight lines, the light rays diffract only in 
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a direction perpendicular to the lines causing them to break up into their constituent colours to 

produce a narrow spectrum on each side of the central light, with the colour violet closest to the 

centre and red furthest away from it. It follows that when light passes through an obstacle made 

of bundles of parallel straight lines distributed in all directions like the spokes of a wheel, innu-

merable narrow spectra are distributed in all directions to form a coloured-ring round the central 

light, just like what has been observed around a candle flame. It would be expected, therefore, 

that the coloured ring phenomenon was produced by a radial structure in the eye, and only the 

peripheral fibre cells in the lens outer cortex act in this way (Druault 1898). To test this, Druault 

moved an opaque screen across the observing eye. When more than half of the pupil was covered, 

which meant the vertical fibres in the lens periphery were blocked, the portions of the coloured 

ring round the horizontal diameter disappeared, leaving only the top and bottom quarters of the 

ring visible (Figure 7-3), thus proving that lens fibres orientated vertically in the eye diffracted 

the light horizontally (Druault 1898).  

 

Figure 7-2: Descartes’ illustration of the formation and appearance of coloured coronas round 
a candle flame. A-B is the larger ring, which was red at A, and blue at B; C-D is the smaller ring, 
which was also red at C, but white at D. The majority of the rays converged together at O. Some light 
will be deflected by ocular tissues between E and P, miss the focal point and form the rings C-D, and 
some other rays will extend in the space FG, where the coloured rings A-B form. Figure was obtained 
from Figure 1 in the article (Caldicott and Charman 2002) with permission from John Wiley and 
Sons. In Caldicott and Charman’s article, Figure 1 was reproduced with minor edits from (Descartes 
1637, Figure 26). 

Emsley and Fincham (1922) further confirmed Druault's theory. They employed a narrow slit-

like aperture to expose different parts of the pupil and portions of the eye to produce spectra in 

the positions perpendicular to the lens fibres as shown in Figure 7-4 (Emsley and Fincham 1922). 

Simpson (1953), a meteorologist, who observed the coloured rings surrounding a street light in 

the dark night, calculated the size of the diffraction grating to be ~9.4µm (Figure 7-5A), which 

is very close to the column width of fibre cells in human lenses that is around 8 to 10 µm 
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(Simpson 1953, Trokel 1962). The early investigators (Emsley and Fincham 1922, Smith 1924, 

Simpson 1953) came to the conclusion that the radial fibres in the cortex of the crystalline lens 

formed a diffraction grating (Figure 7-5B), which produced the coloured rings around a lamp, 

and by observing and measuring a light source and its coloured rings, the size of fibre cells within 

the human lens cortex could be calculated. However, no further studies of this phenomenon have 

been undertaken ever since, and so consequently this optical property of lens fibre cells has never 

been fully utilized to study lens biology. 

 

Figure 7-3: Druault’s screen test. Only vertical segments of the coloured rings remained when more 
than one-half of the pupil was covered. The arrow showed the direction in which the screen travels. 
Figure was reproduced from Figure 1 in the article (Smith 1924) with permission from BMJ Publish-
ing Group Ltd. In Smith’s article, Figure 1 was obtained from (Druault 1898).  

 

Figure 7-4: Emsley and Fincham’s slit-like aperture test. Successive positions of the slit in front 
of the pupil (A-D) with the corresponding appearances of the coloured rings (a-d). Figures reproduced 
from (Emsley and Fincham 1922) with permission from IOP Science publisher. 
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Modern studies of lens cellular structure and optical properties have provided structural evidence 

for the grating theory. The crystalline lens consists of tightly packed fibre cells. The refractive 

index gradient varies in a parabolic fashion from 1.380 in the cortex to 1.409 in the lens core. 

The refractive index of the plasma membrane (n=1.42–1.47) exceeds that of the cytoplasm 

(n=1.38) in the lens cortex, whereas the refractive index of the plasma membrane in the lens core 

(n=1.38-1.42) closely matches that of the cytoplasm (n=1.409) (Michael et al. 2003, Bassnett et 

al. 2011). In the lens cortex, the fibres are relatively smooth and arranged in a precise hexagonal 

lattice, which fulfils the basic definition of a diffraction grating: ‘a repetitive array of elements 

which produce periodic alterations in the phase, amplitude, or both, of an emerging wave’(Schus-

ter 1904, Simpson 1953). However, the diffractive effect is limited to the lens cortex. The central 

part of the lens, although comprised of similar fibre cells, is considered to be optically homoge-

neous in terms of refractive index and therefore does not operate as a diffraction grating 

(Simpson 1953).  

 

Figure 7-5: Coloured rings around a white light source and the circular diffraction grating in 
the eye. (A) The coloured rings around a white light source. The source of light is at the centre, 
surrounded by the disc of white light. The coloured rings representing lenticular halo are made of 
innumerable radial rays. (B) A circular diffraction grating was formed by the radial fibres at the pe-
riphery of the crystalline lens. Figures reproduced from (Simpson 1953) with permission from BMJ 
Publishing Group Ltd. 

Though the diffraction grating of the lens cortex has been recognized by lens researchers, it has 

only been utilized to explain the transparency of the lens. Michael (2003) believed that the lattice 

structure acted as a diffraction grating, where the regular spacing of the individual scattering 

centres led to constructive interference in the forward direction and destructive interference at 

other angles. Hence, the light passed the material in one direction only, with the total resultant 
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scattering in other directions being negligible (Michael et al. 2003, Bassnett et al. 2011). These 

studies focused on how the diffraction grating of lens reduced light scatter between membranes 

and cytoplasm, but for my project, what I required was the opposite effect, that is to increase the 

light scatter between membranes and cytoplasm to make the lens cellular structure visible. Thus, 

it required me to find a way to make the light diffracted by the internal grating structure of the 

biological lens to be constructively reinforced in order to increase contrast at the focal plane of 

the microscope.  

In Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1, I described a simple experiment in which a torch light was used as 

the illumination source. By continuously changing the incident angle, the cellular structure of 

the lens cortex was revealed showing different patterns of fibre cells, which were best resolved 

when illuminating the lens with a torch light ~8º-15º off the vertical axis. As a well-known prin-

ciple in optical diffraction, the optical path difference of the scattered rays varies with the inci-

dence angle, which then would produce different interference results (Kress and Meyrueis 2009). 

Though I did not fully understand the theory when first performing the experiment, the trial of 

varying the angle of the torch light coincidently fits the principles of diffraction, and inevitably 

led to the development of OAL microscopy as a means to visualise lens cellular structure. Hence, 

I believe that OAL microscopy works by utilising the inherent diffraction grating of the lens to 

increase constructive interference to enable the cellular structure of fibre cells in the outer cortex 

to be visualised.  

Regardless of the mechanism, OAL microscopy has allow me to reveal two distinctly different 

changes to fibre cell morphology that occur upon cutting the lens zonules: an immediate change 

to fibre cell size in the deeper regions of bovine lens, which I termed Quick Adaption; and in the 

outer cortex, a Slow Remodelling of fibre cell morphology that occurred over many hours. In 

the following sections, I will discuss the potential significance of these two phenomena to lens 

structure and function.  

7.3. Quick Adaption – significance to lens accommodation 

In my thesis, OAL microscopy coupled with the use of a lens stretcher enabled me to directly 

compare the size of fibre cells before and after cutting the zonules. Using this approach, I was 

able to show that the release of zonular tension induced an immediate change in fibre cell size 
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in the deeper regions of the bovine lens, while fibre cells in the outer regions of the lens remained 

the same size (Figure 7-1, In stretcher & 0h panels). To distinguish this immediate change from 

the Slow Remodelling, I called this response Quick Adaption. Despite OAL microscopy only 

being able to resolve fibre cell morphology in the deep outer cortex to inner cortex of the lens, 

and not the central lens nucleus (~50% of the whole lens), and the fact that the bovine lens has a 

relatively small accommodative amplitude (1/2D to 2D) relative to the primate lens (10-15D) 

(Barrett 1938, Glasser and Kaufman 1999), my discovery of the Quick Adaption response offers 

some new insights into the mechanism of accommodation.  

Lens accommodation (see Chapter 1 Section 1.2.3) was first observed by Scheiner (Scheiner 

1619, Daxecker 1992) in 1619, and the mechanisms responsible for accommodation has been 

the focus of investigation and debate ever since (Helmholtz 1855, Tscherning 1904, Fincham 

1929, Coleman 1970, Fisher 1977, Schachar et al. 1993, Glasser and Kaufman 1999). However, 

none of the resultant hypotheses have fully explained why the lens, in response to an accommo-

dative stimulus, can alter its anterior surface curvature so that it is steeper in the centre, but flatter 

in periphery (Patnaik 1967, Brown 1973, Koretz et al. 1997, Dubbelman et al. 2003). Some in-

vestigators have found that the lens cortex is more resistant to deformation than the nucleus, and 

that the cortical thickness (~30% of the whole lens) is unchanged during accommodation, with 

the observed increase in lens thickness being driven predominately by changes to the lens nu-

cleus (Fisher 1971, Brown 1973). This finding could explain the difference in curvature between 

the lens centre and periphery, but due to the lack of further proof, it has been disputed by oph-

thalmologists and other lens researchers (Burd et al. 2006). 

Although I was not studying accommodation per se in my project, the cutting of the zonules is 

an extreme way to simulate the change in zonular tension that occurs during lens accommoda-

tion. Hence, the observed changes to fibre cell morphology detected in the deeper lens regions 

might reflect the cellular changes that are thought to drive the changes in the lens nucleus that 

occur during accommodation. I observed that during Quick Adaption, a rapid decrease in cell 

thickness occurred in deeper regions of the bovine lens (Zones 3 to 5), while fibre cells in the 

superficial shell did not change their size (Figure 7-1, In stretcher & 0h). It can be inferred that 

although the cortex is located closer to the lens capsule and zonules, fibre cell size stayed con-

stant in the cortex during accommodation, while the release of zonular tension caused changes 

to fibre cell size in deeper regions to make the lens thicker. In this deeper region, the ratio of cell 
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thickness/column width decreased evenly following cutting of the zonule such that the parallel 

array of cell columns remained constant (Chapter 5 Figure 5-20).  

 

Figure 7-6: Diagram to explain the variation of fibre cells at the equatorial plane.  As the zonular 
tension changes, the angle of the short sides changes, fibre cells expand or contract. Figure is repro-
duced from Figure 3.35 in the thesis (Travers 1990) with minor edits. According to the policy of City 
University of London, the data may be re-used without specific permission for not-for-profit pur-
poses. URL: https://openaccess.city.ac.uk/id/eprint/7669 

This result provides evidence at a cellular level for Fisher and Brown’s theory (Fisher 1971, 

Brown 1973), and sheds new light on the mechanism of accommodation. But how could such 

changes operate? Travers put forward a hypothesis in his thesis (Travers 1990) that fibre cells in 

the lens nucleus have the potential to expand or contract as the angles formed by the short sides 

changed under the mechanical forces generated during accommodation (Figure 7-6). My obser-

vation that the ratio of cell thickness/column width decreased evenly in deeper zones after cutting 

the zonules (Figure 5-20), supports Travers’ hypothesis. However, to further test this theory, it 

will be necessary to develop an adjustable lens stretcher, which is amenable to OAL microscopy, 

to observe the dynamic changes to fibre cell morphology that occur during accommodation. 

Why the fibre cells in the lens cortex and nucleus differentially change their size upon release of 

zonular tension is unclear. Fisher (1971) investigated the elasticity of the lens using lens-spinning 

experiments and showed the lens cortex to be up to six times stiffer than the nucleus (Fisher 

1971). The molecular basis of this regional difference in lens stiffness is unknown. As summa-

rised in Figure 7-1, in Zone 1, Zone 2 and the outer part of Zone 3, the size of differentiating 
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fibre cells stayed constant during Quick Adaption, while in the deeper zones, where the mature 

fibre cells are fully differentiated, an immediate shrinkage after cutting the zonules was observed. 

It seems likely that the mature fibre cells located from the inner part of Zone 3 to Zone 5 possess 

material properties that enable them to spring back immediately during accommodation. To iden-

tify the factors that determine the material properties of fibre cells in different regions of the lens 

and investigate how the known molecular and structure changes that occur during fibre cell dif-

ferentiation affect the biomechanical properties of the lens will require future work. 

7.4. Slow Remodelling – significance to the steady state optical properties of 

the lens 

To the best of my knowledge, the Slow Remodelling which I observed in the bovine lens fol-

lowing the cutting of the zonules is a novel finding since there are no reports in the literature 

about the prolonged effects of cutting the zonules on lens geometry and fibre cell morphology. 

There are however, some reports about changes to the geometry of lenses maintained in organ-

culture. For example, organ-cultured rabbit or bovine lenses were reported to have a tendency to 

become more spheroid under both hypotonic and hypertonic conditions (Zhang and Jacob 1996, 

Kong et al. 2009). In addition, under isotonic culture conditions Kong et al., showed that both 

rabbit and bovine lenses exhibited an increase in axial thickness and a decrease in equatorial 

diameter, changes similar to what I have observed in my current study (Kong et al. 2009). Thus, 

upon reflection, the changes in overall lens geometry have been noted previously, but they were 

not correlated to alterations in zonular tension, or shown to be due to changes to the underlying 

fibre cell morphology. The Slow Remodelling was not however observed in rat lenses cultured 

in isotonic AAH (Chapter 4 section 4.3), which may be because the rat eye does not accommo-

date, while bovine lenses can undergo limited (1/2D to 2D) accommodation (Barrett 1938, 

Glasser and Kaufman 1999). However, the failure to observe Slow Remodelling in the rat lens 

does not mean that changing zonular tension has no effect on non-accommodating lenses, rather 

it may be that the changes to fibre cell morphology were simply more difficult to detect in the 

smaller and rounder rodent lens. In support of this contention, recent studies on rodent lenses 

have shown that either mechanical or pharmacological induced alterations of zonular tension 

affects the lens hydrostatic pressure gradient (Chen et al. 2019), and subcellular localisation of 

the transient receptor protein vanilloid channels, TRPV1 and TRPV4 (Nakazawa et al. 2019) in 

the mouse lens, and changes the subcellular location of the water channel, AQP5, in the rat lens 
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(Petrova et al. 2020). Taken together, these observations suggest the loss of zonular tension needs 

to be considered as a factor that could influence not only lens geometry and fibre cell morphol-

ogy, but also lens physiology through the alteration of the functionality of ion channels. In the 

following sections, I will consider the mechanisms driving Slow Remodelling and its signifi-

cance to overall lens function. 

7.4.1. Mechanism of the Slow Remodelling 

While cutting the zonules caused an immediate distortion of fibre cell morphology in Zone 2, 

fibre cell size was not initially affected in this region of the lens (Figure 7-1, 0h). This suggests 

that the observed cell shrinkage observed during Slow Remodelling was not due to a reorienta-

tion of cell membranes, but driven by a slower reduction in the thickness of fibre cells in Zone 

2. If this interpretation is correct, it implies that changes in zonular tension can be transduced 

into changes to the steady state regulation of fibre cell morphology. Recent studies have sug-

gested that TRPV1 and TRPV4 channels, could be involved in sensing this change in applied 

tension. TRPV1 and TRPV4 have previously been shown in the mouse lens to act as mecha-

nosensors that modulate the dual arms of a feedback pathway which act to synergistically to 

maintain a constant lens hydrostatic pressure gradient (Gao et al. 2015). Increases in lens pres-

sure are sensed by TRPV4, which activates a Src family kinase-dependent signalling pathway 

(Shahidullah et al. 2012), to increase Na+/K+-ATPase activity to stimulate ion and water fluxes 

to decreases lens pressure. In contrast, a decrease in pressure activates TRPV1 channels to cause 

a rapid increase in sodium potassium dichloride (NKCC) cotransport, and a slower decrease 

Na+/K+-ATPase activity to increase the cytoplasmic ion concentrations, and therefore, restore 

lens pressure (Gao et al. 2015, Shahidullah et al. 2018). Most recently, Chen et al. (2019) have 

shown that changes to the tension applied to the lens by the zonules affects the magnitude of the 

hydrostatic pressure gradient. Increasing zonular tension caused a decrease in steady state hy-

drostatic pressure that was mediated by TRPV4, while a decrease in the tension applied to the 

lens increased lens hydrostatic pressure, and this increase was mediated by activation of TRPV1 

(Chen et al. 2019). Taken together these studies suggest that alterations in zonular tension can 

be sensed by TRPV1 and TRPV4 channels and transduced into changes in the activity of key 

transporter proteins that regulate ion transport and fibre cell volume to affect the Slow Remod-

elling of fibre cells I have observed in Zone 2. To test this hypothesis future studies in the MVL 

will involve using OAL microscopy to dissect the signalling pathways that link changes in zon-

ular tension to the Slow Remodelling of fibre cell morphology. 
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7.4.2. Role of the actin cytoskeleton in the Slow Remodelling of fibre cell morphology 

The biphasic time-dependent change in F-actin labelling (Figure 7-1) observed after cutting the 

zonules, revealed a labelling pattern for F-actin that was very different from previous studies 

(Ireland et al. 1983, P Vasantha and Rupalatha 2006, Cheng et al. 2017). Since the first observa-

tions of the actin cytoskeleton in lens tissue nearly 40 years ago (Bloemendal et al. 1972, Rafferty 

and Goossens 1978), various cellular functions for the actin cytoskeleton have been proposed by 

lens investigators. The actin cytoskeleton was found to function in mitosis, motility and fibre 

cell differentiation during lens development (Rafferty and Goossens 1978, Mousa and Trevithick 

1979, Ramaekers et al. 1981, Bozanic et al. 2006, Cheng et al. 2016). Morphological evidence 

suggests that the actin cytoskeleton plays an important role in the maintenance of fibre cell in-

tegrity (Fudge et al. 2011, Cheng et al. 2016). Some early researchers proposed that the lens actin 

cytoskeleton was linked with visual accommodation, and showed that in lenses of different spe-

cies (rat, mouse, chick, calf, pigeon, squirrel, bovine and human), F-actin was different in con-

centration, distribution and patterns of filament arrangement, which according to the investiga-

tors was correlated with the relative accommodative ability of the different species of lens 

(Rafferty and Goossens 1978, Kibbelaar et al. 1980, Ramaekers et al. 1981, Ramaekers et al. 

1982, Rafferty and Scholz 1989).  

However, the effects of changes in zonular tension on the distribution of F-actin has never been 

investigated before. This unique change of F-actin expression, which I observed in this study, 

indicates that the lens actin cytoskeleton can respond to changes in zonular tension, and that it 

may participate in the observed Slow Remodelling of fibre cell morphology. However, since 

minimal F-actin labelling was observed in the bovine lenses mounted in the stretcher, to maintain 

the zonular tension observed in situ in the eye, it would appear that F-actin is not involved in the 

initial changes to fibre cell morphology associated with either the rapid shrinkage of fibre cells 

in Zone 3-5, or the initial distortion of fibre cell morphology observed in Zone 2. Instead, I 

believe that the time course of changes to F-actin labelling indicates that the actin cytoskeleton 

is more likely to be involved in restoring changes to the local order of fibre cells that was abruptly 

altered by cutting the zonules. Following the cutting of the zonules, fibre cells in Zone 2 showed 

severe distortions to the normally regular fibre cell morphology. However, this distortion grad-

ually diminished over time with the regular fibre cell order being restored after several hours in 

organ culture (summarised in Figure 7-1). This indicates that the lens possesses a system that 

actively maintains and restores its ordered fibre cell morphology. Given the timing and location 
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of the increase in F-actin labelling following the release of zonular tension, it is highly likely that 

the actin cytoskeleton is responsible for the observed time dependent restoration of the ordered 

fibre cell morphology following the cutting of the zonules. In summary, I propose that the role 

of F-actin is to actively maintain and restore the integrity of lens cellular architecture. This hy-

pothesis differs somewhat from previous reports that cellular integrity is maintained by the pres-

ence of an extensive actin cytoskeleton that serves to establish the classical hexagonal fibre cell 

morphology in the outer cortex of the lens (Rafferty and Scholz 1989, Fudge et al. 2011, Cheng 

et al. 2016). My results would suggest that cellular integrity can be restored by the induction of 

F-actin polymerization to dynamically repair any distortions to fibre cell morphology that alters 

overall lens geometry.  

This involvement of the actin cytoskeleton in the active maintenance of fibre cell morphology is 

supported by several lines of evidence. Firstly, electron microscopy has shown that in accom-

modating lenses (pigeon, squirrel, bovine and human), F-actin is arranged in a lattice structure, 

which is associated with the plasma membrane and is parallel to the long axis of the lens fibres 

(Benedetti et al. 1976, Rafferty and Goossens 1978, Kibbelaar et al. 1980). Secondly, it is estab-

lished in chondrocytes that mechanical loading and cell deformation could influence actin or-

ganisation and result in disassembly and subsequent reassembly of F-actin (Farshid et al. 2002, 

Campbell et al. 2007, Dipaolo et al. 2010, Lieleg et al. 2010, Pravincumar et al. 2012). In my 

studies, F-actin labelling also exhibited a cycle of assembly and disassembly. When the lens is 

in a resting status (mounted in a stretcher to mimic the zonular tension applied in situ), only 

minimal levels of F-actin labelling could be seen in Zone 1 of the outer cortex. However, after 

the release of zonular tension and the morphological change of fibre cells, a dramatic increase in 

F-actin labelling appeared in deeper regions of the lens cortex, and when the morphological 

change ceased, F-actin labelling gradually returned to basal levels in the lens cortex. In the re-

gions where F-actin was expressed, the fibre cells were regularly arranged, while in the lens 

nucleus where no F-actin assembly was observed, the cellular structure was very disorganized. 

Very little is known about how the signal of the membrane distortions is sensed and transduced 

to the actin cytoskeleton system. It is widely accepted that the Rho GTPases play a critical role 

in regulating G-to F-actin assembly in eukaryotic cells (Hall 2005, P Vasantha and Rupalatha 

2006, Cheng et al. 2016), but whether this signalling pathway controls the assembly of F-actin 

in Slow Remodelling needs to be the focus of further investigations. 
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7.4.3. Significance of the Slow Remodelling of fibre cell morphology 

It appears that the Slow Remodelling of fibre cell morphology that I have revealed using OAL 

microscopy is a physiological process, in which a change in zonular tension activates the volume 

regulatory machinery in the lens to restore and maintain fibre cell morphology. In this process, 

Zone 2 of the lens is the most affected and most active region. It follows, therefore, that in those 

conditions that affect lens physiological function, such as aging and/or diabetes, cellular damage 

is most likely to appear in this region of the lens. Hence studying the underlying processes in-

volved in Slow Remodelling could provide new insights in the onset of diabetic cortical cataract 

and provide new targets for the development of pharmacological interventions to prevent or de-

lay cataract formation. 

Morphologically, cortical cataract manifests as tissue liquefaction in a localised zone within the 

lens outer cortex (Jacob 1999, Asbell et al. 2005). Using a diabetic rat model, Bond et al., showed 

that the tissue liquefaction was preceded by cell swelling in this region surrounded by relatively 

normal cells (Bond et al. 1996). Subsequent studies in the MVL (see Chapter 1.4) showed that 

inhibiting ion channels and transporters involved in volume regulation could mimic the localised 

diabetic cataract damage phenotype (Bond et al. 1996, Tunstall et al. 1999, Donaldson et al. 

2009). In both instances, the localised region of tissue damage coincided with Zone 2, where I 

observed Slow Remodelling of fibre cell morphology in response to the release of zonular ten-

sion. Thus, it appears that in this localised region of the lens, controlling the volume of fibre cells 

is crucial to the maintenance of lens transparency. In addition, my work also suggests that the 

ability to modulate fibre cell morphology, and therefore lens optics, can be influenced by the 

tension applied to the lens by the zonules. This has two implications. Firstly, it suggests that by 

studying the cellular mechanism responsible for the Slow Remodelling we may be able develop 

therapies, which by targeting the regulation of fibre cell volume, prove effective in preventing 

the tissue damage associated with diabetic cataract. Secondly, it suggests that alterations in zon-

ular tension can alter steady state lens optics by inducing changes to fibre cell volume and mor-

phology that alter the overall geometry of the lens. I envisage that as the lens grows associated 

changes to zonular tension would produce changes to the steady state optics of the lens to ensure 

light will remain correctly focussed on the retina.  
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7.5. Conclusion 

The development of OAL microscopy to study dynamic changes to fibre cell morphology has 

revealed that alterations to the zonular tension applied to the lens results in temporal and spatial 

changes to fibre cell morphology and the actin cytoskeleton. Through careful observation and 

in-depth analysis, I have gained new insights into the structure and function of the lens, which 

will provide the basis for new research directions designed to understand not only normal lens 

function, but the onset of the lens pathologies presbyopia and cataract. In this regard, OAL mi-

croscopy can be used in future studies to investigate the signalling pathways and molecular 

mechanisms involved in translating the changes in zonular tension to changes in fibre cell mor-

phology and lens geometry. 
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Appendix A: Conference abstracts 

Presented at Feb 2-4, 2015. Microscopy New Zealand Conference, Dunedin, New Zealand 
Awarded Young Microscopist Scholarship to attend the conference 

Time-lapse imaging of the dynamics of UV-induce cell death to the epithelium of the 
rat lens 

Zhiying Kong1, Jacqui Ross2, Paul Donaldson1 
1Department of Physiology, 2Biomedical Imaging Research Unit, School of Medical Sciences, University of Auck-
land, Auckland, New Zealand 

The constant exposure to UV light throughout life is thought to be a risk factor in the initiation 

of lens cataract. In this study we have used live cell imaging to study the effects of acute UV 

exposure on the morphology of lens epithelial cells.  The lens epithelium covers the anterior 

surface of the lens. At the lens equator epithelial cells divide, elongate and differentiate into fibre 

cells that make up the bulk of the lens. To image the morphological dynamics of epithelial cells 

death within the living ocular lens in real-time, Wistar rat lenses were organ cultured in the pres-

ence of Hoechst 33342 and propidium iodide (PI) to stain living and dead cells, respectively. 

Ultraviolet (UV) light from a Mercury Light Source (Nikon Intensilight C-HGFI) was used to 

induce cell death in a small spot of the epithelial layer. Phase-contrast and fluorescence micros-

copy (Nikon TE2000E) were used for the observation of the dynamic process of cell death. After 

10 min the area exposed to UV light became distinguishable under phase-contrast microscopy 

and epithelial cells exhibited an increase in PI fluorescence indicating the induction of cell death. 

The morphological dynamics and migration of the nuclei of dead cells and live cells from outside 

the UV damage zone were subsequently recorded by time-lapse live cell imaging. This experi-

mental system provides a means for studying not only how the lens epithelium responses to 

injury but also what effect injury to the lens surface has on the underlying fibre cell mass and 

will provide new insights into the role of UV light in the initiation of lens cataract. 
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Presented at December 6-11, 2015. International Conference on the Lens (ICL), Kona, Hawaii, 
USA. 
Awarded National Foundation for Eye Research Travel Award  

Visualizing fiber cells in a whole living lens in real-time 

Zhiying Kong1, Kevin F. Webb2, Paul J. Donaldson1 
1Department of Physiology, School of Medical Sciences, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand 2Insti-
tute of Biophysics, Imaging & Optical Science, School of Electrical & Electric Engineering, University of Notting-
ham, Nottingham, United Kingdom 

Purpose: To develop a microscopy method to enable changes in lens fiber cells volume in intact 

non-fixed lenses to be visualised in real-time. 

Methods: A variety of microscopy techniques were to trialled to visualise fiber cell morphology 

in rat and bovine lenses organ cultured under isosmotic conditions in the absence and presence 

of pharmacological reagents (Cl- channel inhibitor NPPB, the NKCC inhibitor bumetanide and 

the Na+ pump inhibitor ouabain) that regulate ion channel and transporter function. The best 

microscopy method involved partial closing the aperture of the light source to produce a narrow 

cone of light that because of orientation of the fiber cells results in the narrow angle of light 

effectively illuminating fiber cells at an angle. Images obtained using this off-angle light (OAL) 

approach in whole lenses were compared to images obtained by confocal microscopy of organ 

cultured lens sections labelled with the Wheat Germ Agglutinin.  

Results: Conventional microscopy techniques failed to resolve lens fibre cell structure due to the 

low contrast of lens tissue. In contrast, OAL microscopy utilized the light scattering and inter-

ference caused by the relative angle of illumination of the fiber cells to visualise the ordered 

structure of fiber cells columns. This approach was most effective in the outer cortex of control 

lenses, but cells in the inner cortex and core could be also resolved in lenses after exposure to 

pharmacological inhibitors that changed the water content and therefore the contrast of the im-

ages the lens core. In the lens cortex, OAL microscopy allowed spatially distinct damage pheno-

types induced by NPPB, bumetanide and ouabain to be observed that were consistent with dam-

age phenotypes seen in fixed lenses. 

Conclusions: OAL microscopy enables the non-invasive visualisation of dynamic changes to 

fiber cell morphology in whole lens with high resolution and sensitivity.   
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Presented at Feb 1-3, 2017. Microscopy New Zealand Conference, Auckland, New Zealand. 
Awarded Keith Williamson Medal for Excellence in Microscopy Research at Microscopy 2017 

New live-cell microscopy and tissue sectioning techniques to allow the study of dy-
namic changes of lens fiber cells in whole bovine lenses 

Zhiying Kong1, Kevin Webb2, Satya Amirapu3, Paul Donaldson1 
1Department of Physiology, School of Medical Sciences, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand 2Insti-
tute of Biophysics, Imaging & Optical Science, School of Electrical & Electric Engineering, University of Notting-
ham, Nottingham, United Kingdom 3Department of Anatomy with Radiology, School of Medical Sciences, Uni-
versity of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand 

The ocular lens is a transparent organ, and this transparency is a direct result of ordered tissue 

architecture, and disruption of this order leads to light scatter and eventually lens cataract. Cur-

rently there is no method to observe lens fiber cell structure in whole living lenses. Moreover, 

the lack of a suitable tissue sectioning technique for larger lenses e.g. bovine and ovine lenses 

also restricts lens morphological study. We developed an off-angle light (OAL) microscopy 

method by closing the aperture of the light source and adjusting the orientation of the bovine 

lens which results in a narrow beam of light illuminating fiber cells at a certain angle. By using 

OAL microscopy we recorded the dynamic changes of bovine lens fiber cells after cutting off 

the zonules and releasing the mechanical tension on the lens. We developed a set of new tech-

niques to fix, stabilize and cut the lenses to improve the quality of sections. Bovine lens sections 

labelled with the Wheat Germ Agglutinin have been examined by confocal microscopy to com-

pare with live-cell images. OAL microscopy allowed fibre cells structure in the cortex to be 

visualised and the dynamic time course of fiber cell remodelling and rearrangement of bovine 

lens has been recorded. As the zonules being cut off and the bovine lens becoming more spheri-

cal, the fiber cells at different area of bovine lens underwent different morphological and posi-

tional changes. OAL imaging of bovine lens equator showed that fiber cells located within 200 

μm did not exhibit any obvious changes while the deeper fiber cells (200-450μm) shrinks nearly 

40%. The fiber cells in the inner cortex and lens core were not affected. OAL imaging of lens 

surface cells showed that the fiber cells of anterior and posterior surface moved toward lens pole 

respectively. Confocal microscopy study revealed the consistent changes on fixed bovine sec-

tions. These new imaging techniques provide a platform for studying how the changes of lens 

fiber cells’ shape and relative position contribute to the overall geometry changes of bovine lens. 
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Presented at December 11-15, 2017. International Conference on the Lens (ICL), Kona, Hawaii, 
USA. 

Altering the tension applied to the lens by the zonules induces a localized remodelling 
of fiber cell morphology and the actin cytoskeleton in the bovine lens 

Paul J. Donaldson, Zhiying Kong 
Department of Physiology, School of Medical Sciences, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand  

Purpose: To determine whether a remodelling of lens fiber cells observed in cultured bovine 

lenses is the result of alterations to zonular tension and whether this remodelling involves 

changes to the actin cytoskeleton. 

Methods: Bovine lenses were either dissected free from the ciliary body by cutting the zonules, 

or mounted in a simple stretching device that enabled tension to be applied to the lens via the 

zonules. Lenses were organ cultured in Artificial Aqueous Humor and the overall width and 

thickness of lenses were measured. Off-Angle-Light (OAL) microscopy was used to monitor 

changes to cortical fiber cell morphology in real time. After culturing for various times lenses 

are fixed, sectioned, labelled with Wheat germ agglutinin (cell membranes), Phalloidin (F-actin) 

and DNase I (G-Actin), and sections were visualised using a ZEISS Axioplan microscope.  

Results: In lenses cultured in the absence of zonules for 4 hours, lens width and thickness signif-

icantly decreased and increased, respectively, indicating a change in overall lens shape. OAL 

imaging revealed that fiber cells located in a zone ~200-450μm from the equator underwent 

shrinkage, while cells either side of this zone maintained their volume. This change in cell mor-

phology was associated with an increase in F-actin staining, with minimal staining observed 

either side of the remodelling zone. In lenses where zonular tension was maintained, no signifi-

cant changes in lens shape, fiber cell remodelling, or F-actin staining were observed. 

Conclusions: A zone in the lens cortex where fiber cells undergo a change in their morphology 

in response to changes in the tension applied to the lens by the zonules has been identified and 

F-actin assembly appears to play a part in this remodelling. This suggests that the lens can ac-

tively alter it shape in response to changes in steady state tension applied to the lens by the 

zonules. 
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